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1
I NTRODUCTION
1.1. U SE C ASES AND T HESIS S TATEMENT
In the modern world, networked sensor technology makes it possible to capture the
world around us in real-time. For example, in the security domain cameras are an
important source of information. The police in the USA is already using body cams
(White, 2014; Kelsh, 2016) and the police in the Netherlands is starting to use them,
surveillance cameras are present in many public places (Tokmetzis, 2013) and aerial
vehicles or drones record aerial images (Reese, 2015). In case of a special event, such
as a robbery or some type of violence, citizens are often recording videos with their
smartphones. All these types of information can be used 1) for real time monitoring
of the environment to prevent crime (monitoring case); and/or 2) for investigation
and retrieval of crimes, for example in evidence forensics (Chamasemani et al., 2015)
(forensic case).
In the monitoring case, security operators have to monitor many video streams to
detect suspicious behavior. Some application areas of monitoring are: (public) transport (airport, railway), public places (bank, supermarket, parking lot), public events
(concerts, football matches) and military (near national borders, secure perimeters)
(Lee et al., 2000; Valera et al., 2005). According to Ainsworth (2002), a security operator can lose up to 95% of the activity on the screen after just 22 minutes of continuous
surveillance. With the increasing amount of video data, it becomes unfeasible for a
security employee to track all streams in real time to monitor the environment. Current systems are already able to assist the security operator (Vishwakarma et al., 2013;
Ko, 2008). Start of the art technologies include automatically providing an estimation
of the density of a crowd (Davies et al., 2005; Zhan et al., 2008), object detection and
recognition (Hu et al., 2004; Uijlings et al., 2013), motion analysis / tracking (Zhang
et al., 2015b; Yilmaz et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2004), person identification (over multiple
video streams)(Bouma et al., 2013a; Vezzani et al., 2013) and human behavior analysis (Ko, 2008; Aggarwal et al., 2011; Vishwakarma et al., 2013), such as pickpocketing (Bouma et al., 2014; Arroyo et al., 2015), stealing from a truck (Burghouts et al.,
2014) or digging up an Improvised Explosive Device (IED) (Schutte et al., 2016). In
1
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the monitoring case, it is important that the systems 1) work in (near)-real time, i.e.
can process the video streams as fast as they occur; 2) have a low false alarm rate
(Bouma et al., 2014), because millions of alarms per minute are not feasible to go after; 3) have a low probability that an event is missed (high recall), because important
events should not be missed. These latter two performance measures have a tradeoff.
In the forensic case, the security operator, law enforcement employee or homeland security employee currently has to rewind the videos to find evidence, read the
logbook transcriptions of the radio and read through a lot of paper work. Examples
of evidence are the location of the suspect at a certain point of time, an illegal event,
child abuse or signs of radicalisation (Mould et al., 2014). Different from an alert
in the monitoring case, the forensic case often works with user queries. The security operator can either use an example image (query-by-visual-example) or a textual description (query-by-keyword) as query to explain what he/she is searching for
(Snoek et al., 2008). Instead of real time video streams, the system searches through a
database with videos or video segments. To allow fast look-up in the database, the
videos are often indexed with the date and location information, and pre-trained
concepts, such as the people, objects, or pre-trained suspicious behavior (Schutte
et al., 2013). The previously mentioned techniques for monitoring can, thus, also be
used in the forensic case. The alerts can be seen as pre-defined queries that produce
an alert when detected. On the other hand, the forensic case can use (potentially better) detection methods that are slower than real-time and the case allows for multiple
interactions with the system to gather the information, i.e. interactive search. In the
presentation of the results, the monitoring and forensic case also differ. In the monitoring case few alerts should be given, whereas in the forensic case the amount of
results can be bigger, dependent on the amount of time the operator has available. A
security operator can scroll through the results until satisfaction. This difference also
results in a different evaluation of performance. In the monitoring case the main focus is on the perceived positives (precision), i.e. few good results, whereas the forensic case mainly focuses on the actual positives (recall).
In both the monitoring case and the forensic case, the alerts and detections rely
on an algorithm that is trained to detect the suspicious behavior or event. Without
this training, or a visual example, current systems will not be able to find the event. It
is, however, not possible to train all potential events of interest, because unexpected
or unseen events will always occur. In this thesis, we use the security case as an inspiration for our research regarding unseen events. We only focus on the technical scientific challenges regarding the security case, and not on the juridical, ethical or privacy challenges. Obviously, the application of intelligent analysis of video footage in
forensic or monitoring situations is a sensitive topic in the public debate as it touches
the delicate balance between privacy and security. As a civilian, I do not like the idea
of cameras tracking me on every corner of the street. On the other hand, with all the
recent terrorist attacks I want to feel safe. This causes a tension between privacy and
security in which we expect that the government takes care of our security without
invading our privacy. With the upcoming technologies, this tension between privacy
and security is reinforced. As an example of this tension in the Netherlands, we take
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the example of the commotion about the company Exterion Media last September
(2017). This company used cameras in their billboards on the train stations to count
the number of people passing by and how much time people spent looking at the
billboard. Although this company did not collect privacy sensitive information, they
still have removed the cameras. In national and international law it is regulated that
people or companies cannot just record and process everything. For example in the
Netherlands there is a law (article 151c Gemeentewet) that states that camera footage
of public space can only be kept for four weeks, unless illegal acts are recorded and
used by the police for detection and prosecution of suspects. There is also a law ‘Wet
bescherming persoonsgegevens’ that takes care of the usage of personal information.
Within the EU the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) determines what is allowed and what is not allowed. Within the boundaries of the law content-based video
search is a legal instrument. In this thesis, we do not search for specific instances of a
specific object (instance search) or work on (re-)identification of people. We do, however, use the search for unseen events in the security case as the societal inspiration
for our research.
In order to allow a user to find a previously unseen (type of) event, the system
should be able to handle ad-hoc queries, i.e. queries that include concepts or events
that are not pre-trained. In this thesis, we focus on textual queries, such as Where can
I find the pink Cadillac in Amsterdam?, Look out for a person with a red jacket, grey
pants and black backpack or Who left the bag at camera 2 and where is the person
now?. These type of queries are applicable to both the forensic case and the monitoring case, but also to general search systems or other application domains.
Thesis Statement: We aim to assist a user in their work on video stream data by providing a search capability that handles ad-hoc textual queries.
Our methods to obtain such a search capability are inspired by the search engines
on the World Wide Web, i.e. the Internet. Research in this field is named ‘MultiMedia
Information Retrieval’ (MMIR). Currently, the most popular online search engines, or
video databases with a search function, are YouTube (Burgess et al., 2013) and Google
Videos (Sivic et al., 2006). Although we can use these search engines as inspiration,
important differences between the videos uploaded to the Internet and the videos in
the security domain are present. First, the uploaded videos often contain metadata
in the form of a title and textual description of the content of the video. This information is highly valuable, because it allows for the same search mechanisms that are
used in the retrieval of text documents on the Internet, i.e. document retrieval. In the
security domain, the video streams typically have no textual information about the
content besides the date and location of the stream. Without textual information, we
have to focus on ‘Content-Based’ (multimedia) Information Retrieval (CBIR) (Kato,
1992). Second, the uploaded videos are often specifically produced or edited. The
videos in the surveillance domain are typically not edited. Third, the characteristics
of the use case within the security domain and the ‘YouTube’ domain are different.
For the majority of YouTube-style videos, the primary use case is entertainment. The
primary access function is through social channels or recommender systems. Some
videos ‘go viral’ over the internet and other videos are never retrieved. Within the se-
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curity domain, the focus is on alerting or forensic search. This means that search effectiveness (especially recall) and relevance have a completely different meaning, i.e.
they aim at another point on the ROC curve. The security domain, therefore, can be
inspired by the search capabilities obtained from document retrieval, but the main
differences have to be taken into account in the creation of the search capability.
In the next section, we provide a short high level overview of the state of the art regarding the current search capabilities for ad-hoc queries. Section 1.2 introduces the
research questions, whereas Section 1.3 discusses the scientific methodology. Section 1.4 contains the main contributions of this thesis, and Section 1.5 consists of an
overview of the structure the thesis.

1.2. OVERVIEW OF C ONTENT B ASED V IDEO I NDEXING AND
R ETRIEVAL
In our goal to implement a search capability that handles ad-hoc queries, we envision several common elements in CBIR that have to be in place. Figure 1.1 provides
an overview of the visual search system components that are important for ad-hoc
queries. This figure is only intended as an example of how such a system would work,
because in the literature many different systems are proposed. The important components are Indexing, Query Interpretation, Feedback Interpretation and Scoring &
Ranking (indicated by the blocks). Each of the components can be interpreted as a
function that converts an input to an output. The system on the one hand obtains
video data from one or multiple sensors, such as a camera, drone or body cam. This
video data is processed and indexed in the component Indexing. The pre-trained detectors (D) are applied to the video (v) and the result is an indexed video (~ı i ), which is
a vector with for each detector a score indicating the whether the concept is present
in the video or not. This indexed video is stored in the video database (V ). In the
monitoring case, the video database might also be filled, but the score is then directly forwarded to the Scoring & Ranking component to check whether the video
triggers an alert.
The user can search the video database for relevant information. The user has
to provide a query to the system using an interface (q u ). This query is interpreted
in the component Query Interpretation. This component uses information from a
Concept Bank that contains the labels of the pre-trained detectors (L), i.e. the words
that are used to index the videos with. The Query Interpretation component outputs
−
→
a system query (q s ), which is, in this case, a (sparse) vector with a weight for each
of the concepts in the Concept Bank. In a query that is not ad-hoc (but pre-trained)
this component will only output a weight of one for the pre-trained concept. This
can be either implicit through a neural network or explicit, that is in the query. The
system representation of the query is provided to the component Scoring & Ranking.
This component uses a similarity measure to combine the system query with each of
the indexed videos from the video database. Depending on the case, the component
outputs a ranked list of results or an alert. The user can provide feedback on these
videos (for example relevant / not relevant / not sure), or on the set of concepts (for
example add / delete / adjust weight) ( f u ). This information is used, together with
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Figure 1.1: Overview of Visual Search System Components: C B is the Concept Bank that contains a set
of n detectors D and their respective labels L. V is the video database that contains the set of indexed
→
−
videos I . Video v is indexed in I nd exi ng , using D, in an indexed video ~ı. This index (descriptor) is a
vector of concept detector scores c. The user can pose a query q u , which is interpreted together with L in
→
−
−
→
−
→
Quer y I nt er pr et at i on into a system query q s . In Scor i ng &Ranki ng this q s is used together with I to
produce the result r , which is a ranking score. The user can provide feedback f u , which results through
F eed back I nt er pr et at i on in a new system query q s0 and new results.

the original system query, in the component Feedback Interpretation, in which the
system query is updated to create a better result.
Each of the previously described components embodies a full research field. We
will not explain all state of the art in each of the research fields, but rather provide just
enough information to understand the choices and challenges present in this thesis.

1.2.1. I NDEXING
An overview of typical components in Indexing is shown in Figure 1.2. Some key references related to this Indexing can be found in Smeulders et al. (2000), Snoek et al.
(2008), Lew et al. (2006), Liu et al. (2007), Hu et al. (2011), and Zhang et al. (2015c).
In general, videos are split into shots, which are the “consecutive sequence of frames
captured by a camera action that takes place between start and stop operations" (Hu
et al., 2011). Shot boundaries are detected by a shift or change of the camera by us-
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Figure 1.2: Components within indexing: Shot Boundary Detection, Keyframe Extraction, Feature Extraction, Detection / Classification and Video Level Score Determination.

ing for example threshold-based or statistical-based methods (Hu et al., 2011). Additionally the shots are split into keyframes, defined as a single image in a sequence of
frames that represent an important point in the sequence. The selection of keyframes
should contain salient points and little redundancy. Several methods used to extract
keyframes are: sequential comparison-based, global comparison-based, reference
frame-based, clustering-based, curve simplication-based, and object/event-based
(Truong et al., 2007). An often used strategy is to pick one keyframe in every two
seconds of video. Additionally, features are extracted from the keyframes. Features
are distinctive characteristics of an image, such as colors, edges, textures and shapes
(Snoek et al., 2008). One of the challenges in the feature extraction is the sensory gap
(Smeulders et al., 2000). This is the gap between a concept in the world and the information in a digital recording of that concept. This implies that the extracted features should be invariant to for example illumination, rotation, scale, translation and
viewpoint. Some common features used on images include Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004), Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) (Bay et al., 2008),
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Dalal et al., 2005), Opponent-SIFT (Tuytelaars et al., 2008; Van De Sande et al., 2010), color histogram (Novak et al., 1992; Wang
et al., 2010b) and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) (Ojala et al., 2002). Some features used
on shot level include Spatio-Temporal Interest Points (STIP) (Laptev et al., 2003),
Motion Boundary Histograms (MBH) (Dalal et al., 2006) and Histogram of Optical
Flow (HOF) (Laptev et al., 2008). Currently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
are used to extract the features (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Sharif Razavian et al., 2014;
Jia et al., 2014; Karpathy et al., 2014). Examples of these CNNs are AlexNet (Krizhevsky
et al., 2012), VGG(16/19) (Simonyan et al., 2014), GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), Inception V3 (Szegedy et al., 2016) and ResNet (He et al., 2016). The extracted features
from the image (or shot) are often named descriptors. These descriptors are then
converted into a feature representation. This representation is often a Bag of (Visual)
Words (BoW), in which each descriptor is assigned to the closest entry of a visual
vocabulary / codebook. This codebook is previously learned on a large dataset. The
histogram of BoW, a Fisher vector representation (Perronnin et al., 2010) or Vector of
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Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) pooling (Jegou et al., 2012) is used as a representation of the image. With this representation a classification to a concept can be
done, using the pre-trained concept detectors from the Concept Bank. The concept
detectors are trained using image representations as input and the concept classes as
output. A combination of large datasets, such as ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009), PASCAL VOC (Everingham et al., 2015) and TRECVID SIN (Over et al., 2015), are often
used to create the Concept Bank. In the past decades, machine learning methods,
such as SVMs, Bayesian Classifiers and Random Forests (Liu et al., 2007; Jiang et al.,
2012) were used, but currently deep learning techniques are the common state of the
art (Karpathy et al., 2014; Schmidhuber, 2015; Jiang et al., 2017). These deep learning
techniques often process some of the previous steps, such as the feature extraction,
implicit in the network. The deep learning techniques either take an image or a video
as input and directly output the classification. The output score for the classification
is a vector with a length that is equal to the number of concepts and each item has
a value between zero and one, resembling a confidence that the concept is present
in the image. If the classification was applied on keyframe or shot level, some kind of
pooling, such as average or max pooling (Wang et al., 2010a; Zhang et al., 2015c), is
applied for the video level score determination step to create the index video score
(~ı).
One of the major challenges in multimedia information retrieval, related to the indexing, is the semantic gap and it is defined as the gap between the abstraction level
of the pixels in a video and the semantic interpretation of the pixels (Smeulders et al.,
2000). This gap can be split into two parts (Hare et al., 2006): the gap between descriptors and object labels (semantic gap 1) and the gap between object labels (concepts)
and full semantics (semantic gap 2). As explained in the previous paragraph, descriptors are the feature vectors of an image and object labels or concepts are the symbolic
names for the objects in the image. Full semantics is the meaning of the words in the
query or even the intent of the user. The first gap is also referred to as automatic image annotation and is part of the indexing of the video. One of the challenges with
this gap is the context dependency on the training examples, i.e. only training the
concept fire in the context of a campfire might not detect a house on fire. The concept labels should, thus, be disambiguous and precise (campfire). The second gap is
related to the query interpretation (see next section).
An advantage of indexing a video is that the videos are searchable through the pretrained concepts available in the Concept Bank, and not all low-level features have
to be stored in the database (which requires more space and search time). Because
of big annotated datasets such as ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015), PASCAL VOC
(Everingham et al., 2015) and TRECVID SIN (Over et al., 2015), the improvement of
hardware and computing power (i.e. GPU) and the new techniques within the field
of deep learning, the detection accuracy of concepts in video and images has significantly improved in the past decade (Deng, 2014; Awad et al., 2016b).
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1.2.2. Q UERY I NTERPRETATION

Figure 1.3: Examples of tools used within Query Interpretation: knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, WordNet and ConceptNet, machine learning such as the semantic embedding method word2vec, manual mapping through a expert or user.

The second component is the Query Interpretation (QI), of which an illustrative
figure is shown in Figure 1.3. Query Interpretation is often used in text retrieval, to
map the user query to words present in the documents (Zhao et al., 2012). Some
of the approaches include linguistic analysis (i.e. stemming, ontology browsing and
syntactic parsing), corpus-specific techniques (concept terms and term clustering),
query-specific techniques (distribution difference analysis, model-based Automatic
Query Expansion, document summarization), search log analysis (related queries,
query-document relationships) and web data techniques (anchor texts, Wikipedia)
(Carpineto et al., 2012). One of the challenges in this mapping is the vocabulary mismatch. This is the (semantic) mismatch between the concepts people use to formulate their query and the concepts that are used to index the document, image
or video with. In the image or video domain the vocabulary of trained concepts is
much smaller than the vocabulary of for example the English language. One reason
is that not all words in a vocabulary are visually presentable and another reason is
that it is unfeasible to train concept detectors for all words in the English vocabulary.
A related challenge, specifically for the image / video retrieval, is the semantic gap.
As explained in the previous section, the gap between object labels (concepts) and
full semantics (semantic gap 2) is related to the query interpretation: to capture the
meaning or intent of the user query in terms of the available object labels, or concepts, which we define as query-to-concept mapping. As an example, the user query
extinguishing a fire needs at least the concepts fire, fire extinguisher and fire (wo)man
to be able to match the semantics of the information need underlying the query.
The query-to-concept mapping, also named concept selection, is often done using one of the following three categories: ontologies, machine learning or manual
mapping (Liu et al., 2007). Ontologies are conceptual representations of the world.
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Ontologies or knowledge bases can be created by expert (expert knowledge base) or
created by the public (common knowledge base). Expert knowledge bases provide
good performance, but dedicated expert effort is needed in the creation of such a
knowledge base. Some early work on expert knowledge bases and reasoning in the
field of event recognition is explained in Ballan et al. (2011). One current expert ontology for events is EventNet (Ye et al., 2015). Common knowledge bases, such as
Wikipedia (Milne et al., 2013) and WordNet (Miller, 1995), are freely available and often used in the video retrieval community (Neo et al., 2006; Yan et al., 2015; Tzelepis et
al., 2016), but might not contain the specific information that is needed. The queryto-concept mapping in common knowledge bases is often done by using the most
similar or related concepts to events found in the knowledge base. An overview of
the type of methods to find similar or related concepts can be found in Natsev et al.
(2007).
Machine learning techniques can be used to automatically select the proper concepts. Examples are graphical models, such as hidden Markov models (Dalton et al.,
2013), and statistical methods, such as co-occurrence statistics (Mensink et al., 2014)
and a skip-gram model (Chang et al., 2015). One group of current state of the art
models is word2vec, which produce semantic embeddings. These models either use
skip-grams or continuous bag of words (CBOW) to create neural word embeddings
using a shallow neural network that is trained on a huge dataset, such as Wikipedia,
Gigawords, Google News or Twitter. Each word vector is trained to maximize the log
probability of neighboring words, resulting in a good performance in associations,
such as king - man + woman = queen.
Currently, often a manual mapping from the user query to a set of concepts is
used in benchmarks such as TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection (Awad et al.,
2016a). This manual mapping can either be done by an expert or the user that
entered the query. Allowing the user to map the query to the concepts in the
Concept Bank implies that the user should learn the concepts in the Concept Bank,
and asks for additional effort. The expert mapping is, similar to the expert
knowledge base, probably good performing, but unfeasible with many user queries.

1.2.3. F EEDBACK I NTERPRETATION
Feedback interpretation can be divided into Relevance Feedback (RF) and active
learning approaches (Snoek et al., 2008). Relevance feedback displays the most relevant results on top and uses the positively and negatively annotated results to update
the system query in an iterative process. Relevance feedback is typically used in an
ad-hoc case, such as our use case. Active learning displays the most uncertain results,
i.e. the results that are most informative for the system, to the user to quickly learn
an optimal model. Active learning is typically used to train (or improve) concepts.
In this section, we will only focus on relevance feedback. An illustration is shown in
Figure 1.4.
The use of relevance feedback stems from the dynamic nature of information
seeking (Ruthven et al., 2003): information needs can be continuously changing and
be unique to each user. Relevance feedback can be done in different ways: implicit,
explicit and blind/pseudo. In implicit relevance feedback, implicit information, such
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Figure 1.4: Examples of algorithms used in Feedback Interpretation: changing the concept space in for example query point modification, changing the video space in for example cluster-based methods, changing the weights in re-weighting and using Rocchio to change the system query.

as user clicks or dwell time, is used. The advantage of this method is that you do not
have to bother the user, but the inference of the results is much harder. In explicit
relevance feedback, the user explicitly indicates if a certain item is relevant or not
relevant. This can be done using a binary scale or a gradual scale. The advantage of
this method is that you have a clear indication of the relevance and a higher performance, but the disadvantage is that you have to bother the user. This user might
not have time or motivation to give such feedback. In blind- or pseudo-relevance
feedback, the manual user part is automated. In this automation, we assume that
the first k ranked items are relevant. This assumption is not without a risk, because
in the case of rare events or new query domains, bad retrieval systems or ambiguous
queries this assumption might not hold. Human relevance feedback (implicit and explicit) has been known to provide major improvements in precision for information
retrieval system. Dalton et al. (2013) have shown that — in the domain of video retrieval — pseudo-relevance feedback can increase Mean Average Precision (MAP) up
to 25%, whereas with human judgments this number can grow up to 55%. Of course
the effectiveness of pseudo-relevance feedback critically depends on the assumption
that the collection contains at least a reasonable number of relevant results and that
the first retrieval pass is able to pick up a good fraction of those in the top k. It is clear
that relevance feedback, when applied correctly, can help the user in better finding
results.
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One of the most well-known and applied relevance feedback algorithms that has
its origins in text retrieval is the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971). This algorithm
is used in state of the art video and text retrieval systems that use for example Query
Point Modification (QPM) to move the query representation in the vector space and
re-weighting in which the terms in the query are re-weighted (Rocha et al., 2015; Jiang
et al., 2014b; Tsai et al., 2015; Kaliciak et al., 2013). Often a document is represented
as a vector with a real-valued component, e.g. tf-idf weight (see next section), for
each word. The Rocchio algorithm works on a vector space model in which the query
drifts away from the negatively annotated documents and converges to the positively
annotated documents. The Rocchio algorithm is effective in relevance feedback, fast
to use and easy to implement. The disadvantages of the method are that its α and β
parameters have to be tuned and it cannot handle multimodal classes properly.
Other state of the art approaches, such as feature-, navigation-pattern, and
cluster-based approaches, in image retrieval are explained by Zhou et al. (2003) and
Patil (2012). Some vector space models use k-Nearest Neighbor methods, such as in
the studies by Gia et al. (2004) and Deselaers et al. (2008). Other methods use
decision trees, SVMs, or multi-instant approaches are explained in Crucianu et al.
(2004).

1.2.4. S CORING & R ANKING

Figure 1.5: Algorithm (cosine similarity) and often used Average Fusion in Scoring & Ranking component

The final component is Scoring & Ranking, illustrated by Figure 1.5. This
component deals with the retrieval models and fusion. Examples of models are
set-theoretic, algebraic and probabilistic models (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999). The
set-theoretic or Boolean model represents the system query with AND, OR and NOT
operators. The video or document is indexed with concepts in a binary fashion
(present or not). The Boolean model returns the videos or documents that contain
the concepts that need to be (not) present according to the query. This type of
model can be extended towards fuzzy sets, in which the binary separation is less
strict. The Boolean models are not often used, because they have no gradation or
weighting and do not allow partial matching. The algebraic or vector space model,
which is the model of our choice, computes the distance between the system query
and each of the videos or documents. This model allows gradation, or ranking of the
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videos, as well as weighting. In text retrieval the most basic weight is a TF-IDF value,
which represents how often a word in the query occurs in a certain document
normalized by the number of documents the word occurs in. This allows specific
words to have a higher weight compared to often occuring words, such as
stopwords. The distance between the query and the video or document is often
calculated through a cosine similarity (Salton et al., 1988; Salton et al., 1997). Latent
Semantic Indexing and Neural Network approaches are also algebraic models that
allow implicit weights and more sophisticated distance measures. Probabilistic
models calculate the probability that a video or document is relevant and the
probability that it is not relevant. The ratio of these probabilites often determines
the ranking. This probability can be determined with for example language models,
Bayesian Networks or measures such as BM25. Both vector space and probabilistic
models can perform well, but their retrieval performance is dependent on the
validity of the assumptions, such as the independence assumption.
Often multimedia information retrieval systems do not only rely on one source of
information. The Concept Bank can for example contain concepts trained on different datasets, as well as visual and motion information. These different types of information (visual and motion) are defined as a modality or data source. In the Scoring
& Ranking component, this information should be fused. Atrey et al. (2010) give an
overview of the multimodal fusion methods in multimedia analysis. Firstly, a distinction between early fusion on feature level and late fusion on decision level is made.
The advantage of early fusion is that correlations between multiple features can be
used, but it can be hard to create a meaningful combined feature vector. Lan et al.
(2012) add that early fusion techniques suffer from the curse of dimensionality and
require much training data. According to Atrey et al. (2010), the advantage of late fusion is that the most suitable method for a single modality can be applied and it is
more flexible and robust to features that have a negative influence compared to early
fusion. A disadvantage is that the correlation between modalities cannot be fully exploited.
Besides the level of fusion, the method of fusion is also important. Two of
the methods explained in Atrey et al. (2010) are rule-based methods and
classification-based methods. Examples of rule-based methods are linear weighted
fusion and manually defined rules. In the linear weighted fusion some form of
normalization and weighting is used to combine different modalities. In general, the
rule-based methods are computationally inexpensive and easy to implement, but
the assignment of appropriate weights remains an issue. This method is often used
in late fusion. Oh et al. (2014) further split late fusion into a blind method with fixed
rules, such as geometric mean, a normalization method with assumptions on score
distributions and a learning method that needs training data to set an appropriate
weight. The difficulty of assigning appropriate weights made us focus on blind
methods with fixed rules for the integration of different information sources.
According to Xu et al. (1992), three types of classifier outputs can be used in fusion: 1) abstract level: single class label; 2) rank level: ordered sequence of candidate
classes; 3) measurement level: candidate classes with confidence scores. According
to Tulyakov et al. (2008), voting techniques such as majority voting and borda count
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are the methods most used for the abstract and rank level classifiers, whereas sum,
product and max-rules are the elementary combinations on measurement level.

1.3. R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
In this thesis, we cannot focus on all components to create the search capability.
Given our aim that the search capability should handle ad-hoc textual queries, the
major challenge is the Query Interpretation. We assume that we have no training examples for the ad-hoc queries, and, thus, we should represent the query in terms of
the concepts used to index the video (query-to-concept mapping). Our main research
question is:
Main Research Question: How can we improve visual search effectiveness by semantic
query-to-concept mapping?
Our main research question touches some of the central problems of Artificial
Intelligence, such as reasoning, knowledge representation, natural language
processing and perception. Both the vocabulary mismatch and the semantic gap are
present in the semantic query-to-concept mapping. We zoom in on cases in which
the videos are already indexed with concepts, disregarding the challenges in
processing the video, training concept detectors and storing the videos in a scalable
way. Because of the decision to index the video with concepts instead of
non-semantic descriptors or features, we, however, use a scalable solution that has
the complexity of O(n ∗ m), where n is the number of concept detectors and m is the
number of videos. Because we assume that the number of concepts is much lower
than the number of features, our query-to-concept mapping enables a scalable
system.
Additionally, we have two assumptions. Our first assumption is the open-world
assumption. This means that it is not the case that our system has complete world
knowledge. This means that not all queries are known at design time of the system,
which is the case in the ad-hoc search task. Because not all queries are known not
enough concepts can be trained to cover all queries, hence we have a vocabulary
mismatch. Although current state of the art systems are able to detect an increasingly large number of concepts, this number still falls far behind the near infinite
number of possible (textual) queries that a system needs to be able to handle. In order to handle the ad-hoc queries with a vocabulary mismatch, we assume that our
query can be decomposed to smaller pieces (decompositionality). For a certain unseen
event ‘birthday party’, we assume that we can use related concepts, such as a group of
people, a cake and decorations and relations between those concepts to capture the
essence of that unseen event. The system query can then be formalized as a vector of
concepts in which each concept has a weight (Equation 1.1).
−
→
q s = [w c1 , w c2 , w c3 , ..w cn ]

(1.1)

As a working hypothesis, we use a sparse linear combination (inproduct) of these
concepts as our retrieval model (Equation 1.2). This is based on the fact that it is hard
to determine a good non-linear retrieval model without training examples.
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−
−
→ →
r v = qs · i v

(1.2)

Given the main research question and our assumptions, we have formulated
some in depth research questions that help to answer the main research question.
Figure 1.6 places the research questions in the visual search system that was
introduced in the previous section. Each research question is addressed in one
chapter of this thesis, which relates to one peer reviewed paper. Additional
published papers are mentioned in this section and a full list of publications is
included on page 161.

Figure 1.6: Visualization of the Research Questions in the Visual Search System

The first research questions are related to the method that is used to apply for the
query-to-concept mapping. The query-to-concept mapping is currently done using
any of the following three methods: using knowledge bases, using a machine learning
approach, such as an semantic embedding, or using a manual mapping. The first
research question, named KnowledgeBases, explores the incorporation of knowledge
bases as a method in the Query Interpretation:
RQ1 KnowledgeBases: How can we incorporate knowledge bases in query-to-concept
mapping and which of the current knowledge bases is most applicable for this purpose? (Chapter 2)
Based on the literature, we choose to compare three knowledge bases. We
distinguish common knowledge bases such as Wikipedia and expert knowledge
bases such as a manually created ontology. We use the text retrieval method TF-IDF
on the text from Wikipedia, the graphical structure / ontology from ConceptNet to
exploit the strength of the relations between words and a manually created ontology
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as our in-domain knowledge base. This research is published in Boer et al. (2015b).
We also explored directions with the knowledge base WordNet, such as natural
language processing with WordNet (Boer et al., 2013; Bouma et al., 2013b) and
TFIDF with WordNet (Ngo et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2016b). The result of Lu et al. (2016b)
is mentioned in chapter 3, but the methods are not included in this thesis.
Knowledge bases are, however, not the only way to perform the query-to-concept
mapping. In 2013, Mikolov et al. (2013) introduced word2vec, which is a method
based on semantic embeddings. This method extracts knowledge from large text
corpora, without the explicit modelling and structuring that is needed for the
knowledge bases. The disadvantage of this method is that it can only model that two
words are used in the same context, but not what this specific relation is. In the
research question word2vec, we investigate whether word2vec is a better alternative
in query-to-concept mapping:
RQ2 word2vec: How can we use semantic word embedding in query-to-concept mapping, and how does the mapping depend on the concepts in the Concept Bank? (Chapter 3)
We explore the semantic embedding based on word2vec and different types of
concepts in the Concept Bank, such as low-level objects or scenes, mid-level actions
and high-level events, and how these types of concepts influence the mapping and
effectiveness of the whole search capability in terms of Mean Average Precision. This
research is published in Boer et al. (2017b). An initial exploration of word2vec is also
published in Zhang et al. (2015a).
The third type of mapping is the manual mapping. A disadvantage of a manual mapping is that the user should know all concepts in the Concept Bank to be able to select
the relevant concepts. This is often not feasible, and thus the third research question
explores how we can involve the user in the query-to-concept mapping without the
manual mapping:
RQ3 ARF: How can we involve the user to optimize semantic mapping and retrieval
performance for a visual search capability? (Chapter 4)
We propose and compare methods that use the user feedback on both concept
level and video level. For the video level relevance feedback, we base our method on
literature in text retrieval. We propose an Adaptive Relevance Feedback (ARF) algorithm that uses the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971) in the video retrieval domain
by using the concept space. We compare our algorithm to a k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) method (Gia et al., 2004; Deselaers et al., 2008) that is perceived as state of the
art in video retrieval, and several algorithms on concept level, such as Query Point
Modification and re-weighting. This research is published in Boer et al. (2017a). Additional experiments on ARF are published in Pingen et al. (2017). These experiments
include different modes of feedback, such as optimal, random and pseudo relevance
feedback, and the usability of our video retrieval system named AVES. An exploration
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on personal re-ranking of results using k-NN for queries with subjective adjectives,
such as dangerous animal, can be found in Schavemaker et al. (2015).
The success of the query-to-concept mapping is not only dependent on the model,
Concept Bank and user feedback, but the type of query might have influence on the
performance. Some type of queries might have a higher performance, because they
have a better fit to the type of semantic structure that is assumed in the mapping. As
an example, for some queries a mapping from ‘man’ in the query to ‘woman’ as a concept might not hurt performance, whereas in other queries it might. In this research
question, we explore different types of semantic structures in a query:
RQ4 Semiotics: To what extent can semantic structures increase understanding of the
query? (Chapter 5)
We create a set of queries with different objects and spatial relations, and provide
ground truth for all concepts and images in a created Toy and Office-Supplies Objects
(TOSO) dataset. We compare performance of methods that only use specific semiotic
structures and all structures on both concept level (semantic query-to-concept mapping) and image (retrieval) level. This research is published in Boer et al. (2015c). Initial papers on this topic can be found in Boer et al. (2015a) and Schutte et al. (2015a).
Our fifth research question is not directly used in the Query Interpretation or queryto-concept mapping, but focuses on fusion. Most concept detectors are not trained
on one dataset. In this research question, we look into fusion of trained classifier
outputs based on their score distribution and dependency:
RQ5 JRER: Can we design a more effective score fusion method that is motivated by
explicit assumptions about the distribution of classifier output values and the dependency between input sources? (Chapter 6)
We introduce a novel blind late fusion method named Joint Ratio Exterme Ratio
(JRER) to combine information from multiple modalities. This method is based on
state of the art methods, such as the average fusion or joint probability. This research
is published in Boer et al. (2016b).
Other research questions on the query-to-concept mapping have focused on an explicit mapping of the query to specific concepts, but currently many deep learning
methods used in image understanding do not use an explicit mapping. Our last research question aims to explore these implicit mappings:
RQ6 VQA: What are the possibilities of implicit query-to-concept mapping in terms of
visual search effectiveness? (Chapter 7)
We explore the state of the art deep learning network named DPPnet (Noh et al.,
2016) in a benchmark that involves a query and an image as input and a textual answer as output. We improve upon this method by adding concept detectors to the
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network and postprocessing the answers to filter on the right type of answer. This
research is published in Boer et al. (2016a).

1.4. R ESEARCH M ETHODS AND C OLLABORATION
As an experimental testbed, we would like to use a large statistical dataset, which
is more tuned to a retrieval case (forensic) than a real-time case with alerts (monitoring). Our methods can, however, be used for video streaming data. A security
task would be in scope for this thesis, as this is used as an inspiration for this research. Although many countries, such as the US, have big research programs for
the security domain, such as DARPA (military domain)1 and IARPA (homeland security domain)2 , we could not find a dataset that met our requirements. The known
benchmarks for the security domain, such as the Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance (PETS) (Ferryman et al., 2009) and the i-Lids data that is used
in the TRECVID Surveillance Event Detection (SED) task (Over et al., 2015), contain
(pre-defined) actions such as picking up a phone, a group formation or speeding up.
These events need a specifically trained action classifier, because the combination of
a person and a phone might not be sufficient to retrieve the specific action of picking up a phone. In this thesis, we focus on high-level events, which can be described
in terms of objects and actions between those objects, i.e. meets our requirement
of decompositionality. To our knowledge, no large annotated dataset is available for
complex events in the security domain.
Within the multimedia information retrieval field, many standard test
collections, or international benchmarks, are available. With the increase of
performance on existing benchmarks, new more complex benchmarks were
created. The advances in object detection through benchmarks, such as PASCAL
VOC (Everingham et al., 2015) and ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015), have led to
harder datasets such as MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014) or VisualQA (Antol et al., 2015).
These datasets have led to advances in image understanding. The earlier datasets
were often contructed and therefore less generalizable, whereas MSCOCO and
VisualQA contain more real world data, which allows researchers to measure
whether the tested systems are also generalizable or applicable for real world
applications. Within the event retrieval domain, the advances in the TRECVID MED
benchmark on the detection of events using 100 examples and 10 examples have led
to the introduction of a task without any training examples.
Because of the disadvantages of creating a new large annotated dataset, we
choose to use the TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection (MED) task in the majority
of our work (Awad et al., 2016a). The data set that is released with the task contains
videos of different types of quality, which resembles the surveillance domain with
static cameras, body cams and mobile phone videos. The MED task consists of a
train set of forty events and a test set of twenty events, varying from social events
such as tailgating to procedural events such as changing a vehicle tire. These events
can typically be described using multiple concepts, such as objects, actions and
1 https://www.darpa.mil/
2 https://www.iarpa.gov/
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scenes. Although these events have been inspired by cases from the homeland
security domain, the transfer of the developed knowledge in this thesis to a security
case is not a part or goal of this thesis. The events have the same magnitude of visual
dissimilarity, i.e. every instance of an event looks different, but all are positive for
the event, and there is a high imbalance of positive examples in the videos
compared to the number of videos in the database (20 positives on 27.000 videos).
The evaluation metric of the TRECVID MED is the Mean Average Precision, which
focuses on the rank of the positive examples, i.e. penalizes systems for the positive
examples that are not retrieved. This metric is not uncommon in a forensic case, in
which a combination of true positives, false positives, true negatives and/or false
negatives is often used (Schütze, 2008). In the monitoring case the metric is often
based on false alarms and misses, such as Normalized Detection Cost Rate (NDCR),
Area under the Curve (AUC), or ROC curve (Bouma et al., 2014; Over et al., 2015).
The dataset and evaluation metric are, thus, suitable as an experimental testbed for
our research question.
The TRECVID MED benchmark is of such a size that it takes a large research team
to complete the full task. After a TNO-only participation in 2013, we intensively collaborated with the VIREO team from the City University of Hong Kong in 2014 and
2015, from where we received all the concepts in the Concept Bank and the detections on all videos. This allowed us to focus on the query-to-concept mapping, without the burden of the indexing component.

1.5. M AIN C ONTRIBUTIONS
The main contribution of this thesis can be summarized as:
• We create a smart automatic query-to-concept mapping method named incremental word2vec (i-w2v) (Chapter 3). This i-w2v method uses word2vec
trained on GoogleNews items as a semantic embedding model and incrementally adds concepts to the set of selected concepts for a query in order to deal
with query drift. In combination with a state of the art video event retrieval
pipeline, we achieve top performance on the TRECVID MED benchmark regarding the zero-example task (MED14Test results).
• We propose a feedback interpretation method named ARF that not only
achieves high retrieval performance, but is also theoretically founded through
the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971) from the text retrieval field (Chapter 4).
This algorithm is adjusted to the event retrieval domain in a way that the
weights for the concepts are changed based on the positive and negative
annotations on videos. The ARF method has higher visual search effectiveness
compared to k-NN based methods on video level annotations and methods
based on concept level annotations.
• We introduce several blind late fusion methods based on a combination of
state of the art methods (Chapter 6). Especially the JRER method achieves high
performance in cases with reliable detectors, i.e. enough training examples.
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1.6. T HESIS O UTLINE
In the remainder of this thesis, we follow the structure and order of the research questions in which one research question is addressed in one chapter. All chapters are
based on a peer-reviewed and published paper. This means that the chapters can be
read separately. In Chapter 2 we explore different knowledge bases that can be used
to create a query-to-concept mapping. In Chapter 3 we propose a novel semantic
embedding method named i-w2v that improves upon word2vec that achieves state
of the art performance. We also compare vocabularies / Concept Banks with different types of concepts in terms of complexity, i.e. low- (object, scene), mid- (action)
and high-level (event). Chapter 4 is dedicated to user feedback. We analyze different feedback interpretation methods, both on concept level and video level. Additionally, we propose a novel method named ARF based on the well-known Rocchio
algorithm that improves upon state of the art performance. Chapter 5 is related to
semiotics. We use different type of queries and different type of semantic structures,
such as synonyms and functional related words (man vs. woman), to calculate the
performance on concept level and image level. Chapter 6 is focused on fusion. We
introduce novel blind late fusion methods based on state of the art methods, such as
average and product. In Chapter 7 we explore how and whether we can use an implicit query-to-concept mapping in a visual question answering task. Chapter 8 contains the conclusion, limitations and future work. Additionally, the thesis contains a
glossary with a definition of the technical terms used in this thesis, a summary (in
English and Dutch), the acknowledgements, CV and list of publications.

2
K NOWLEDGE B ASED Q UERY
E XPANSION IN M ULTIMEDIA
E VENT D ETECTION
Edited from: Maaike de Boer, Klamer Schutte and Wessel Kraaij (2016) Knowledge
Based Query Expansion in Complex Multimedia Event Detection. In: Multimedia
Tools and Applications (MTAP), volume 75, pp. 9025 - 9043.
For our aim to improve visual search effectiveness, we use a semantic query-to-concept
mapping. In order to achieve a good mapping, we need to interpret the query and understand the relation of the query to the concepts. This requires world knowledge. One
of the sources that can provide such knowledge are knowledge bases. In this chapter, we
propose and compare methodologies to use knowledge bases as a resource for contentbased information retrieval of complex events. This chapter is related to the first research question RQ1 KnowledgeBases. We distinguish common knowledge bases such
as Wikipedia and expert knowledge bases such as a manually created ontology. We use
text retrieval methods, such as TFIDF, to map the query to the most related concepts
using Wikipedia through query expansion. We compare that method with a method
that exploits the graphical structure of the common knowledge base ConceptNet. Additionally, we use an expert knowledge base on the TRECVID MED events for our comparison. Results on the TRECVID MED test set of 2014 show that using a knowledge
base improves performance if a vocabulary mismatch exists, i.e. if the main noun in
the query has no direct match to a concept in the Concept Bank. Additionally, the expert knowledge base does not necessarily outperform the approaches using common
knowledge bases. From the common knowledge bases, ConceptNet performs slightly
better compared to Wikipedia.
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2.1. I NTRODUCTION
Retrieving relevant videos for your information need is most often been done by typing a short query in a video search engine such as YouTube (Burgess et al., 2013).
Typically, such visual search engines use metadata information such as tags provided with the video, but the information within the video itself can also be extracted
by making use of concept detectors. Concepts that can be detected include objects,
scenes and actions (Jiang et al., 2012). Concept detectors are trained by exploiting
the commonality between a large number of training images. One of the challenges
in content-based visual information retrieval is the semantic gap, which is defined as
"the lack of coincidence between the information that one can extract from the visual
data and the interpretation that the same data have for a user in a given situation"
(Smeulders et al., 2000). The importance of bridging the semantic gap is reflected by
the emergence of benchmarks such as TRECVID (Over et al., 2004) and ImageCLEF
(Caputo et al., 2014).
The semantic gap can be split in two sections (Hare et al., 2006): the gap between
descriptors and object labels and the gap between object labels and full semantics.
Descriptors are feature vectors of an image and object labels are the symbolic names
for the objects in the image. Full semantics is the meaning of the words in the query
or even the information need of the user. The first gap is also referred to as automatic
image annotation and progress is made rapidly (Snoek et al., 2010; Russakovsky et al.,
2015). For the purpose of this chapter the second gap is considered.
In the second semantic gap, the challenge is to represent the user intent in terms
of the available object labels, which are provided by the concept detectors. State-ofthe-art methods used to bridge this second semantic gap include query expansion
using knowledge bases (Hoque et al., 2013) and relevance feedback (Patil et al., 2011).
Relevance feedback is a method that uses feedback from the user, such as explicit
relevance judgments or user clicks, to optimize results. Relevance feedback is a powerful tool, but it requires an iterative result ranking process and dedicated algorithms
(Patil et al., 2011), which is outside the scope of this chapter. Another disadvantage
of relevance feedback is that the system does not know why a video is not relevant.
Knowledge bases, on the other hand, are interpretable for both systems and humans. Knowledge bases can add more relevant words to the short user query to represent the user intent in a better way. This larger user query contains more words
and, thus, more potential to match the object labels. Both common knowledge bases
such as WordNet (Liu, 2002) or Wikipedia (Hassan et al., 2011) and expert knowledge
bases created by an expert can be used (Bagdanov et al., 2007; Tu et al., 2014). Common knowledge bases are easy to access and do not require a lot of dedicated effort
to construct, but they might not have sufficient specific information and they can
be noisy due to disambiguation problems. The lack of sufficient specific information
implies that no additional relevant concept detectors can be selected and the noise
can cause the selection of irrelevant concept detectors. Expert knowledge bases may
have sufficient specific information and are less noisy, but it requires a lot of dedicated effort to create them.
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Our research focuses on which type of knowledge base is best to use in the domain of complex or high-level events, defined as "long-term spatially and temporally
dynamic object interactions that happen under certain scene settings" (Jiang et al.,
2012). Examples of complex events are birthday party, doing homework and doing a
bike trick. In this chapter, only textual information is used as input for the system,
which is referred to as the zero-example case. In this situation it is unfeasible to create a dedicated detector for each possible word and we, therefore, have to bridge the
semantic gap between the pre-determined labels assigned to the image and the full
semantics of the event. Complex events cannot be captured by a single object, scene
or action description and, therefore, complex events have a large semantic gap.
In our experiments, we use the Test Set of TRECVID 2014 Multimedia Event Detection (MED) task (Over et al., 2013) to compare retrieval performance on the complex event query, ConceptNet 5 (Speer et al., 2012) and Wikipedia as common knowledge bases and the textual description provided with the TRECVID task to determine
which type of knowledge base is best to use. ConceptNet and Wikipedia are chosen,
because both are easy accessible and provide information about complex events. We
expect that query expansion has a positive effect on performance, especially if the
main noun of the query cannot be detected with the available concept detectors. Because common knowledge bases are not tailored, expert knowledge bases might be
able to outperform common knowledge. No difference in performance of ConceptNet and Wikipedia is expected. Fusion, on the other hand, is expected to increase
performance, because not all knowledge bases will provide the same information.
In the next section, related work about the query expansion using knowledge
bases and complex event detection is reviewed. The third section contains information about the method with the TRECVID MED task and design of the experiment.
Section 2.4 consists of the results and the last section contains the discussion, conclusions and future work.

2.2. R ELATED W ORK
2.2.1. Q UERY E XPANSION USING K NOWLEDGE B ASES
One of the challenges in keyword search is that the user uses different words in the
query than the descriptors used for indexing (Bodner et al., 1996). Another challenge
is that users often provide a short, vague or ill-formed query (Bodner et al., 1996).
In order to find relevant results, the query has to be expanded with relevant, related
words, such as synonyms. Computers have no knowledge of our world or language
themselves and, therefore, cannot use this information in the way humans do. In
order to automatically expand the query without requiring the user to reformulate
the query, computer systems should have access to world knowledge and language
knowledge. One way to provide this knowledge is to use a knowledge base (Bodner
et al., 1996). Two types of knowledge bases exist: common knowledge bases and expert knowledge bases. In Bodner et al. (1996) these are called General World Knowledge Base and Domain Specific Knowledge Base, respectively. Both types of knowledge
bases are accessible on the Internet because of the Semantic Web and Linked Open
Data (LOD) initiative (Sheth et al., 2005; Baeza-Yates et al., 2008). The Semantic Web
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is about exposure of structured information on the Web and the LOD is about linking
the structured information. This information is often structured using an ontology,
which is a formal way to represent knowledge with descriptions of concepts and relations. An advantage of using ontologies is that they provide a formal framework for
supporting explicit, specific and machine-processable knowledge and provide inference and reasoning to infer implicit knowledge (Ballan et al., 2011). Several standards
such as OWL (Web Ontology Language) are easy accessible. A disadvantage of an ontology is that the knowledge has to be inserted in the framework manually.
C OMMON K NOWLEDGE B ASES
Many common knowledge bases are available on the Internet and this section can,
therefore, not include all available common knowledge bases. Many comparisons
between common knowledge bases are available including Mascardi et al. (2007)
and Zon (2014). The Linked Open Data initiative gave rise to using existing common
knowledge bases in order to expand your own common knowledge base. One
example is ConceptNet 5, which is a knowledge representation project in which a
semantic graph with general human knowledge is build. This general human
knowledge is collected using other knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia and
WordNet, and experts and volunteers playing a game called Verbosity (Von Ahn
et al., 2006). Some of the relations extracted using this game are RelatedTo, IsA,
partOf, HasA, UsedFor, CapableOf, AtLocation, Causes, HasSubEvent, HasProperty,
MotivatedByGoal, ObstructedBy, CreatedBy, Synonym and DefinedAs. The strength of
the relation is determined by the number and reliability of the sources asserting the
fact. As of April 2012, ConceptNet contains 3.9 million concepts and 12.5 million
links between concepts (Speer et al., 2012). Experiments on the previous version of
ConceptNet, which is ConceptNet 4, indicated that the knowledge base is helpful in
expanding difficult queries (Kotov et al., 2012).
Besides factual knowledge, the common knowledge base Wikipedia contains encyclopedic information. Wikipedia is a free multi-lingual online encyclopedia edited
by a large number of volunteers. Wikipedia contains over 4.8 English million articles.
Both information on Wikipedia pages and links between the pages are often used
(Voss, 2005). An open source tool kit for accessing and using Wikipedia is available
(Milne et al., 2013) and many other common knowledge bases include information
or links from Wikipedia, such as YAGO2 (Hoffart et al., 2013) and ConceptNet (Speer
et al., 2012).
Besides encyclopedic and factual knowledge bases, WordNet is a hierarchical dictionary containing lexical relations between words, such as synonyms, hyponyms,
hypernyms and antonyms (Miller, 1995). It also provides all possible meanings of the
word, which are called synsets, together with a short definition and usage examples.
WordNet contains over 155,000 words and over 206,900 word-sense pairs. WordNet is
often used to expand a query with similar words (Carpineto et al., 2012) and several
similarity measures can be used (Pedersen et al., 2004). Most similarity measures use
path-based algorithms.
The common knowledge base sources described above are easy to access, provide
enough data for statistical analysis and do not require a lot of human effort to get results, but they might not have sufficient specific information or they might be noisy.
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Query expansion using these knowledge bases can also suffer from query drift, which
means that the focus of the search topic shifts due to a wrong expansion (Carpineto
et al., 2012). Query expansion using common knowledge bases most often moves the
query to the most popular meaning.
E XPERT K NOWLEDGE B ASES
Besides many common knowledge bases, many expert knowledge bases exist such
as in the field of geography (Vatant et al., 2012) and medicine (Pisanelli, 2004), but
also in applications in multimedia (Naphade et al., 2006), video surveillance (Francois et al., 2005), bank attacks (Georis et al., 2004) and soccer (Bagdanov et al., 2007).
Expert knowledge bases are domain-specific, because disambiguation, jargon and
structure of concepts and relations is unfeasible in the open domain. Expert knowledge bases are complete and have good performance in information retrieval tasks,
but dedicated expert effort in creation of the ontology is a big disadvantage.

2.2.2. C OMPLEX E VENT D ETECTION
Complex or high-level events are defined as "long-term spatially and temporally dynamic object interactions that happen under certain scene settings" (Jiang et al.,
2012) or "something happening at a given time and in a given location" (Ballan et al.,
2011). Research regarding complex event detection and the semantic gap increased
with the benchmark TRECVID. Complex events cannot be captured by a single object, scene, movement or action. Research mainly focused on what features and concept detectors to use (Naphade et al., 2006; Habibian et al., 2013) and how to fuse
results of these concept detectors (Natarajan et al., 2011). The standard approach for
event detection is a statistical approach to learn a discriminative model from visual
examples. This is an effective way, but it is not applicable for cases in which no or few
examples are available and the models cannot give interpretation or understanding
of the semantics in the event. If few examples are available, the web is a powerful tool
to get more examples (Mazloom et al., 2013a; Ma et al., 2012).
On the web, common knowledge bases can be accessed for query expansion in
complex event detection. WordNet (Miller, 1995) is for example used to translate the
query words in visual concepts (Natsev et al., 2007). Wikipedia is often successfully
used to expand a query in image and video retrieval (Leong et al., 2011; Hoque et al.,
2013). A challenge with these methods is that common knowledge sources use text
and many words are not ‘picturable’. These words cannot be captured in a picture
and are often abstract, such as science, knowledge and government. One approach to
deal with this challenge is to use Flickr. Both Leong et al. (2011) and Chen et al. (2014)
use Flickr to find ‘picturable’ words by using the co-occurrence of tags provided with
the images resulting from a query. ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2012) has high potential,
but it has not yet shown significant improvement of performance in finding a known
item (Zon, 2014).
Expert knowledge bases are not often used in complex event detection. Two examples are the Large-Scale Concept Ontology for Mulitimedia (LSCOM) that contains a lexicon of 1000 concepts describing the broadcast news videos (Naphade
et al., 2006) and the multimedia ontology in soccer video domain (Bagdanov et al.,
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2007). The multimedia ontology consists of an ontology defining the soccer domain,
an ontology defining the video structure and a visual prototype that links both ontologies. This visual prototype aims to bridge the semantic gap by translating the
values of the descriptors in an instance of the video structure ontology to the semantics in the soccer ontology. This ontology is able to detect high-level events such as
scored goal. Natsev et al. (2007) show that in the TRECVID topic domain manual ontologies work on average better than automatic, which uses WordNet and synonymy
match, and no query expansion. To our knowledge, the only expert knowledge base
for complex events is used in Boer et al. (2013) and this knowledge base is not publicly available.

2.3. E XPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we compare three types of expansion methods in the field of
complex event detection. The first expansion method is considered as our baseline
and only uses the complex event query, which has one to four words, to detect the
event. The second expansion method uses query expansion with a common
knowledge base. We compare two common knowledge bases: ConceptNet 5 and
Wikipedia. Both knowledge bases contain information about events, whereas many
other knowledge bases only contain information about objects or facts. As opposed
to our previous paper (Bouma et al., 2013b), WordNet is not used as a common
knowledge base, but it is used in another way (see Section 2.3.2). The third
expansion method uses query expansion with an expert knowledge base. To our
knowledge, no expert knowledge base for our high-level complex events is available
and we, therefore, use the textual description provided with the TRECVID
Multimedia Event Detection (MED) task as expert knowledge source.

2.3.1. TASK
The open and international TRECVID benchmark aims to promote progress in the
field of content-based video retrieval by providing a large video collection and uniform evaluation procedures (Smeaton et al., 2006). Its Multimedia Event Detection
(MED) task was introduced in 2010. In the MED task, participants develop an automated system that determines whether an event is present in a video clip by computing the event probability for each video. The goal of the task is to assemble core
detection technologies in a system that can search in videos for user-defined events
(Over et al., 2013).
In this research, two sets of TRECVID MED 2014 are used. The first set is called the
Research Set and contains approximately 10.000 videos, which have a text snippet
describing the video. The Research Set also has ground truth data for five events.
The other set is the Test Set with more than 27.000 videos and ground truth data for
twenty events. For each of the twenty events in the Test Set and the five events in the
Research Set a textual description containing the event name, definition, explanation
and an evidential description of the scene, objects, activities and audio is used.
The standard performance measure for the MED task is the Mean Average Precision (Hauptmann et al., 2004). Performance on the official evaluation of 2013 and
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2014 show that complex event detection is still a challenge. In the case with no training examples, which is the representative case for this research, Mean Average Precision is below ten procent.

2.3.2. D ESIGN
This section describes the design of the experiment, which is also shown in Figure
2.1.

Figure 2.1: Design

In the experiments, twenty complex events, such as dog show, felling a tree and
tailgating, are evaluated. In this evaluation, a ranked list of all videos is created using
the score of a video:
S e,v,em =

A c,e,em · Wc,em
( P
· max[C D k ])
A c,e,em · Wc,em k∈v
c∈C D
X

(2.1)

c∈C D

, where S e,v,em is the score of video v for event e in expansion method em, c is a
concept, C D is the set of concept detectors, A c,e,em is a binary variable denoting
the availability of concept c in event query e in expansion method em, Wc,em is the
weight of the concept c in expansion method em, and C D k is the concept detector
value in keyframe k.
The name of an event is used as an input for the expansion methods. Each of
the expansion methods creates a list of weighted words. These weighted words are
matched against the available concept detector labels. Our set of concept detectors
is limited to less than 2000, so a gap between the words from the expansion methods and the concept detector labels exists. The matching step is, therefore, a filtering
step. The value of A c,e,em is one for the selected concept detectors and zero for the
concept detectors that are not selected. In this way, only the values of the selected
concept detectors are considered in the score. Additionally, the sum of the weights of
the expansion method is one because of the division. The following sections describe
this design in further detail.
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E XPANSION METHODS
Complex Event Query
The baseline method only uses the complex event query. The query is split into
nouns and verbs with equal weights with a total sum of one. In the complex event
query, nouns can be compound nouns such as dog show. If the compound noun
cannot be matched against the available concept detectors (see next subsection
named ‘Concept Detectors’), this noun is split into the separate words, in this case
dog and show. This is also shown in the following formula:
Wc,ceq = P

1
Nc

(2.2)

, where Nc is the number of concepts in the query
The weight of these words is the previous weight, in this example 1.0, divided by
the number of new words, which is two and, thus, results in a weight of 0.5 for dog
and and 0.5 for show. Negative concepts are not taken into account, which means
that the word vehicle is not matched against the available concept detectors in the
event winning a race without a vehicle.
ConceptNet
ConceptNet 5 (Speer et al., 2012) is used to expand the query. Because ConceptNet
contains more knowledge about objects and activities compared to events, this expansion method is used to expand the nouns and verbs in the query that have no
matching concept detector label. If no label was found in the query, we search for
the whole event. For example, in the event dog show a concept detector with the label dog is present in our collection of concept detectors, but no label is present for
show. ConceptNet (version 5.3) is automatically accessed through the REST API. All
words with the relation RelatedTo, IsA, partOf, MemberOf, HasA, UsedFor, CapableOf,
AtLocation, Causes, HasSubEvent, CreatedBy, Synonym or DefinedAs to the searched
word are selected. The words with a synonym relation to the searched word are also
searched through the REST API. An example is shown in Figure 2.2.
The weight of the words is determined by the weight of the edge (scor e r el ) between the found word and the word in the complex event query. The weight is often
a value between zero and thirty and is adjusted to a value that is typically between
zero and one using:
scor e r el 3
)
(2.3)
30
The triple power of the scoring was found by training on the five events in the Research Set. In order to deal with query drift towards the expanded word, the weighted
sum of the newly found words is adjusted to the weight of the word searched for. In
the event dog show, both dog and show have a weight of 0.5. The sum of the weights
of the expanded words of show is, thus, 0.5. If the expanded words for show are concert (0.8), popcorn (0.3) and stage (0.5), the adjusted weights are 0.25, 0.09375 and
0.15625, respectively.
Wc,cn = (
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http://conceptnet5.media.mit.edu/data/5.3/c/en/show
JSON

"start": "/c/en/someone",
"surfaceText": "[[someone]] can be at [[the show]]",
"uri": "/a/[/r/AtLocation/,
/c/en/someone/,
Word: someone
/c/en/show/]",
W_CN: 0.0006397
"weight": 2.584962500721156
},
{
"context": "/ctx/all",
"dataset": "/d/umbel",
"end": "/c/en/testimony",
"features": [
"/c/en/show/_/testifying /r/Synonym -",
"/c/en/show/_/testifying - /c/en/testimony",
"- /r/Synonym /c/en/testimony"
],
"id": "/e/8ddba65090d5086fa108602532e5a9e9d594798a",
"license": "/l/CC/By-SA",
"rel": "/r/Synonym",
"source_uri": "/s/umbel/2013",
"sources": [
"/s/umbel/2013"
],
"start": "/c/en/show/_/testifying",
"surfaceText": "[[show]] is a synonym of
[[testimony]]",
"uri": "/a/[/r/Synonym/,
/c/en/show/_/testifying/,
Word: testimony
/c/en/testimony/]",
W_CN: 0.0006397
"weight": 2.584962500721156
},

http://conceptnet5.media.mit.edu/data/5.3/c/en/testimony

Figure 2.2: Example of ConceptNet expansion method

Wikipedia
Compared to ConceptNet, Wikipedia has more information about complex events.
For each event, we automatically search for the corresponding Wikipedia page
through the REST API (on October 13, 2014) and manually disambiguate to select
the correct Wikipedia page. From this page all text above the table of contents,
which we consider as the general definition part, is scraped. All nouns and verbs are
selected using the Stanford Core NLP parser (Manning et al., 2014). The weight is
calculated using TFIDF. The term frequency (TF) is calculated by counting the
amount of times a word is present in the text (f(t,d)). The inverse document
frequency (IDF) is calculated by counting the number of documents the word
N
appears in (log 1+|{d ∈D:t
∈d }| ). The document set is a set of 5798 Wikipedia pages
(collected on July 9, 2014). These Wikipedia pages are selected by taking all nouns,
verbs, combined nouns and adjective-noun pairs from the text snippets of videos in
the Research set. The term frequency is multiplied with the inverse document
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Felling

Word
Felling
Be
Process
Down
Tree
Element
Task
Log
Person
Cut
Feller

W_wiki
(1.0)²
(0.11597262497682248)²
(0.16042157500279314)²
(0.4544441499244059)²
(0.5174730350807129)²
(0.20527196659390032)²
(0.3106030421086125)²
(0.3988084423028006)²
(0.18149404465480518)²
(0.2218497575644838)²
(0.793225159887144)²

Figure 2.3: Example of Wikipedia expansion method

frequency to obtain the TFIDF. The TFIDF is divided by the highest possible IDF
value and squared. This squaring is added because training on the five events in the
Research Set increased performance using these steps. This leads to:

Wc,wi ki =

N
f (t , d ) · log 1+|{d ∈D:t
∈d }|

l og N1

2

(2.4)

, where t is the term, d is the current document, f (t , d ) is the frequency of t in d , D
is the document set, N is the total number of documents and |{d ∈ D : t ∈ d }| is the
number of documents in which t appears. An example can be found in Figure 2.3.
Expert
The textual description provided with the TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection
(MED) task is used as expert knowledge. This description consists of the event
name, definition, explanation and an evidential description of the scene, objects,
activities and audio. An example of a description is shown in Figure 2.4. From all
different parts the nouns and verbs are manually extracted. The Stanford Core NLP
parser (Manning et al., 2014) is not used, because the text also contained separate
words instead of sentences. This causes problems for the parser. An addition to the
selection of these words is that words within brackets or enumerations with an or
were clustered. This cluster is used to indicate that only one of these concepts has to
be available in the video. In texts in which a noun or verb is placed before or after a
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negation, such as .. is not considered positive for this event and without a vehicle, are
not taken into account. The determination of the weight is equal to the weight
determination in the Wikipedia expansion method (Wwi ki ). From the clustered
word the compound noun is chosen for determination of term frequency and
inverse document frequency. In case no compound word was present the first word
is chosen. An example is shown in Figure 2.4.
Event name
Definition
Explication

Evidential description
scene
objects/people
activities
audio

Felling a tree
One or more people fell a tree
Felling is the process of cutting down an individual tree
transforming its position from vertical to horizontal. Felling a tree
can be done by hand or with a motorized machine. If done by hand, it
usually involves a tool such as a saw, chainsaw, or axe. A
tree-felling machine, known as a feller buncher, can also be
used. Felling is part of the logging process, but can also be done to
single trees in non-logging contexts. possibly climbing the tree or
accessing upper parts of the tree from a cherry-picker bucket and then
cutting branches from the tree before felling it, possibly cutting a
horizontal wedge from the tree's trunk to cause the tree to fall in a
desired direction, cutting horizontally through the trunk of the tree
with saw(s) or ax(es), using wedges or rope(s) to prevent the tree
from falling in some particular direction (such as onto a house)
outdoors, with one or more trees
persons in work clothing, hand saws or chain saws, axes, metal wedges,
tree-felling machines
sawing, chopping, operating tree felling machine
chainsaw motor, sounds of chopping, sawing, tree falling

Figure 2.4: Example of a textual description in TRECVID MED

C ONCEPT D ETECTORS
The list of weighted words from the methods is matched to a set of 1818 concept
detector labels, which are (compound) nouns or verbs. This comparison is done in
two ways. The first way is to compare the word to the concept detector label. The
exact matches are selected. The words without an exact match are compared using
WordNet (Miller, 1995). Both the word and the concept detectors are compared in
WordNet using the Wu-Palmer (WUP) similarity (Wu et al., 1994). Concept detectors
with a similarity of 1.0 to a word are selected, which means that both point to the
same synset, such as with foot and feet or project and task. The only two exceptions
are fight for engagement and hide for fell. These matches are not taken into account.
The selected concept detectors get the weight of the words. If multiple words point
to the same concept detector, such as with synonyms, the weights are added. If one
word points to multiple concept detectors, such as dog from one collection within
the set and dogs from another collection, the weight is equally divided over the concept detectors. At the end of the matching process the weight of a concept detector is
divided by the total amount of weights in order to create a sum of the weights equal
to 1.0.
The set of 1818 concept detectors consists of three collections. The first collection
consists of 1000 concept detectors and is trained on a subset of the ImageNet dataset
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with 1.26 million training images as used in ILSVRC-2012 (Deng et al., 2009). The second collection has 346 concept detectors, which are trained on the dataset from the
TRECVID Semantic Indexing task of 2014. The final collection contains 472 concept
detectors and is trained and gathered from the Research Set of TRECVID MED (Ngo
et al., 2014). The last collection originally contained 497 concept detectors, but the
detectors directly trained on the high-level events are removed. In this way we can
test the elements in the query and query expansion instead of just the (rather good)
accuracy of these concept detectors. More details on the concept detectors can be
found in Ngo et al. (2014).
V IDEOS
The test set of TRECVID MED 2014 consists of more than 27.000 videos. From each
video one keyframe per two seconds is extracted. Each concept detector is applied
to each keyframe. As a result for each keyframe for each concept detector a value between zero and one is available, which represents the confidence score. The highest
confidence score over all keyframes for one video is selected. This score is multiplied
by the weight of the concept detector, which was originally coming from the methods. The weighted sum of the concept detector values represents an estimation of
the presence of the event in the video. This estimation is used to rank all videos and
place the videos in a list in descending order.

2.4. R ESULTS
Results on the Test Set of TRECVID MED 2014 for each of the twenty events are split
up in four tables: Table 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. Bold digits indicate the highest performance in the row and italic digits indicate random performance. Table 2.1 shows average performance of the events in which all nouns and verbs in the event query have
matching concept detectors. ConceptNet is only used to expand words that could not
be matched and, thus, no average performance is available in Table 2.1 for ConceptNet. Wikipedia has no performance if no page containing the event could be found.
Table 2.2 contains performance of the events in which the main noun of the event
query, which is the second noun in compound words, is matched to a concept detector. If no additional words could be found by ConceptNet, performance of ConceptNet is equal to performance of the query. Table 2.3 shows performance of the
events in which at least one word in the event query (not the main noun) could be
matched to a concept detector. Table 2.4 contains information about events in which
no word in the event query could be matched to a concept detector. The Mean Average Precision on all twenty events is 0.03865, 0.06143 (0.06220 without same as Query
and 0.03047 without beekeeping), 0.03024 (0.02042 with random) and 0.03262 for the
Query method, ConceptNet, Wikipedia and Expert knowledge, respectively.
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Table 2.1: Average Precision: matching query

Event Name
cleaning appliance
town hall meeting
rock climbing
fixing musical instrument
MEAN

Query ConceptNet Wikipedia Expert
0.10228
0.03800
0.13932
0.04245
0.08051

0.01568
0.01936
0.01752

0.01055
0.00866
0.01957
0.04954
0.02208

Table 2.2: Average Precision: one matching main noun in query

Event Name
non-motorized vehicle repair
renovating home
winning race
felling tree
parking vehicle
tuning musical instrument
MEAN

Query ConceptNet Wikipedia Expert
0.02016
0.01568
0.04048
0.04057
0.10675
0.01496
0.03977

0.02016
0.01568
0.01228
0.01145
0.00321
0.02436
0.01452

0.01181
0.01461
0.00390
0.02235
0.01317

0.02915
0.01261
0.00695
0.00656
0.00404
0.05572
0.01917

Table 2.3: Average Precision: one match (not main noun) in query

Event Name
attempting bike trick
working metal craft project
horse riding competition
playing fetch
dog show
MEAN

Query ConceptNet Wikipedia Expert
0.07117
0.04621
0.07655
0.00264
0.00901
0.04111

0.02361
0.00336
0.02766
0.01519
0.05339
0.02464

0.11451
0.00936
0.00943
0.04443

0.07486
0.03865
0.01017
0.00275
0.05362
0.03601

Table 2.4: Average Precision: no matching word in query

Event Name

Query ConceptNet Wikipedia Expert

giving direction location
marriage proposal
beekeeping
wedding shower
tailgating
MEAN

0.00095
0.00219
0.00116
0.00121
0.00133
0.00137

0.00324
0.00203
0.64970
0.03929
0.00199
0.13925

0.00324
0.15346
0.01301
0.00244
0.04304

0.00321
0.00414
0.23404
0.02594
0.00169
0.05380
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2.4.1. Q UERY E XPANSION VS . N O Q UERY E XPANSION
Comparing average performance of our baseline, which is presented as Query in the
tables, to each of the other columns shows that query expansion does not always improve performance. Mean Average Precision on all twenty events show the highest
value for the method in which no query expansion is used (ConceptNet without beekeeping). Table 2.1 shows that if all nouns and verbs in the query could be matched
to a concept detector, average performance is highest for the query. The events town
hall meeting and rock climbing have significantly higher performance for the query
compared to the expansion methods. Table 2.2 shows the same trend as Table 2.1, but
the exception is tuning musical instrument. Table 2.3 shows a mixed performance
and in Table 2.4 performance of the baseline is random and, thus, query expansion
methods perform better.
2.4.2. E XPERT K NOWLEDGE VS . C OMMON K NOWLEDGE
The average results regarding common knowledge (ConceptNet without beekeeping) and expert knowledge show no clear preference for either method. Comparing the separate results, the performance using expert knowledge is clearly higher
in the events non-motorized vehicle repair, tuning musical instrument, attempting
bike trick and working metal craft project. For the other fourteen events, the common knowledge bases perform equally good or better than expert knowledge.
2.4.3. C ONCEPT N ET VS . W IKIPEDIA
Common knowledge bases ConceptNet (without beekeeping) and Wikipedia have
comparable Mean Average Precision values. Wikipedia has a higher average precision
in Table 2.3 and ConceptNet has a higher average precision in Table 2.4. Comparing
the different events in Table 2.3 and 2.4, Wikipedia performs better than ConceptNet
in horse riding competition, marriage proposal and tailgating.
2.4.4. L ATE F USION
In this section, we present the result of late fusion, because we expect that late fusion
will help to exploit complementary information provided in the different expansion
methods. In late fusion, the scores of the videos (S e,v,em , see Equation 2.1) of the
different expansion methods are combined using four different fusion techniques.
The first fusion technique is the arithmetic mean in which the fused score is calculated by:
X
1
S e,v,em
(2.5)
F a e,v =
E M em∈E M
, where F a e,v is the fused score for video v and event e, E M is the set of expansion
methods and S e,v,em is the score for video v and event e in expansion method em
The geometric mean is used as a second fusion technique:
Y
F g e,v =
S e,v,em
(2.6)
em∈E M

, where F g e,v is the fused score for video v and event e, E M is the set of expansion
methods and S e,v,em is the score for video v and event e in expansion method em
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As a third fusion technique, the highest value for a video is taken:
F m e,v = max S e,v,em

(2.7)

em∈E M

, where F m e,v is the fused score for video v and event e, E M is the set of expansion
methods and S e,v,em is the score for video v and event e in expansion method em
The last fusion technique is a weighted mean, in which
1

F w e,v =

P
em∈E M

Wem

·

X

(Wem · S e,v,em )

(2.8)

em∈E M

, where F w e,v is the fused score for video v and event e, E M is the set of methods,
Wem is the weight for expansion method em and S e,v,em is the score for video v and
event e in expansion method em
Table 2.5: Mean Average Precision with Late Fusion

Fused Part
Per event
Events Table 2.1
Events Table 2.2
Events Table 2.3
Events Table 2.4

MAP before fusion MAP after fusion MAP increase (%)
0.08103
0.08051
0.03977
0.05014
0.13925

0.09198
0.08051
0.04030
0.06130
0.13925

13.5
0.0
1.3
22.3
0.0

The fusion score of each combination of two, three and four expansion methods
are calculated. In the weighted mean, both values 0.25 and 0.75 are examined as Wem
for the expansion methods. The results of the fusion optimized per event and optimized per part is shown in Table 2.5. Results show that Mean Average Precision optimized per event improves from 0.08103 to 0.09198 (+13.5%) with fusion. Because we
are working with the zero-example case, this is our upper boundary. Mean Average
Precision optimized per part increases from 0.07538 to 0.07833 (+ 3.9%) overall. In
the column MAP before fusion in Table 2.5, the Mean Average Precision of the query
method is used for the events of Table 2.1 and 2.2. Wikipedia is used for the events
in Table 2.3 and if Wikipedia has no result, the query method is used. The results on
ConceptNet are used for the events of Table 2.4. In the fusion of these parts, no single
fusion method could outperform the query in complete matched query (events from
Table 2.1) and ConceptNet in the events from Table 2.4. For the matching main nouns
(Table 2.2) a fusion with the maximum of the query, Wikipedia and the Expert provides highest performance. This fusion method improves 22.7% on the event tuning
musical instrument and less than 1.0% on the other events. In the matching without
the main nouns (Table 2.3) a weighted mean of the query (0.25), Wikipedia (0.75) and
the Expert (0.25) provides highest performance. This fusion method improves on the
events attempting bike trick (7.8%), working metal crafts project (136.5%) and dog
show (46.4%).
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2.5. D ISCUSSION , C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In our experiments, the Test Set of TRECVID 2014 Multimedia Event Detection (MED)
task (Over et al., 2013) was used to compare the effectiveness of our retrieval system for complex event queries. We compared ConceptNet 5 (Speer et al., 2012) and
Wikipedia as common knowledge bases and the textual description provided with
the TRECVID task to determine which type of knowledge base is best to use.
Results comparing the baseline with the query expansion methods show that the
complex event query not necessarily performs worse than methods using query expansion. These results, however, do not imply that knowledge bases should not be
used. It is important to know in which cases a knowledge base can add information
and in which cases the complex event query is enough. The results clearly show that
if all query terms are found, additional information does not improve performance.
This is also the case in most of the events in which the main noun is found. On the
other hand, query expansion is beneficial to use in the other events, which confirms
our expectations. This brings us to the first conclusion: 1) Query Expansion can improve performance compared to using no query expansion in the case that the main
noun of the query could not be matched to a concept detector.
A result that does not meet our expectations is that query expansion using expert
knowledge is not better than query expansion using common knowledge bases. In
the events in which no word could be matched to the query, the expert only performs
best in marriage proposal, whereas the common knowledge bases perform best in
the other four events. In the events in which one match in the query is found, expert
knowledge and common knowledge both perform best in two of the five events. The
second conclusion, therefore, is: 2) Query expansion using expert knowledge is not
necessarily better than query expansion using common knowledge.
Another interesting result is in the comparison of ConceptNet and Wikipedia.
The results in Table 2.3 and 2.4 show that Wikipedia only performs better than
ConceptNet in horse riding competition, marriage proposal and tailgating. In horse
riding competition, ConceptNet is used to search for competition. This word is
general and, therefore, more general words for competitions are found. In
Wikipedia, horse riding competition is used and one of the key words for the event
(vault) is found. In marriage proposal, ConceptNet has less information than
Wikipedia and, therefore, Wikipedia has better performance. In tailgating,
ConceptNet and Wikipedia contain complementary information. Wikipedia has
more information on sports and food, while ConceptNet has more information
about the car. Two events in which ConceptNet clearly outperforms all other
methods are beekeeping and wedding shower. Wikipedia and Expert both find bee
and apiary, but other concepts suppress the weight of apiary, which decreases
performance. In wedding shower, the same problem occurs. The concept party
seems to provide the best information and a low weight of this concept decreases
performance. Weighting is, thus, an important part in the expansion methods. In
general, we can conclude that, in this configuration, 3) ConceptNet performs slightly
better than Wikipedia.
The last result section shows the results of late fusion. With the twenty events, it is
not yet clear which fusion method performs best in which cases. Several events show
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highest performance using geometric mean, but in the separation of the parts the
geometric mean does not have highest performance over a part. Furthermore, some
fusion methods improve performance in one event, but decrease performance drastically in other events. For Table 2.2 the best method per part is a weighted mean.
In the events of Table 2.2, horse riding competition has a high performance in the
Wikipedia method. In order to not lose this result in the mean, Wikipedia has a weight
of 0.75 and the query and expert have a weight of 0.25. ConceptNet, apparently, provides no complementary information and is, therefore, not increasing performance.
For Table 2.3 the best fusion method is an arithmetic mean. The event working metal
crafts projects, for example, has information in expert about a workshop and kinds of
tools and the query has metal. Adding this information provides slightly better performance compared to taking a product or taking the maximum. In general, we can
conclude that: 4) Late fusion can slightly improve performance.
To conclude, query expansion is beneficial, especially in events of which the main
noun of the query could not be matched to a concept detector. Common knowledge
bases do not always perform worse than expert knowledge, which provides options
for automatic query expansion from the Web in complex event detection.
The experiments conducted in this chapter have some limitations. First, research
is only conducted on twenty complex events, which is a very small set. The conclusions on the comparison between the common knowledge bases can, therefore,
be different in a larger or different set of complex events. In a larger set of complex
events the specific situations in which any of the methods is preferred over the others can be determined in a better way. Second, less than 2000 concept detectors are
used. Many words in the query and, especially, the query expansion methods could
not be matched to concept detectors. Third, the weight determination of ConceptNet, Wikipedia and the expert expansion method is trained on the Research Set with
only five events. This number of events is not enough to train on and the weighting
is, therefore, not optimal. Fourth, the fusion methods as well as the weights in the
weighted mean are not fully explored.
In the future, we want to compare the kind of information available in the expert
knowledge and in common knowledge in order to determine what kind of information provides the increase in performance in complex event detection. This can be
combined with the further exploration of fusion methods. Other common knowledge
bases, such as YAGO2 and Flickr, are possibly worth integrating in our system. Another interesting option is to examine the use of (pseudo-)relevance feedback. This
feedback can also be combined with, for example, common knowledge sources.

3
S EMANTIC R EASONING IN Z ERO
E XAMPLE V IDEO E VENT
R ETRIEVAL
Edited from: Maaike de Boer Yi-Jie Lu, Hao Zhang, Klamer Schutte,Chong-Wah
Ngo and Wessel Kraaij (2017) Semantic Reasoning in Zero Example Video Event Retrieval. In: Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications, and Applications, DOI:10.1145/3131288.
Apart from knowledge bases that are used in chapter 2, semantic embeddings can be
used to map the query to a set of concepts. One of the recently introduced semantic embedding methods is word2vec. This method uses large text corpora to create a representation in which words that often occur in the same context have a small distance. This
representation makes it possible to find the concepts that are closest to a user query.
Instead of comparing the concepts separately to the query, we propose a method to create a set of concepts that is jointly closest to a user query. In our experiments on the
TRECVID MED test set of 2014, we show that the method has a better performance in
terms of Mean Average Precision, and it is more robust to query drift and cut-off parameter tuning compared to a method that uses the top n concepts that are closest to
the user query.
Additionally, we experiment with different Concept Banks / vocabularies. We focus on
the complexity of the concepts, in which we use a separation in low-, mid- and highlevel concepts. Low-level concepts are basic components of an image, such as objects
or scenes. Mid-level concepts are basic actions, activities or interactions, for example
running or swimming. High-level concepts are complex activities that include interactions between people and/or objects, such as a birthday party or a robbery. Whereas in
chapter 2 we only used low- and mid-level concepts, in this chapter we include highlevel concepts. We show that high-level concepts are important in a task that involves
high-level events. This chapter is related to RQ2 word2vec.
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3.1. I NTRODUCTION
The domain of content-based video information retrieval has gradually evolved in
the previous 20 years. It started as a discipline mostly relying on textual and spoken
information in news videos, and moved towards richer multimedia analysis leveraging video, audio and text modalities. The last 10-15 years have shown impressive progress in image classification, yielding larger and larger concept vocabularies. In 2011, the TRECVID MED task defined a testbed for even deeper machine understanding of digital video by creating a challenge to detect high level or complex
events, defined as “long-term spatially and temporally dynamic object interactions"
(Jiang et al., 2012). Examples of high-level events are social events (tailgating party)
and procedural events (cleaning an appliance) (Jiang et al., 2012). Given the extreme
difficulty of the MED task, in early years of TRECVID system development was facilitated by providing a set of example videos for the event, making this essentially a
supervised video classification task. In the last few years, the MED task has stepped
up towards its real challenge: retrieving relevant video clips given —only —a precise
textual description of a complex event. In TRECVID MED context, this task is referred
to as the zero example case, since no visual examples are provided (Over et al., 2015).
The problem of detecting multimedia events is different from the TRECVID datasets
from 2005 to 2008 (Kennedy et al., 2006; Smeaton et al., 2006). The TRECVID MED
events contain complex and generic high-level events, such as winning a race without a vehicle. This query is generic because it is referring to a wide variety of races,
including running, swimming, jumping and crawling. The query is also significantly
more complex than the entity-based queries, e.g. emergency vehicle in motion, used
in multimedia research ten years ago, because the number of relevant concepts is
higher and the relationship between the concepts plays an important role. Not only
should the awareness of a race be captured, but also the winning of a race and the
absence of a vehicle in the race (although vehicles could be present on the parking
lot near the race or at the side of the street in a marathon).
In our paper, we describe the challenges of building an effective system for zero
example complex event retrieval in video. The main issue in zero example video
event retrieval is that state of the art machine learning techniques cannot be used,
because no training examples are available. A common approach is to use a set of
pre-trained classifiers and try to map the event to a set of classifiers. Within this approach two challenges exist: what set of pre-trained classifiers to use (Vocabulary
challenge) and how to map the event to a set of classifiers (Concept Selection challenge).
The Vocabulary Challenge deals with the determination of a good set of concepts
to pre-train and put in the vocabulary. This vocabulary is built with pre-trained concept detectors on off-the-shelf datasets. Whereas five to ten years ago fewer than a
1000 pre-trained concepts were available, previous work (Hauptmann et al., 2007a;
Aly et al., 2012) was focused on simulations to show how many concepts are actually
needed to achieve a reasonable performance. Currently, many datasets with a large
vocabulary of pre-trained concepts (Deng et al., 2009; Karpathy et al., 2014; Zhou et
al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2017) are available and we can therefore use actual pre-trained
concepts in real datasets instead of simulations. Not all concepts are, however, nec-
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essary or useful for a certain test case. For example, the ImageNet dataset (Deng et
al., 2009) contains many classes of dog breeds. These concepts are not useful in test
cases that only include people and scenes. This implies that it is crucial to at least
pre-train and apply those concepts that are valuable for the unseen test case. Some
recommendations on how to build a good vocabulary are already available (Habibian
et al., 2013).
In this chapter, we show the importance of high-level concepts, defined as “complex activities that involve people interacting with other people and/or objects under
certain scene" (Chen et al., 2014), because a combination of objects and actions often cannot capture the full semantics of a high-level event. We do not claim that we
are the first to use high-level concepts, but we show the difference in performance
for different types of concepts.
The Concept Selection challenge embeds the problem that the system has no
prior knowledge about the events, so in many cases no precise visual concept detectors are available. Commonly, this challenge is approached by mapping the event to
a set of classifiers by optimizing the match between the User Query (UQ) and the System Query (SQ). Within the TRECVID community, this is also referred to as Semantic
Query Generation (Over et al., 2015). Here the User Query is a textual description
of the event and the System Query is a combination of concepts present in our vocabulary. In this chapter, we will refer to the term concept as the label or name of
the concept itself and to concept detectors as pre-trained classifiers. In this challenge,
we build upon the existing word2vec models (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al.,
2014), which use semantic embeddings. The main novelty of our method is that it
accurately selects the proper concepts without the problem of query drift, in which
the selected concepts create a drift towards one facet of the query (Carpineto et al.,
2012).
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• We show the importance of high-level concepts in defining a good vocabulary of pre-trained concept classifiers in the case of search queries that contain
high-level events.
• We introduce an incremental word2vec method (i-w2v) for concept selection
that is more robust to query drift and cut-off parameter tuning.
The next section contains related work. We focus on our two challenges. The third
section explains our Semantic Event Retrieval System that includes our novelties in
both challenges. The fourth section presents the experiments conducted on the international benchmark TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection (Over et al., 2015) and
the results are included in the fifth section. The sixth section contains a discussion
and the final section provides the conclusion.
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3.2. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we only focus on the Vocabulary challenge and the Concept Selection
challenge in zero example video event retrieval.

3.2.1. V OCABULARY
Concept vocabularies are designed as a representation layer for a specific purpose,
such as indexing descriptors for video clips, shots or frames. Ideally, concept vocabularies consist of unambiguous precise descriptors of entities, activities, scenes, objects and ideas. Different vocabularies are developed for different purposes. Combining different vocabularies often results in vagueness and ambiguity, such as polysemy and homonymy. We will focus on two properties of concepts: level of complexity
and level of granularity. In the level of complexity, three levels can be differentiated.
First, low-level concepts are the basic components in images or videos, such as objects. Second, mid-level concepts are basic actions, activities or interactions. Actions
or activities are a “sequence of movements” (Chen et al., 2014) and can be performed
by one entity, such as people or objects. Interactions are actions between two or more
entities. Third, high-level concepts are “complex activities that involve people interacting with other people and/or objects under certain scene" (Chen et al., 2014).
The key difference between mid-level and high-level concepts is that a high-level
concept contains multiple actions and interactions evolving over time (Chen et al.,
2014), such as the difference between the action horse riding and the event horse riding competition. Furthermore, concepts can have different levels of granularity, also
referred to as specificity. Examples are animal (general), dog and chihuhua (specific).
The importance of the level of granularity in a vocabulary was already indicated
by Hauptmann et al. (2007a) and Habibian et al. (2013). Both argue that in video
event recognition a mixture of both general and specific concepts achieves higher
performance compared to using only general or specific concepts. Interestingly, both
papers state that the general concepts achieve in general higher performance compared to the specific concepts, because specific concepts only occur in a few videos,
and many general concepts can be distinctive enough to recognize an event. The importance of the level of complexity is not yet introduced, but Habibian et al. (2013)
recommend to use a vocabulary that contains concepts of the following categories:
object, action, scene, people, animal and attribute. Using our definitions an action
is comparable to a mid-level concept and the concepts from the other categories are
low-level concepts. Another work of these authors introduces primary concepts and
bi-concepts (Habibian et al., 2014a).
Other recommendations from Habibian et al. (2013) are 1) use a vocabulary with
at least 200 concepts; and 2) do not use too many concepts of one type, such as
animals or people. Additionally, they argue that it is better to include more concepts than to improve the quality of the individual concepts, which is also concluded
by Jiang et al. (2015). Previous research of Aly et al. (2012) indicated that few concepts (100) with a simulated detector performance of only 60% is already sufficient
to achieve reasonable Mean Average Precision performance (20%). Hauptmann et al.
(2007b) argue that 3000 concepts are needed for a Mean Average Precision of 65%.
We follow this recommendation and focus on extending the vocabulary instead of
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improving performance of concept detectors.
In addition to the type of concepts, Jiang et al. (2015) report the influence of training with different datasets on performance for the events in the TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection task. The dataset with the highest performance is Sports (Karpathy et al., 2014), followed in descending order by the 1000 concepts from ImageNet
(Deng et al., 2009), the Internet Archive Created Commons (IACC) dataset (Over et
al., 2014), the big Yahoo Flickr Creative Common dataset (YFCC100M) (Thomee et
al., 2015) and the Do It Yourself (DIY) dataset (Yu et al., 2014). We use the concepts
of their top two performing datasets in our vocabulary. Furthermore, one of their
recommendations is to train concept detectors on large datasets, both in terms of
training examples as well as number of concepts. We take this recommendation into
account and focus on large datasets.

3.2.2. C ONCEPT S ELECTION
Many different techniques are used in Concept Selection. Liu et al. (2007) present five
categories in which concepts can be selected, of which we use three as a guideline to
give an overview of the different methods used in the recent years. The first category
is making use of an ontology. These ontologies or knowledge bases can be created by
expert (expert knowledge base) or created by the public (common knowledge base).
Expert knowledge bases provide good performance, but dedicated expert effort is
needed in the creation of such a knowledge base. Some early work on expert knowledge bases and reasoning in the field of event recognition is explained in Ballan et al.
(2011). One current expert ontology for events is EventNet (Ye et al., 2015). Common
knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia (Milne et al., 2013) and WordNet (Miller, 1995),
are freely available and often used in the video event retrieval community (Neo et al.,
2006; Yan et al., 2015; Tzelepis et al., 2016), but might not contain the specific information that is needed. A comparison of performance between an expert knowledge
base and two common knowledge bases, which are Wikipedia and ConceptNet, is
given in Boer et al. (2015b). Concept selection in common knowledge bases is often
done by using the most similar or related concepts to events found in the knowledge base. An overview of the type of methods to find similar or related concepts can
be found in Natsev et al. (2007). The number of selected concepts and the similarity measures used differ per paper and no conclusive result on which method works
best is found.
The second category is making use of machine learning techniques. Machine
learning techniques can be used to automatically select the proper concepts. These
techniques are used more often in tasks with example videos, because many models
need training examples. In the zero example video event retrieval, graphical models
such as hidden Markov models (Dalton et al., 2013) are used. More often statistical methods are used, such as co-occurrence statistics (Mensink et al., 2014) and a
skip-gram model (Chang et al., 2015). One group of current state of the art models
is word2vec, which produce semantic embeddings. These models either use skipgrams or continuous bag of words (CBOW) to create neural word embeddings using
a shallow neural network that is trained on a huge dataset, such as Wikipedia, Gigawords, Google News or Twitter. Each word vector is trained to maximize the log prob-
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ability of neighboring words, resulting in a good performance in associations, such as
king - man + woman = queen. Two often used models are the skip-gram model with
negative sampling (SGNS) (Mikolov et al., 2013), which has relations to the pointwise mutual information (Levy et al., 2014), and the Glove model (Pennington et al.,
2014), which uses a factorization of the log-count matrix. Although Pennington et al.
(2014) claimed to have performance superior to SGNS, this is called into question by
Levy et al. (2015) and Goldberg1 . The advantage of word2vec over other semantic embedding methods is that the latent variables are transparent, because the words are
represented in vector space with only a few hundred dimensions. Examples of other
semantic embedding methods are Wu et al. (2014) with their common lexicon layer,
Habibian et al. (2014b) with VideoStory and Jain et al. (2015) with the embedding of
text, actions and objects to classify actions.
The third category is making use of relevance feedback. User clicks or explicit
relevance judgements from users can be used to optimize the results. A review of relevance feedback in content based image retrieval can be found in Patil et al. (2011).
In concept selection using relevance feedback often an initial set of concepts is chosen using the ontology, machine learning techniques or one of the other techniques
and a user is asked to remove the irrelevant concepts and/or to adjust the importance of concepts (Jiang et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2015). A second option is to refine the text query instead of removing concepts (Xu et al., 2015). A third option is
to use weakly labelled data (Chang et al., 2016) to dynamically change the weights
of the selected concepts. Besides user interaction, pseudo-relevance feedback can
be used. In pseudo-relevance feedback we assume that the top videos are relevant
for the query (Jiang et al., 2014a; Jiang et al., 2014b). Although this method by the
CMU team has top performance in TRECVID MED 2014, pseudo-relevance feedback
is a high risk for rare events. In our experiments, we focus on the first run of the video
event retrieval system and, therefore, do not include pseudo-relevance feedback. We,
however, compare our method with a method that uses a user to create the System
Query.
In addition to the different categories from Liu et al. (2007), Jiang et al. (2015)
found that a sensible strategy for concept selection might be to incorporate more relevant concepts with a reasonable quality. They state that automatic query generation
or concept selection is still very challenging and combining different mapping algorithms and applying manual examination might be the best strategy so far. Huurnink
et al. (2008) propose a method to asses the automatic concept selection methods and
compare that method to a human assessment. Mazloom et al. (2013b) show that an
informative subset of the vocabulary can achieve higher performance compared to
just using all concepts of the vocabulary in a setting of video event retrieval with examples. This strategy is also used in our previous work (Lu et al., 2016b) that uses
evidential pooling of the concepts in the video.

1 On the importance of comparing apples to apples: a case study using the GloVe model, Yoav Goldberg,

10 August 2014
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3.3. S EMANTIC E VENT R ETRIEVAL S YSTEM
In our Semantic Event Retrieval System we use five large external datasets to form
our vocabulary, which is explained in the following subsection. Our vocabulary is
used in our concept selection method to transform the user query (UQ) into a System
Query (SQ), as explained in the second subsection. UQ is a fixed textual description
of an event, for which we only use the name of the event. SQ is a list of concepts (c)
and their associated similarities (c s ). The constraints on our SQ are: sparsity, nonnegativity and linear weighted sum. Regarding sparsity, we use an informative subset
of concepts, as recommended by Mazloom et al. (2013b) and similar to our previous findings, resulting in a sparse set of concepts in SQ. No negative similarities are
used, because in our findings this decreases performance. For example, in the event
winning a race without a vehicle using a negative similarity for the concept vehicle
decreases performance, because in some videos of this event a parking lot with vehicles is present at the beginning of the video. The linear weighted sum is used to
combine the concepts in our SQ to create the event score for a certain video (S e,v ).
The concept detector score per video (c d ,v ) is the concept detector score (d) belonging to a video (v).
The formula to create the event score is shown in Equation 3.1.
S e,v =

X

c s · c d ,v ,

(3.1)

c∈SQ

, where c is the concept, V is the vocabulary, c s is the similarity of concept c, c d ,v is
the concept detector score for concept c over video v. The event scores can be used
to order the videos and calculate performance.

3.3.1. V OCABULARY
While creating the vocabulary, we follow the recommendations of Habibian et al.
(2013), which are to use a large and diverse vocabulary, and use the top two performing datasets from Jiang et al. (2015), i.e. Sport and ImageNet. Furthermore, we
aim for a set of datasets that not only contains low- and mid-level concepts, but also
high-level concepts. Figure 3.1 shows our interpretation of the different datasets on
the level of complexity.
The two low-level datasets are ImgNet (Deng et al., 2009) and Places (Zhou et al.,
2014). ImgNet, which is an abbreviation for ImageNet, contains low-level objects and
for our vocabulary the standard subset of 1000 objects is used. The Places dataset
does not contain objects, but scenes or places. We have one dataset that contains
both low- and mid-level concepts: SIN (Over et al., 2015). These concepts have been
developed for the TRECVID Semantic Indexing Task of 2015. We also included one
dataset that contains both mid-level and high-level concepts: Sport (Karpathy et al.,
2014). This is a dataset that contains one million sports videos, classified into 487
categories. Our high-level dataset is the Fudan Columbia Video dataset (Jiang et al.,
2017), which contains 239 classes within eleven high-level groups, such as art and
cooking&health.
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Figure 3.1: The level of complexity for the five datasets used in this chapter
The number under each dataset indicates the number of concepts in the dataset.
Table 3.1: Overview Datasets

Name

#Concepts

Structure

FCVID
SIN
Sport

239
346
487

DCNN+SVM
DCNN
3D-CNN

Places
ImgNet

205
1000

Dataset
Fudan-Columbia (Jiang et al., 2017)
TRECVID SIN (Over et al., 2015)
Sports-1M (Karpathy et al., 2014)

(Tran et al., 2015)

DCNN
DCNN

MIT Places (Zhou et al., 2014)
ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009)

(Krizhevsky et al., 2012)

Table 3.1 shows additional information on the datasets, such as the number of
concepts, the reference to the publication of the dataset and the structure used to
train the concept detectors. Training of the concepts is done by using one of the states
of the art Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) architectures. The original
DCNN architecture of Krizhevsky et al. (2012), named AlexNet, is used for ImgNet.
The output of the eighth layer of the DCNN network trained on the ILSVRC-2012
(Deng et al., 2009) is used as concept detector score per keyframe. This DCNN architecture is fine-tuned for both SIN and Places. The concept detector scores per
keyframe are max pooled to obtain the score per video. The keyframes are extracted
at the rate of one keyframe per two seconds.
The two high-level datasets are annotated on video level instead of keyframe level
and are, therefore, trained in a slightly different way. FCVID also uses the same DCNN
architecture, but the seventh layer of the network is used as an input for an SVM. This
SVM is trained on the videos within the dataset on video level instead of keyframe
level. The Sport dataset is trained with the 3D CNN network of Tran et al. (2015).
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3.3.2. C ONCEPT S ELECTION ( I - W 2 V )
Our incremental word2vec method (i-w2v) starts with a vector containing the words
in the User Query (UQ). In our experiments, the UQ is the name of an event, such as
[‘parking’, ‘vehicle’]. On the other hand, we have a vocabulary with concepts. These
concepts can also be represented as a vector, such as the concept [‘police’, ‘car’]. In
the function sim(c,UQ), we use the Gensim code2 , which is an implementation of
the SGNS model (Mikolov et al., 2013), to calculate the cosine similarity between UQ
and each of the concepts in the vocabulary. This similarity is stored in c s . We sort the
concepts in the vocabulary based on this similarity. We discard the concepts with a
similarity less than 80% of the highest similarity. This cut-off is used to decrease the
possibility of introducing noise. Subsequently, we try whether a combination of concepts will increase the similarity to take care of the query drift. Where other methods
might choose the top five as the selected concepts, we only use the concepts that increase the similarity. In the multidimensional word2vec space, one facet might have
a vector into one direction towards UQ, whereas another facet might have a vector
into another direction. Using both concepts will move the vector more towards the
vector of UQ and increase the cosine similarity. We start with using the concept with
the highest similarity in a concept vector. We iteratively add concepts (in order of
their similarity) to this concept vector and each time compare the cosine similarity
of the new vector to UQ. If the similarity is higher with the concept than without, we
retain the concept in the concept vector. In the case of the event parking a vehicle, the
first concept is vehicle. All types of vehicle, such as police car or crane vehicle are not
added to the concept list as the concept list with the police car added, such as [‘vehicle’, ‘police’, ‘car’] does not increase the cosine similarity to UQ. The concept parking
lot, which was not in the top five concepts, is included, because the facet vehicle and
the facet parking (lot) together increase the similarity to the event parking a vehicle. Similarly, the tenth concept parking meter is not included as it covers the same
facet as parking lot. The output of the Concept Selection method is the list of selected
concepts and their original cosine similarity c s to UQ. This concept selection method
has a complexity of O(n) in which n is the number of concepts, because we have to
calculate the similarity between the query and each of the concepts. This method is
faster than look-up time of the video in the database, which makes it applicable for
real-time systems.
Table 3.2 shows that our method is robust to a range of cut-offs, both percentages
and a fixed similarity threshold of 0.1, on the vocabulary using pre-trained concepts
from all datasets mentioned in the previous section (referred to as the All vocabulary). The average number of concepts remaining after applying our algorithm is also
included in Table 3.2. The novelty in our method is to only add the concepts that improve the similarity to the full event. To our knowledge, current word2vec models did
not yet look into solutions to a possible query drift in this way.

2 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
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Table 3.2: MAP performance for different cut-off points in i-w2v algorithm (All vocabulary on MED14Test)
Cut-off means discard all concepts that have a similarity lower than the cut-off value compared to the concept with the highest similarity.

Cut-off MAP Average Number of Concepts
none
25%
50%
75%
80%
85%
90%
0.1

0.136
0.136
0.137
0.141
0.142
0.142
0.142
0.142

9.4 ± 13.4
9.3 ± 13.4
7.2 ± 12.1
3.8 ± 6.3
3.0 ± 4.6
2.3 ± 2.4
1.9 ± 1.3
2.9 ± 5.3

3.4. E XPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we use the MED2014Test Set of the TRECVID Multimedia Event
Detection Pre-specified Zero-Example task of 2015 (Over et al., 2015). The
MED2014Test contains more than 27,000 videos and has ground truth information
for twenty events. The evaluation metric is Mean Average Precision (Over et al.,
2015). All video scores are sorted in descending order and the rank of the positive
videos is used in the evaluation. The next sections explain our experiments on the
Vocabulary Challenge and Concept Selection challenge.

3.4.1. V OCABULARY
In the experiments on the Vocabulary challenge, we compare performance of vocabularies that consist of 1) only one dataset; 2) only low- and mid-level concepts
(LowMid); 3) only high-level concepts (High); 4) low-, mid- and high-level concepts
(All). The datasets used in the LowMid, High and All vocabularies are visualized in
Figure 3.1 two pages back.
According to the literature, combining resources generally improves robustness
and performance and therefore we hypothesize that 1) All outperforms all other vocabularies. Our intuition is that the high-level concepts play an important role in
the detection of high-level events and thus we hypothesize that 2) High outperforms
LowMid and 3) Sport and FCVID outperform the other single datasets.
The Concept Selection method used for the experiments on the Vocabulary Challenge is not our proposed Concept Selection method, but the best number of concepts over all events (top-k) using the original word2vec method. This number is determined by experiments on the MED2014 TEST with a varying number of selected
concepts, from one to twenty. This number therefore displays the best possible k over
all events for these twenty events and is thus not influenced by the proposed Concept
Selection method, enabling an independent experiment on the vocabularies.
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3.4.2. C ONCEPT S ELECTION
In the experiments on the Concept Selection challenge, we compare performance
of our proposed Concept Selection method (i-w2v) to the original word2vec method
(top-k), a knowledge-based method (CN), a method using manually selected concepts and weights (manual) and the currently known state of the art methods describing their performance on MED14Test. Relating back to the related work, CN
is selected as a method from the first category (ontology). The i-w2v method falls
within the second category (machine learning), and the manual method falls within
the third category (relevance feedback). We hypothesize that 1) i-w2v outperforms CN
and 2) manual outperforms both CN and i-w2v. This second hypothesis is based on
the finding of Jiang et al. (2015) that automatic Concept Selection is still a challenge.
In the CN method, UQ (event name) is first compared to the concepts in the vocabulary. If a concept completely matches UQ, this concept is put in SQ. If no concept completely matches UQ, ConceptNet is used to expand UQ. In this expansion,
ConceptNet 5.3 is automatically accessed through the REST API and all words with
the relation RelatedTo, IsA, partOf, MemberOf, HasA, UsedFor, CapableOf, AtLocation,
Causes, HasSubEvent, CreatedBy, Synonym or DefinedAs to UQ are selected, split into
words by removing the underscore and compared to the lemmatized set of concepts
in the vocabulary. The matching concepts are put in the SQ. The value for c w is determined by the following equation:
cw = (

scor e r el 3
)
30

(3.2)

This equation is based on the experiments in the previous chapter, where we explain that the scores are often between zero and thirty, which would create a value
between zero and one. The third power is based on previous experiments and has
some ground in Spagnola et al. (2011), because they explain that ConceptNet uses
the third root of the score of the edges to calculate the final score.
If the query expansion directly to UQ still gives no related concepts, the separate
words in UQ are compared to the concepts. The words with a matching concept are
put in SQ and the other words are expanded through ConceptNet. In order to avoid
query drift, the sum of the weights of the expanded words should be the same as the
weight of a matched concept. If for example UQ contains of two words, each set of
concepts that represent one word should have a weight of 0.5.
In the manual method a human researcher had to select the relevant concepts
and weights for those concepts for each event. The researcher was presented the
event description provided within the TRECVID MED (Over et al., 2015) benchmark,
access to the internet to search for examples for the event and knowledge sources
such as Wikipedia or the dictionary and the list of concepts. In order to help the human researcher, the ranked list from our i-w2v method (without similarities) was provided to show a list that is somewhat ordered in terms of relevance to the event. This
human researcher is a non-native fluent English speaker with a West-European background. The human researcher was instructed to create a diverse and concise list of
concepts, to prevent query drift and adding too much noise. The human researcher
had to provide weights for the concepts that summed up to one.
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3.5. R ESULTS
3.5.1. V OCABULARY
The results of the Average Precision performance of the different vocabularies are
shown in Table 3.3. The bold number indicates the highest performance per event
per vocabulary, both from the vocabularies that contain a single dataset and the vocabularies with concepts from multiple datasets.
Comparing performance of All to the other datasets, we clearly see that on average the combination of all resources is better than using a subselection of the resources, which is consistent with our first hypothesis. Additionally, LowMid and High
both have a performance which is on average higher than any of the single dataset
vocabularies in that category.

Figure 3.2: Correlation between Number of Concepts and MAP for different complexities

Furthermore, the high-level concepts are important in these experiments, because High outperforms LowMid and the high-level datasets Sports and FCVID outperform Places and SIN. Besides the complexity of the datasets, the number of concepts could also be a factor. A higher number of concepts increases the possibility
that the event can be captured within these concepts. This factor can be further verified by the plot in Figure 3.2.
In this plot, the correlation between the number of concepts for each of the complexities is shown. LowMid has a high correlation, whereas High has not (R 2 LowMid
= 0.867 and R 2 High = 0.412) between number of concepts and MAP. The plot clearly
shows that High performs better than LowMid with the same number of concepts.
Please note that these results could also be explained by that the high level concepts are trained in a domain more like TRECVID MED compared to the domain in
which the low level concepts are trained. This domain shift could decrease the performance of the low level concepts compared to the high level concepts.

AttemptBikeTrick
CleanAppliance
DogShow
GiveDirection
MarriageProposal
RenovateHome
RockClimbing
TownHallMeeting
WinRace
WorkMetalCraftsProject
Beekeeping
WeddingShower
VehicleRepair
FixMusicalInstrument
HorseRidingCompetition
FellingTree
ParkingVehicle
PlayingFetch
Tailgating
TuneMusicalInstrument
MAP

0.061
0.011
0.013
0.006
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.001
0.006
0.003
0.620
0.002
0.002
0.021
0.022
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.004
0.035
0.041

0.002
0.011
0.011
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.008
0.005
0.003
0.013
0.002
0.003
0.024
0.224
0.052
0.023
0.001
0.010
0.052
0.023

0.050
0.009
0.011
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.005
0.015
0.006
0.002
0.007
0.002
0.006
0.001
0.071
0.019
0.022
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.012

0.003
0.006
0.766
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.128
0.001
0.010
0.001
0.011
0.003
0.007
0.002
0.044
0.012
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.050
0.062
0.062
0.006
0.001
0.010
0.001
0.065
0.148
0.011
0.005
0.262
0.005
0.001
0.147
0.098
0.026
0.217
0.001
0.232
0.052
0.071

0.078
0.009
0.005
0.006
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.015
0.005
0.003
0.620
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.224
0.002
0.023
0.001
0.006
0.008
0.051

0.062
0.062
0.766
0.002
0.010
0.001
0.128
0.148
0.010
0.005
0.262
0.005
0.001
0.147
0.098
0.026
0.217
0.001
0.232
0.052
0.112

0.062
0.062
0.766
0.006
0.010
0.002
0.128
0.148
0.005
0.005
0.620
0.002
0.006
0.147
0.044
0.026
0.217
0.001
0.232
0.052
0.127

ImgNet (1) Places (1) SIN (1) Sport (1) FCVID (1) LowMid (2) High (1) All (1)

Table 3.3: Average Precision per vocabulary item using top-k word2vec concept selection (k is optimal determined on MED2014TEST)
Bold is highest in row and group.
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3.5.2. C ONCEPT S ELECTION
The previous section shows the top-k performance for different vocabularies,
whereas in this section we compare the Concept Selection methods. The Average
Precision performance results for our Concept Selection experiments are shown in
Table 3.4. The bold number indicates the highest performance per event per
vocabulary. The italic numbers for the CN method indicate random performance,
because no concepts are selected. In the All vocabulary, for some events
performance of all concept selection methods is equal, indicating that a complete
match between the event and a concept in the vocabulary is found. In each of the
methods a complete match will result in only selecting that concept. These events
are, therefore, displayed on top of the table and separated from the ‘interesting’
events on the bottom of the table.
Additionally, we compare our best performance against state of the art performance reported on the same dataset in Table 3.5. Performance of CN, top-k and
i-w2v on the All vocabulary is shown. This performance is directly comparable to
EventPool, because the same vocabularies are used. The vocabularies used by Chang
et al. (2016) and Jiang et al. (2015) are comparable in size and type of concepts. In Bor,
PCF and DCC (Chang et al., 2016) semantic concepts are discovered using weakly labelling the TRECVID MED research set using word2vec vectors. Bor uses Borda Rank
to aggregate the weights on the concepts. PFC uses a pair-comparison framework.
DCC uses a dynamic composition to determine the appropriate weights. Fu is the
AND-OR method proposed by Habibian et al. (2014a) to create an AND-OR graph of
the concepts, but applied to the vocabulary of Chang et al. (2016). The vocabulary of
Habibian et al. (2014a) was composed of 138 concepts. These concepts were automatically extracted from the TRECVID MED research set. Jiang et al. (2015) uses an
average fusion of the mapping algorithms that use exact word matching, Wordnet,
Pointwise Mutual Information and word embeddings. Table 3.5 shows a gain in MAP
of 1% compared to state of the art methods.
Comparing the Concept Selection methods, manual is the best overall Concept
Selection method, as expected given our hypothesis. The largest differences between
manual and i-w2v and CN are in VehicleRepair and HorseRidingCompetition in High
and All. Table 3.6 shows the different concepts and similarities for VehicleRepair in
All. The concept assemble bike has high performance, because this is the only concept that differs between i-w2v / top-k and manual. In the High vocabulary, performance for this event drops, because the concept vehicle is no longer within the vocabulary. This same phenomenon happens in the event Beekeeping with the concept
apairy. The main difference in performance in HorseRidingCompetition is that the
human researcher was able to select all types of horse riding competitions, whereas
CN only selected dressage and i-w2v only selected the concept horse racing in High
and horse racing and horse in All. The difference between High and All with manual
in this event is due to the concept horse race course.

i-w2v
AttemptBikeTrick
0.103
CleanAppliance
0.014
DogShow
0.021
MarriageProposal
0.003
RockClimbing
0.006
TownHallMeeting
0.012
FixMusicalInstrument
0.025
Tailgating
0.007
MAP (direct)
0.024
GiveDirection
0.006
RenovateHome
0.003
WinRace
0.006
WorkMetalCraftsProject 0.003
Beekeeping
0.62
WeddingShower
0.002
VehicleRepair
0.006
HorseRidingCompetition 0.182
FellingTree
0.031
ParkingVehicle
0.026
PlayingFetch
0.001
TuneMusicalInstrument 0.050
MAP (no direct matches) 0.078
MAP (all)
0.056

top-k
0.078
0.009
0.005
0.003
0.003
0.015
0.004
0.006
0.015
0.006
0.002
0.005
0.003
0.62
0.002
0.002
0.224
0.002
0.023
0.001
0.008
0.075
0.051

High

All

CN manual i-w2v top-k CN manual i-w2v top-k CN manual
0.021 0.08
0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062
0.005 0.021 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.062
0.011 0.011 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766 0.766
0.001 0.005
0.01 0.01 0.01
0.01
0.01 0.01 0.01
0.01
0.002 0.025 0.309 0.128 0.309 0.309 0.309 0.128 0.309 0.309
0.007 0.023 0.148 0.148 0.148 0.148 0.148 0.148 0.148 0.148
0.009 0.057 0.147 0.147 0.147 0.147 0.147 0.147 0.147 0.147
0.002 0.010 0.232 0.232 0.232 0.232 0.232 0.232 0.232 0.232
0.008 0.029 0.217 0.194 0.217 0.217 0.217 0.194 0.217 0.217
0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.006 0.006 0.002 0.008
0.017 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.015 0.002 0.003 0.015 0.008
0.007 0.035 0.043 0.01 0.007 0.093 0.021 0.005 0.011 0.093
0.001 0.016 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.008
0.65 0.694 0.262 0.262 0.262 0.262
0.62 0.62 0.666 0.714
0.002 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.002 0.005 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.005
0.003 0.006 0.006 0.001 0.003 0.162 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.284
0.015 0.183 0.098 0.098 0.096 0.261 0.119 0.044 0.096 0.288
0.006 0.015 0.024 0.026 0.001 0.033 0.042 0.026 0.008 0.015
0.022 0.031 0.217 0.217 0.001 0.217 0.220 0.217 0.013 0.216
0.012 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.022 0.023 0.001 0.001 0.02 0.023
0.012 0.046 0.052 0.052 0.001 0.052 0.052 0.052 0.012 0.052
0.062 0.087
0.06 0.057 0.033 0.095 0.092 0.082 0.071 0.143
0.04 0.064 0.123 0.112 0.107 0.144 0.142 0.127 0.129 0.173

LowMid

Table 3.4: Average Precision on MED2014TEST for proposed i-w2v, top-k, ontology-based CN and manual concept selection
Top part are events with direct matches to a concept. Bold is highest value in row and group.
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Table 3.5: Comparison to State of the Art (MAP reported on MED2014TEST)

Method

MAP

AND-OR(Habibian et al., 2014a)
Bor (Chang et al., 2016)
Fu (Chang et al., 2016; Habibian et al., 2014a)
PCF (Chang et al., 2016)
AutoSQGSys (Jiang et al., 2015)
top-k (All)
EventPool (Lu et al., 2016b)
CN (All)
DCC (Chang et al., 2016)
i-w2v (All)

0.064
0.102
0.111
0.114
0.115
0.127
0.129
0.129
0.134
0.142

Table 3.6: Comparison for VehicleRepair in All

i-w2v / top-k

CN

c
cs
c
vehicle 0.760 vehicle
band aid
highway
apartments
boating
shop
casting fishing

manual
cs
c
cs
0.500 vehicle
0.5
0.095 assemble bike 0.5
0.095
0.095
0.095
0.095
0.024

Following our hypothesis, i-w2v outperforms CN in all vocabularies. I-w2v even
outperforms manual in some events, of which FellingTree is the most interesting.
Table 3.7 shows the concepts and similarities of the different methods for the event
FellingTree in All. In i-w2v, the concept tree farm causes the high performance,
whereas chain saw decreases performance compared to only using the concept fruit
tree pruning. In CN, the wrong expansion from felling to falling to all concepts,
except for trees, causes the low performance. Please note that the human researcher
has the highest performance in High. The selected concepts for manual in High are
forest and fruit tree pruning.
Comparing i-w2v to top-k, the i-w2v method outperforms the top-k in all vocabularies. In the High vocabulary, performance of the event Rock Climbing in top-k is
slightly lower compared to the other direct matches, because in top-k the first occuring direct match is used instead of all direct matches. Using all direct matches for this
event would improve MAP performance in All to 0.136.
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Table 3.7: Comparison for FellingTree in All

i-w2v

CN

manual

top-k

c
cs
c
cs
c
cs c
cs
fruit 0.720 trees
0.500 trees
0.5 fruit 0.720
tree pruning
cliff
0.186 chain saw 0.5 tree pruning
tree frog
0.686 painting
0.106
tree farm
0.678 skateboarding 0.085
climbing
0.040
windows
0.040
head
0.002
running
0.001
building
7 ×10−6
Table 3.8: Comparison for RenovateHome in LowMid

i-w2v
c
apartment buildingoutdoor
building
home office
apartments
churchbuilding
buildingfacade
mobilehome

CN

manual

top-k

cs
c
cs
c
cs c
cs
0.542 apartments 0.113 apartment0.25 apartment- 0.542
buildingbuildingoutdoor
outdoor
0.526 city
0.102 apartments
0.25
0.475 person
0.083 construction site 0.5
0.466 wardrobe 0.065
0.465 sofa
0.065
0.465
0.452 tabby cat
0.065
0.452 tabby cat
0.065
0.437 closet
0.065
bedroom
comfort
dogs
building
pillow
refrigerator
furniture
pantry

0.065
0.065
0.065
0.058
0.047
0.047
0.047
0.047

Interestingly, CN outperforms both i-w2v and manual in the events RenovateHome in LowMid and All and PlayingFetch in LowMid. Table 3.8 shows the concepts
and similarities of the different methods for the event RenovateHome in LowMid. In
the event PlayingFetch in LowMid the addition of concepts, such as throwing, ball
and stick (manual), decreases performance compared to only using the concept dog
(CN).
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3.6. D ISCUSSION
Regarding the Vocabulary challenge, the results of the experiments show that a combination of multiple datasets improves performance. Although state of the art already tends to add as many datasets as possible to their vocabulary, we show that
including high-level concepts is important in video event retrieval. The results on
the Vocabulary challenge show that using only the High vocabulary is better than using the LowMid vocabulary. The All vocabulary with both LowMid and High is also
better than the LowMid. The correlation graph in Figure 3.2 shows that All is in the
middle between LowMid and High. This observation makes us wonder if a combination of a LowMid and High vocabulary is indeed a good way to go, or if we should
focus on a High vocabulary with more concepts. On one hand, the LowMid concepts are useful when no close matches of the High level concepts are present. On
the other hand, the High level concepts can capture more than the combination of
the LowMid level concepts. A related point is whether the high-level concepts can
improve performance on lower level concept queries, such as horse riding. Will the
high-level concept horse riding competition, possibly together with other events that
include horse riding, improve performance on this query? In our opinion a concept
on the same level of complexity as the query will provide the best performance, i.e.
the query horse riding will achieve a higher retrieval performance with the matching
concept horse riding compared to the concept horse riding competition, assuming
both concept detectors perform accurately. In this example, the higher-level concept
horse riding competition only includes a limited set of the query, resulting in a high
precision but low recall situation. A lower-level concept, such as horse would include
a set that is too broad, resulting in a high recall and low precision situation.
Regarding i-w2v, performance is higher compared to current state of the art zero
shot methods without re-training or re-ranking. I-w2v can be combined to the event
pooling method from Lu et al. (2016b) and the DCC method of Chang et al. (2016)
to achieve an additional performance gain. The increase in performance compared
to top-k does not seem significant, but when increasing the number of concepts, the
possibility of query drift is high. Current top-k strategy is to add only the one most
relevant concept. With a direct or near direct match between the event and the concepts, this is a reasonable strategy. In other tasks or with other events, this strategy is
not optimal and a different number of k should be taken. Instead of optimizing the
number k for each task, our strategy does not need this optimization. I-w2v is also
able to combine concepts which cover different facets of the event, whereas other
methods might only use the raw cosine similarity. Additionally, i-w2v does not seem
that sensitive to the cut-off point, as shown in Table 3.2.
Our proposed i-w2v method approaches the manual method. An advantage of
the manual method is that human knowledge is richer than the knowledge in current knowledge bases or in word2vec, but the disadvantage is that 1) it requires a
human to interpret all queries, which seems unfeasible in real-world applications; 2)
it is hard for a human to indicate the proper weight. CN and w2v can automatically
assign weights, but these weights are based on textual similarity. W2v learns from the
context in which words appear, but the context does not indicate if the words are
similar because they have an antonym (cat vs. dog), hyponym (chihuhua vs. dog),
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hypernym (animal vs. dog) or other type of relation. Knowledge bases such as ConceptNet have such relations, but for events little or no information is present. Because word2vec works as a vector model, the combination of multiple words in an
user query gives better results than a combination of the different words searched
in one of the knowledge bases. The method can, however, still be improved, because
concepts with one directly matching word, such as tree in the concept tree frog for the
event FellingTree and home in home theater for the event RenovateHome, sometimes
retrieve a similarity that can be argued to be too high. But our word2vec method
does not suffer from query drift and it approaches human performance, especially in
a vocabulary that contains high-level concepts. In future work, an option could be to
combine our method with the manual method using either relevance feedback or a
hybrid method containing i-w2v and a knowledge base.

3.7. C ONCLUSION
In this chapter, we presented our Semantic Event Retrieval System that 1) includes
high-level concepts and 2) uses a novel method in Concept Selection (i-w2v) based
on semantic embeddings. Our experiments on the international TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection benchmark show that a vocabulary including high-level concepts can improve performance on the retrieval of complex and generic high-level
events in videos, indicating the importance of high-level concepts in a vocabulary.
Second, we show that our proposed Concept Selection method outperforms state of
the art.

4
I MPROVING V IDEO E VENT
R ETRIEVAL BY U SER F EEDBACK
Edited from: Maaike de Boer, Geert Pingen, Douwe Knook, Klamer Schutte and
Wessel Kraaij (2017) Improving Video Event Retrieval by User Feedback In: Multimedia Tools and Applications, volume 76, number 21, pp. 22361-22381.
* Experiments have been conducted by Geert Pingen and Douwe Knook under supervision of Maaike de Boer
In previous chapters, we have shown that we are able to achieve state of the art performance in a zero example case using automatic query-to-concept mapping, but the current methods do not work flawlessly. In this chapter, we investigate how we can exploit
the users to improve performance. This chapter is related to research question RQ3
ARF. We explore relevance feedback methods on concept level and on video level. On
concept level, we use re-weighting and Query Point Modification as well as a method
that changes the semantic space the concepts are represented in. This semantic space is
the word2vec space used in the previous chapter. On video level, we propose an Adaptive Relevance Feedback ( ARF) method, which is based on the classical Rocchio relevance feedback method from the field of text retrieval. The other video level method is
a state of the art k-Nearest Neighbor method. Results on the TRECVID MED 2014 train
set show that user feedback improves performance compared to no feedback. Feedback on video level provides a higher performance gain compared to the concept level.
A possible reason for this higher gain is that feedback on video level can capture both
information on the semantic relevance of a certain concept as well as the accuracy of
the concept detector. Feedback on concept level can only provide the former. Our proposed ARF method outperforms all other methods, i.e. methods on concept level, the
state of the art k-NN method and manually selected concepts.
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4.1. I NTRODUCTION
Current video search systems, such as YouTube (Burgess et al., 2013), mostly rely on
the keywords typed with the uploaded videos. In the field of content-based video retrieval, systems retrieve videos using the content of the video within keyframes of
the video. Typically concept detectors are trained to index videos with the concepts
present. One of the constraining factors in concept-based video retrieval systems
is the limited number of concepts a system can be trained to detect. While current
state-of-the-art systems are able to detect an increasingly large number of concepts
(i.e. thousands), this number still falls far behind the near infinite number of possible (textual) queries general-purpose heterogeneous video search systems need to be
able to handle (Boer et al., 2015a). One of the challenging areas within the conceptbased video retrieval is that of event retrieval. Events can be defined as complex
queries that consist of a multitude of concepts, such as objects, actions and scenes.
One example of an event query is Attempting a bike trick. This query can be represented by more general concepts such as bike trick, attempt and flipping bike. Creating an automatic representation of a query can, however, include non-relevant or
less representative concept detectors and, thus, decrease retrieval performance. Furthermore, the meaning of a concept is different in different contexts, and therefore
the quality of a concept detector might differ in the context in which it is applied.
One approach to improve performance when less or non-relevant detectors are
selected is the use of relevance feedback. With relevance feedback the (estimated)
behavior of the user with the system is used to improve the system. This method is
well accepted and commonly used in text retrieval. In video retrieval the trend is to
either use click behavior or to use pseudo-relevance feedback (Zhou et al., 2003; Patil,
2012; Jiang et al., 2015), in which we assume that the first x videos are relevant. In
this chapter, we focus on explicit user feedback, both on the retrieved videos and on
selected concepts that represent a query. We compare which relevance feedback level
can provide the highest performance gain. Furthermore, we propose a novel method
on video level. Our Adaptive Relevance Feedback (ARF) is inspired by the Rocchio
algorithm (Rocchio, 1971) often applied in the field of text retrieval. Whereas state
of the art relevance feedback algorithms on video level use the annotated videos to
create a novel model based on nearest neighbor or SVM type of algorithms (Gia et al.,
2004; Deselaers et al., 2008), we use the videos to approximate the proper weights of
the selected concepts in our query representation. The advantage of changing the
weights is that this method is able to benefit from just a few positive and negative
annotations, compared to newly trained models.
We compare the results of our ARF algorithms on the MEDTRAIN set of the
TRECVID benchmark (Over et al., 2015) against traditional relevance feedback
approaches, such as approaches on concept level such as re-weighting and QPM,
and a k-NN based method. Results show that 1) relevance feedback on both concept
and video level improves performance compared to using no relevance feedback; 2)
relevance feedback on video level obtains higher performance compared to
relevance feedback on concept level; 3) our proposed ARF method on video level
outperforms a state of the art k-NN method, all methods on concept level and even
manual selected concepts.
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The use of relevance feedback stems from the dynamic nature of information seeking (Ruthven et al., 2003): information needs can be continuously changing and be
unique to each user. Relevance feedback can be done in different ways: implicit, explicit and blind/pseudo. In implicit relevance feedback, implicit information, such as
user clicks or dwell time, is used. The advantage of this method is that you do not
have to bother the user, but the inference of the results is much harder. Because we
focus on a subset of users in which we expect less queries, we expect that implicit
feedback will provide a smaller gain compared to explicit user feedback. In explicit
relevance feedback, the user explicitly indicates if a certain item is relevant or not
relevant. This can be done using a binary scale or a graded scale. The advantage of
this method is that you have a clear indication of the relevance and a higher performance, but the disadvantage is that you have to bother the user. This user might
not have time or motivation to give such feedback. In blind- or pseudo-relevance
feedback, the manual user part is automated. In this automation, we assume that
the first x ranked items are relevant. This assumption is not without a risk, because
in the case of rare events or new query domains, bad retrieval systems or ambiguous
queries this assumption might not hold. Human relevance feedback (implicit and explicit) has been known to provide major improvements in precision for information
retrieval system. Dalton et al. (2013) have shown that —in the domain of video retrieval —pseudo-relevance feedback can increase Mean Average Precision (MAP) up
to 25%, whereas with human judgments this number can grow up to 55%. Of course
the effectiveness of pseudo relevance feedback critially depends on the assumption
that the collection contains at least a reasonable number of relevant results and that
the first retrieval pass is able to pick up a good fraction of those in the top x. It is clear
that relevance feedback, when applied correctly, can help the user in better finding
results.
One of the most well-known and applied relevance feedback algorithms that has
its origins in text retrieval is the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971). This algorithm is
used in state of the art video and text retrieval systems that use for example Query
Point Modification (QPM) to move the query representation in the vector space and
re-weighting in which the terms in the query are re-weighted (Rocha et al., 2015; Jiang
et al., 2014b; Tsai et al., 2015; Kaliciak et al., 2013). Often a document is represented
as a vector with a real-valued component (e.g. tf-idf weight) for each term. The Rocchio algorithm works on a vector space model in which the query drifts away from
the negatively annotated documents and converges to the positively annotated documents. The Rocchio algorithm is effective in relevance feedback, fast to use and easy
to implement. The disadvantages of the method are that an α and β parameter have
to be tuned and it cannot handle multimodal classes properly.
Other state of the art approaches, such as feature-, navigation-pattern, and
cluster-based approaches, in image retrieval are explained by Zhou et al. (2003) and
Patil (2012). Often the system will actively select the documents that achieve the
maximal information gain (Tong et al., 2001). Some vector space models use
k-Nearest Neighbor methods, such as in the studies by Gia et al. (2004) and
Deselaers et al. (2008). K-NN based methods are shown to be effective, and are
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non-parametric, but run time is slower and it can be very inaccurate when the
training set is small. Other methods use decision trees, SVMs, or multi-instant
approaches and are explained in Crucianu et al. (2004). A disadvantage of those
other methods that they need sufficient annotations to work properly. SVMs are
often used (Xu et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2010; Tao et al., 2008), but according to Wang
et al. (2016b), SVM-based RF approaches have two major drawbacks: 1) multiple
feedback interactions are necessary because of the poor adaptability, flexibility and
robustness of the original visual features; 2) positive and negative samples are
treated equally, whereas the positive and negative examples provided by the
relevance feedback often have distinctive properties, such as that the positive
examples are close to each other whereas negative examples are arbitrarily
distributed. Within the pseudo-relevance feedback, this second point is taken by
Jiang et al. (Jiang et al., 2014a; Jiang et al., 2014b; Jiang et al., 2015), who use an
unsupervised learning approach in which the ‘easy’ samples are used to learn first
and then the ‘harder’ examples are iteratively added.

4.3. V IDEO E VENT R ETRIEVAL S YSTEM
Our Video Event Retrieval System is inspired by state of the art video event retrieval
systems without training examples (Zhang et al., 2015a; Jiang et al., 2014b). The
pipeline of our system is shown in Figure 4.1. In our system a user can enter a
textual query (Event Query) into the search engine. This query is represented by a
combination of concepts in the module Query Interpretation using the word2vec
model and the Concept Bank. This combination of concepts is propagated back to
the user to obtain relevance feedback on concept level and the top n concepts are
used as an OR query in the Scoring+Ranking module. This module retrieves the
videos in the database, sums the evidence from individual concepts and ranks the
results in descending order of estimated relevance. These results are presented back
to the user and the user can provide relevance feedback on video level. These
modules are explained in more depth in the next subsections.

4.3.1. Q UERY I NTERPRETATION
The Event Query is translated to a system query (video concept representation) using
a word2vec model, which is commonly used in video retrieval (Elhoseiny et al., 2016;
Jiang et al., 2015; Snoek et al., 2015; Norouzi et al., 2013). A word2vec model uses a
shallow neural network that is trained on a huge dataset, such as Wikipedia, Gigawords, Google News or Twitter, to create semantic word embeddings. The Word2Vec
models operate on the hypothesis that words with similar meanings occur in similar
contexts (Goldberg et al., 2014), resulting in a good performance in associations, such
as king - man + woman = queen. We use a model that is pre-trained on Google News1 .
The embedding of each word is expressed in a 300-dimensional feature vector. This
model is used because it shows better results compared to the other pre-trained
word2vec models, such as the Wikipedia models. We do not re-train the network,
because this did not increase performance in our experiments. Using the word2vec
1 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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Figure 4.1: Pipeline of our Semantic Video Event Search System

model, we calculate the distance between the event query and each of the concepts
that can be detected. The concepts that can be detected are obtained from the Concept Bank (explained in the next subsection). In the word2vec model we calculate the
vector of the event query by mean pooling the vectors representing the words in the
event query, without using the vectors of stopwords, such as ‘a’. If a word in the event
query is not in the vocabulary of the word2vec model, we discard this word as well. As
shown by Lev et al. (2015), mean pooling is a simple pooling method that performs
well. The words in the labels of the concepts in our Concept Bank are mean pooled as
well and compared to the vector representing the event query. The cosine similarity,
which is a robust similarity measure in this semantic space (Lev et al., 2015), is used
to calculate the distance between the event query and each of the concepts that can
be detected independently, as explained in:
→
− −
q ∗ v→
d
wd = →
−
|| q || ∗ ||−
v→
d ||

(4.1)

→
−
, where q is the 300 dimensional mean word2vec vector for the event query, −
v→
d is the
mean vector for detector d .
This distance is used to determine the combination of concepts that represent
the query. In our experiments, we use the top n concepts with the highest similarity measure (w d ), based on initial experiments. These concepts are used for the 1)
relevance feedback and 2) scoring.
C ONCEPT B ANK
The Concept Bank contains labels and detectors that are trained on different datasets
using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN). We use the eight layers of the
DCNN network trained on the ILSVRC-2012 (Deng et al., 2009), as is often used in
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this field (Jiang et al., 2015; Snoek et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015a). We finetune the
architecture on the data in the dataset for SIN (Over et al., 2015), Places (Zhou et al.,
2014) and TRECVID MED (Over et al., 2015) to obtain more concepts (2048) than
the 1000 objects used in the ILSVRC-2012. The concepts from the TRECVID MED
are manually annotated on the Research set, comparable to Natarajan et al. (2011)
and Zhang et al. (2015a). We purposely did not use higher level concept detectors,
such as those available in the FCVID (Jiang et al., 2017) or Sports (Karpathy et al.,
2014) dataset, to obtain more interesting experiments using relevance feedback. We,
therefore, do not aim at highest possible initial ranking, but at a gain with the use of
relevance feedback. We believe this is applicable to real world cases, because relevant
high level concepts are not always present.

4.3.2. S CORING AND R ANKING
For the scoring, we need the video scores of the top n concept detectors, obtained
from the Query Interpretation module, from our database. The pre-trained concept
detectors are applied on each of the videos in our database. Because the network is
trained on images, we extract 1 keyframe per 2 seconds uniformly from a video. We
use max pooling over these keyframes to obtain a concept detector score per video.
Furthermore, we use the average concept detector scores on a background set to normalize the detector scores on the videos in our database.
The scoring function is defined as:
X
sv =
w d ∗ (s v,d − b d )
(4.2)
d ∈D

, where w d is described in Equation 4.1 and represents the cosine similarity between
the event query vector q and the detector vector v d , b d is the average background
score of detector d and s v,d is the score for detector d on video v. The videos are
returned to the user in descending order of their overall score s v .

4.3.3. F EEDBACK I NTERPRETATION A DAPTIVE R ELEVANCE F EEDBACK (ARF)
Feedback can be obtained on concept level and on video level. We propose an algorithm on video level for explicit relevance feedback, but implementations on concept
level are available in our system as well (explained in the experiments).
Our Adaptive Relevance Feedback algorithm (ARF) is inspired by the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971). Different from traditional algorithms on video level (Crucianu
et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2003; Patil et al., 2011), we use relevance feedback to update
the weights for our concept detectors instead of training a new model based on (few)
annotations. We choose to update the weights to make our algorithm more robust
to few or noisy annotations. In k-NN methods, noisy annotations can have a high
impact on ranking performance. By taking into account the initial concept detector
cosine distance to the query, the proposed algorithm is more robust to this type of
relevance feedback.
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The weights are updated using the following formula:
w d0 = w d + (α · m R ) − (β · m N R )
P
s v,d − b d
m R = v∈R
|R|
P
s
v,d − b d
m N R = v∈N R
|N R|

(4.3)

, where v is the considered video, d is the detector, R is the set of relevant videos,
N R is the set of non-relevant videos, s v,d is the score for concept detector d for video
→
−
v, w d is word2vec cosine similarity between the query vector q and the detector
−
→
vector v d , b d is the average background score of detector d , and α and β are Rocchio
weighting parameters for the relevant and non-relevant examples respectively.
The adjusted detector weight, w d0 , is then plugged back into the scoring function,
where we substitute the original word2vec score for the adjusted weight. This results
in new scores, s v0 , for each video v, which is used to create an updated ranked list of
videos.

4.4. E XPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we evaluate our proposed methods in an international video retrieval benchmark and compare performance to state of the art.

4.4.1. E XPERIMENTAL S ET- UP
We use the MEDTRAIN data set from the TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection
(MED) benchmark (Over et al., 2015). This data set contains 5594 videos of
user-generated content. The MEDTEST set is often used in other papers to report
performance on, but the MEDTRAIN contains relevance judgments for forty events
(i.e. queries), whereas MEDTEST contains judgments for only twenty events.
Although we purposely did not use higher level concept detector datasets to obtain
our concepts, some concepts caused a (near-)perfect performance because of a
direct match between an event and the concept. We, therefore, excluded eight of the
forty events2 . These events are not interesting for the user feedback experiments.
The number of concepts n for ARF is chosen to be 30. Our baseline experiments
showed highest performance for n = 5 as shown in Figure 4.2, but our experiments
showed that a higher performance gain can be achieved by using more concepts.
Furthermore, the α of our ARF algorithm is set to 1.0 and the β is set to 0.5, which is
in line with text-information retrieval (Rocchio, 1971). Visualizations of these results
can be found in Figure 4.3.

2 excluded events are Wedding ceremony; Birthday party; Making a sandwich; Hiking; Dog show; Town hall

meeting; Beekeeping; Tuning a musical instrument
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Figure 4.2: MAP per number of concept detectors over all events

Figure 4.3: M AP ∗ relative to α and β values

E VALUATION
Mean Average Precision (MAP) (Over et al., 2015), which is the official performance
measure in the TRECVID MED task, is used to measure performance. With relevance
feedback on video level, the positively annotated videos will remain on the top of
the list and, thus, increase MAP. It is, however, also interesting to know whether the
algorithm is able to retrieve new relevant videos. This is why we introduce a variant of
the MAP. MAP* calculates MAP disregarding the videos that have been viewed already
by the user. We assume that a user has viewed all videos up to the last annotated
video.
Additionally, we calculate robustness of our proposed method compared to the
best state of the art method on that level by the robustness index (RI) (Sakai et al.,
2005) and the concept level methods against the initial ranking using:
RI =

|ZP | − |Z N |
|Z |

(4.4)

, where |ZP | - |Z N | is the number of queries in which the first method has higher
performance compared to the second method, and |Z | is the total number of queries.
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U SER I NTERFACE

Figure 4.4: Screenshot of our User Interface for the event Attempting a bike trick

To provide the user with a quick and efficient way of viewing the concepts and
the videos in the experiment, we designed a User Interface (UI). A screenshot of the
UI is presented in Figure 4.4. For the videos, we aim to show a small subset of the
keyframes instead of the whole video. For each video, the 5 keyframes (based on state
of the art in current search engines, such as Bing3 ) with the highest scores over the
top n detectors, based on their word2vec scores, are selected. A single frame is shown
initially for each video in a container, under which we presented the relevance selection tools. When a user moves the mouse over the container, a new frame appears
based on the relative position of the mouse in the container. This means that the first
frame would be visible when the user was hovering in the first 20% of the container,
the second frame when the mouse position was detected in the next 20%, and so on.
This enabled our users to get a quick overview of the relevant parts of the video, without having to spend minutes watching each video. For the feedback on the concepts,
the videos were not presented but a list of the top 15 concept detectors was shown.
This is further explained in the next section.

4.4.2. R ELEVANCE F EEDBACK ON C ONCEPTS
Fifteen participants (12 male; 3 female; µ age= 24.87; σ age= 3.739) were asked to
volunteer in providing relevance feedback. The majority of the participants were non
native but fluent English speakers with an education level of Bachelors or higher. The
participants were presented with a list of the 32 events on several pieces of paper with
the top 15 concepts (in English) per event as provided by the initial system. They
were asked to evaluate these concepts and provide relevance judgments by marking
3 www.bing.com/videos
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the non-relevant concepts for each of the events. On average, participants marked
6.2 out of 15 concept detectors as non-relevant (σ = 1.494). The average number of
detectors marked as non-relevant differed greatly per event (minimum 0.5 to maximum 11.7) and per user (minimum 3.7 to maximum 8.7). A Fleiss’ Kappa test was
performed to determine user agreement in the flagging of non-relevant concepts,
which resulted in κ = 0.514. According to the Landis and Koch scale (Landis et al.,
1977), this indicates a moderate agreement among users.

4.4.3. R ELEVANCE F EEDBACK ON V IDEOS
For the relevance feedback on videos, a group of ten male participants (µ age= 26.3,
σ age= 1.567) with mainly non native but fluent English speakers and an education
level of Bachelors or higher without dyslexia, colour-blindness, concentration problems, or RSI problems, voluntarily participated in an experiment. The task of the participants was to select relevant and non-relevant videos in our UI. 24 results were
shown initially, and more could automatically be loaded by scrolling to the bottom
of the page. The experiment consisted of two conditions, which correspond to the reranking results by ARF and the k-NN method named RS (next subsection). In each of
the conditions, 16 queries, randomly assigned using a Latin rectangle (Cochran et al.,
1957), were presented to the user using our UI, after which they performed relevance
feedback on the retrieved videos.
4.4.4. B ASELINE METHODS
We compare our ARF algorithm with several baselines, which are presented in the
next subsections. The SVM-based methods are not included in this chapter, because
preliminary experiments showed that on average performance is poor due to limited
number of positive samples.
N O F EEDBACK
The No Feedback method is the system without the relevance feedback module. The
number of concepts n is chosen to be 5, based on the results reported in Figure 4.2.
M ANUAL
An expert familiar with the TRECVID MED events, the Concept Bank and data set
was asked to select a set of relevant concepts and their weights for each event. The
number of selected concepts varies among the events.
C ONCEPT L EVEL - A LTER W EIGHTS
As a re-weighting method, we alter the weights of the concept detectors following
an approach inspired by the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971). The weights of the
relevant detectors are increased, whereas the weights of the irrelevant detectors are
decreased following Equation 4.5. The values for γ and δ are the best values based
on our experiments on the same data to provide upper bound performance. This
method is different from ARF, because this method works on the relevance feedback
on concept level and not on video level. The number of concepts n for all concept
level based experiments is set to 15, because previous experiments showed that a
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higher number of concepts in relevance feedback can achieve higher performance
gain compared to using only the top 5 (often positive) concepts.
(
w d0

=

w d + γ ∗ w d , if d is relevant.
w d − δ ∗ w d , otherwise.

(4.5)

, where γ = 0.4 and δ = 0.9.
C ONCEPT L EVEL - Q UERY S PACE
As a QPM method, we change the semantic space of the query using Rocchio’s algorithm. Using the vector representations of both the relevant and non-relevant detectors provided by concept level relevance feedback, we update the initial query vector
→
−
q that is used to calculate the cosine similarity w d (Equation 4.1 in Section 4.3.1)
according to Equation 4.6. Again, the values for ² and ζ are the best values based on
our experiments on the same data to provide optimal performance.
→
−0 →
−
q = q +²∗

Ã

!
Ã
!
X −
1 X −
1
→
→
vd − ζ ∗
vd
|C r | d ∈C r
|C nr | d ∈C nr

(4.6)

→
−
, where q 0 is the modified query vector, C r and C nr are the set of relevant and nonrelevant concept detectors, respectively and −
v→
d is the word2vec vector representation
of detector d , ² = 0.6 and ζ = 0.7.
C ONCEPT L EVEL - D ETECTOR S PACE
Instead of changing the query space, we can also change the semantic space. We
change the concept detector labels by moving the mean pooled vector of the relevant
concepts toward the mean pooled vector of the event query, whereas we move the
non-relevant concepts away from the event query with the following equation:
→
− −
−
−
→
→
0
v→
d = v d + η ∗ θd ∗ ( q − v d )

(4.7)

→
−
−
→
0
, where −
v→
d is the new vector for detector d , v d is the old vector of detector d and q
is the event query vector, η = 0.1, θ is described as:
θd =

(
−1, if d ∈ C nr
1,

otherwise

(4.8)

, where d is the detector, C nr is the set of non-relevant concept detectors.
This new vector is used to calculate the new cosine similarity w d , which is used
in the determination of the relevant concepts and the scoring function (Equation 4.2
in Section 4.3.2). This method changes the concepts in the space and, therefore, this
method can change performance on other events, whereas in the other methods the
performance on only one query is improved. This method, however, introduces different results for different order of events. In our experiments, we choose the average
performance over 2 runs of 32 events over all 15 users.
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V IDEO L EVEL - RS
The final baseline is a k-NN based relevance feedback algorithm named Relevance
Score (RS). The RS algorithm is well-performing in image retrieval (Gia et al., 2004;
Deselaers et al., 2008) and the relevance score r el ev ance(v) of a video v calculated
as
¶
µ
d R(v) −1
(4.9)
r el ev ance(v) = 1 +
d N R(v)
, where d R is the dissimilarity, measured as Euclidean distance, from the nearest
video in relevant video set R, d N R is the dissimilarity from the nearest video in nonrelevant video set N R. The video set is ordered such that the videos with the highest
relevance score are listed first and MAP is calculated on this list.

4.5. R ESULTS
4.5.1. MAP AND MAP*
The MAP results on all methods are displayed in Table 4.1. The results show superior
performance for our ARF method. All relevance feedback methods outperform the
No Feedback run, except DetectorSpace.
Table 4.1: MAP and Standard Deviation over all users and all events on MEDTRAIN dataset

Method

MAP (µ) Standard Deviation (σ)

No Feedback
Manual

0.19
0.23

0.15
0.18

Concept Level AlterWeights 0.21
QuerySpace
0.20
DetectorSpace 0.19

0.16
0.16
0.15

Video Level

0.17
0.17

Baseline

RS
ARF

0.20
0.24

The standard deviation is relatively high, because we average over all events
(some have almost random performance near zero and some have a very good
performance near one). This comparison is, however, not completely fair, because
annotations on video level will keep the positively annotated videos on the top of
the ranked list. One method to overcome this problem is to discard the videos which
the users have already seen (M AP ∗ ). We assume that all videos displayed before the
last video are seen. The results in M AP ∗ over all video level methods, including the
initial method without these videos, is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: M AP ∗ scores and standard deviations on video level on MEDTRAIN dataset

Algorithm

MAP∗ (µ) Standard Deviation (σ)

No Feedback 0.13
RS
0.11
ARF
0.15

0.01
0.02
0.02
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These results show that RS performs worse compared to No Feedback,
because this method might move in the wrong direction when few positive
examples are annotated. A Shapiro-Wilk test showed that the precision score
distributions do not deviate significantly from a normal distribution at p > 0.05
(p = 0.813; p = 0.947; p = 0.381, for No Feedback, RS, and ARF, respectively). A
statistically significant difference between groups was determined by a one-way
ANOVA (F(2,27) = 18.972, p <0.0005). A post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test was performed to
verify intergroup differences. The means of all algorithms differed significantly at
p < 0.05 (p = 0.006; p = 0.01; p < 0.0005, for No Feedback-RS, No Feedback-ARF, and
RS-ARF, respectively).

4.5.2. R OBUSTNESS
The robustness index (RI) on concept level, compared to No Feedback, is R I = 0.125
for AlterWeights (better in 18 events), R I = −0.375 for QuerySpace (better in 9 events)
and R I = −0.0625 for DetectorSpace (better in 15 events). Interestingly, QuerySpace
has higher performance compared to DetectorSpace, although RI is lower. One reason is that in some events DetectorSpace has moved a concept in a wrong direction
by which it is not able to retrieve that concept anymore, resulting in a lower MAP.
The RI on video level is calculated by comparing RS to ARF. The RI for ARF is
R I = 0.4375 and for RS it is R I = −0.25. The bar plot is shown in Figure 4.5. Compared
to No Feedback ARF improves ranking in 23 of the events, and RS in 12 of the events.

Figure 4.5: Average precision difference (AP ∗ ) per event

Giving an example of results of the methods, Figure 4.6 shows the different results
from the video level methods.

Figure 4.6: Example of returned results for the query Working on a woodworking project. The initial result
set on the left also shows relevance selection
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Table 4.3 shows the weights of the top 5 concepts for the baseline and the best
method for the concept level and video level for the event Attempting a board trick.
These results show that the manual annotator is able to capture all type of board
tricks, such as skateboard, surfboard and snowboard tricks. AlterWeights does not
have the general concept attempt or two board concepts as the No Feedback, but
added the concepts flipping (highly relevant) and board game (semantically discussable relevant). ARF also has the concept board game, even on top of the list. This indicates that the detector has relevance for this event. The concept attempt is moved
to the bottom of the list.
Table 4.3: Comparison Concepts and weights for the event Attempting a board trick

No Feedback (0.19)

c
attempt
trick
board1
board2
skateboardtrick

cs

Manual (0.31)

c

AlterWeights (0.20)

cs

c

cs

ARF (0.25)

c

0.65 skateboardtrick 0.33 trick
0.88 board game
0.63 surf
0.33 board2
0.81 skateboardtrick
0.58 snowboard
0.33 skateboardtrick 0.76 board1
0.58
board game
0.74 trick
0.54
flipping
0.44 attempt

cs
0.72
0.54
0.43
0.38
0.13

4.6. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Results show that 1) relevance feedback on both concept and video level improves
performance compared to using no relevance feedback; 2) relevance feedback on
video level obtains higher performance compared to relevance feedback on concept
level; 3) our proposed ARF method on video level outperforms a state of the art k-NN
method, and all methods on concept level and even manual selected concepts.
Our results are, however, bound to few events and few users. For the concept
level method, we also use an indirect performance metric, because we obtain performance on video level. We, thus, do not take into account that relevant concepts can
have poorly performing detectors. We believe that these experiments clearly show
that although concept level user feedback can improve performance upon the initial ranking, video level user feedback is more valuable. One reason might be that
this feedback can provide information on both the semantic relevance of the concept and the accuracy of the concept detector. In future work it might be interesting
to investigate if we can distinguish whether the concept detector is not accurate or
whether the concept is not semantically related based on the video level feedback.

5
Q UERY I NTERPRETATION — AN
A PPLICATION OF S EMIOTICS IN
I MAGE R ETRIEVAL
Based on: Maaike H.T. de Boer, Paul Brandt, Maya Sappelli, Laura M. Daniele,
Klamer Schutte, Wessel Kraaij (2015) Query Interpretation —an Application of
Semiotics in Image Retrieval. In: International Journal On Advances in Software,
volume 8, number 3 and 4, pp 435 - 449.
* The translations from semiotic structures to ConceptNet relations have been
performed by Paul Brandt and are not included in this chapter. The translations and
related work on semiotics are available in the journal paper stated above
Previous chapters have focused on the events in the TRECVID MED task. Users of our
aimed search capability will, however, not only search for events. They might want
to ask specific questions, such as find the pink Cadillac in Amsterdam. Some of these
queries might suffer from the semantic gap or the vocabulary mismatch. The Concept
Bank might for example contain a car, but not a Cadillac. In this chapter, we focus
on the influence of the type of query in the query-to-concept mapping. This chapter
is related to RQ4 Semiotics. We explore to what extent semiotic structures contribute
to the semantic interpretation of user queries. Semiotics is about how humans interpret signs, and we use its text analysis structures to guide the query-to-concept mapping. Examples are paradigms, which signify functional contrasts in words, such as
‘man’ and ‘woman’, and syntagms, which signify positional contrasts of words in sentences, such as ‘the ship that banked’ and ‘the bank that shipped’. These semiotic structures can be related to certain relations present in ConceptNet, such as MemberOf for
paradigms and CapableOf or Causes for syntagms. In our experiments, we show that
semiotic structures can contribute to a significantly higher semantic interpretation of
user queries and significantly higher image retrieval performance, measured in quality and effectiveness and compared to a baseline with only synonym expansions.
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5.1. I NTRODUCTION
More and more sensors connected through the Internet are becoming essential to
give us support in our daily life. In such a global sensor environment, it is important
to provide smart access to sensor data, enabling users to search semantically in this
data in a meaningful and, at the same time, easy and intuitive manner. For visual
data, an impediment to this achievement is "the lack of coincidence between the
information that one can extract from the visual data and the interpretation that the
same data have for a user in a given situation", coined by Smeulders et al. (2000) as
the semantic gap in content based image retrieval (CBIR). Towards this aim, we
developed a search engine that combines CBIR, Human Media Interaction and
Semantic Modelling techniques in one single application: ‘Google®for sensors’ or
‘GOOSE’ for short. An overview paper of the GOOSE application is given in Schutte
et al. (2015a) and Schutte et al. (2013). This application is able to retrieve visual data
from multiple and heterogeneous sources and sensors, and responds to the
assumption that the semantic gap consists of two parts (Enser et al., 2007): the first
part addressing the realm where raw image pixels are transformed into generic
objects to which labels are applied to represent their content; the second part
addressing the realm of semantic heterogeneity, representing the semantic distance
between the object labelling and the formulation by the end-user of a query that is
meant to carve out a part in reality that situates that object. The GOOSE approach to
closing the first part addresses image classification and quick image concept
learning, presented in Bouma et al. (2015), and fast re-ranking of visual search
results, presented in Schavemaker et al. (2015). This chapter addresses the second
part of the semantic gap and builds on our earlier work on applying semantic
reasoning in image retrieval (Boer et al., 2015a) that is realized through query
parsing, concept expansion, and mapping it to labels associated with certain
classifiers. Query concepts that do not match any classifier’s label are expanded
using an external knowledge base, in this case ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2012), to
find alternative concepts that are semantically similar to the original query
concepts but do match with a classifier label. Whereas in Boer et al. (2015a) we only
used ‘IsA’ and ‘Causes’ relations in the query expansion, in this work we address
additional types of relations in order to improve the matching rate between query
concepts and classifier labels. However, a drawback of considering additional
relations is that the algorithms for their semantic interpretation become tightly
coupled to the particular external knowledge base of choice, rendering them less
applicable for other knowledge bases. To overcome this limitation and keep our
semantic interpretation generically applicable to other knowledge bases, we
introduce the use of semiotics that provides guidance to how humans interpret
signs and how the abstract relationships between them apply. Due to its universal
application, a semiotic approach not only provides us with the flexibility to use
different knowledge bases than ConceptNet, but it is also independent from
domain-specific terminologies, vocabularies and reasoning. By defining a simple
mapping from the specific relationships of the knowledge base of choice, e.g.,
ConceptNet, onto semiotic structures, the semantic interpretation algorithms can
latch onto the semiotic structures only. The resulting transparency between the
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semantic interpretation algorithms at the one hand, and at the other hand
abstracting from the specifics of
i the relationships that are available in the external knowledge base, and
ii the domain-specific vocabularies, bring about the required general applicability
of our solution.
Summarizing, we seek to improve the matching rate between query concepts and
classifier labels, by
1. considering more, if not all, relations that are available in a knowledge base;
while remaining
2. as independent to the external knowledgebase as possible; and
3. as computationally lean as possible.
We formulate our research question as
To what extent can semiotic structures contribute to the semantic interpretation
of user queries?
In order to answer our research question, we conducted an experiment on our
TOSO dataset (Schutte et al., 2015b), which contains 145 test images and 51 trained
classifiers. For evaluation purposes we furthermore defined 100 user queries. We annotated these user queries with their ground truth for both parts of the semantic gap:
i the ground truth for semantic matching, identifying the classifier labels that are
meant to be found for each user query , and
ii the ground truth for the image retrieval, identifying the images that are meant to
be found.
The queries, annotations and images are available at DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.1.3688.
9049. For different types of semiotic structures we calculated the effectiveness and
quality in terms of different types of F-measure for both semantic matching and image retrieval. From the results of these experiments, we can conclude that applying
semiotic relations in query expansion over an external, generic knowledge base, contributes to a high quality match between query concepts and classifier labels. It also
significantly improves image retrieval performance compared to a baseline with only
synonym expansions. Some relations that are present in ConceptNet could not be
assigned to the applied semiotic structures; inclusion of these relations in the semantic analysis provided for higher effectiveness at the cost of losing loose coupling
between these relations and the algorithms that implement the semantic analysis.
The main contribution of this chapter is a generic approach to the expansion of user
queries using general-purpose knowledge bases, and how semiotics can guide this
expansion independently from the specific knowledge base being used. This chapter
is structured as follows: Section 5.2 describes related work on query expansion and
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semiotics; Section 5.3 provides an overview of the generic semantic interpretation
system; Section 5.4 describes the experiment that has been performed with the application, followed by a presentation and discussion of their results in Sections 5.5
and 5.6, respectively. We conclude our work, including indications for future work, in
Section 5.7.

5.2. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we discuss related work in CBIR about the first part of the semantic
gap, i.e., automatic classifier annotation, as well as the second part of the semantic
gap, i.e., some efforts related to query expansion using semantic relations. Finally, we
discuss related work on computational semiotics.

5.2.1. AUTOMATIC IMAGE ANNOTATION
Most of the effort in applying semantics in CBIR is aimed at training classifiers using large sources of visual knowledge, such as ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and Visipedia (Perona, 2010). The trained classifiers are subsequently annotated with one or
more labels that should describe their meaning. However, these annotations are often subjective, e.g., influenced by the domain of application and not accurate from a
semantic point of view. Consequently, users that apply these classifiers need to have
prior knowledge about the context of use of the annotations. In order to overcome
this issue and facilitate the use of classifiers without the need of training, various efforts in the literature focus on improving the annotations. These efforts mainly apply
domain-specific ontologies as basis for annotation, such as the ontologies in Bai et
al. (2007) and Bagdanov et al. (2007) that are used to annotate soccer games, or for
the purpose of action recognition in a video surveillance scenario (Oltramari et al.,
2012). Although these approaches provide more intuitive semantics that require less
prior knowledge from the user, they are tailored to specific domains and cannot be
re-used for general-purpose applications.
5.2.2. R ELATION - BASED QUERY EXPANSION
Several systems proposed in the literature address query expansion exploiting relations with terms that are semantically similar to the concepts in the query (Erozel
et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2013; Boer et al., 2015b). The system in Erozel et al. (2008)
facilitates natural language querying of video archive databases. The query processing is realized using a link parser (Sleator et al., 1995) based on a light-parsing algorithm that builds relations between pairs of concepts, rather than constructing constituents in a tree-like hierarchy. This is sufficient for the specific kind of concept
groups considered in the system (Erozel et al., 2008), but is limitative for more complex queries. The Never Ending Image Learner (NEIL) proposed in Chen et al. (2013)
is a massive visual knowledge base fed by a crawler that runs 24 hour a day to extract
semantic content from images on the Web in terms of objects, scenes, attributes and
theirrelations. The longer NEIL runs, the more relations between concepts detected
in the images it learns. Analogously to our approach, NEIL is a general-purpose system and is based on learning new concepts and relations that are then used to aug-
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ment the knowledge of the system. Although NEIL considers an interesting set of semantic relations, such as taxonomy (IsA), partonomy (Wheel is part of Car), attribute
associations (Round_shape is attribute of Apple and Sheep is White), and location relations (Bus is found in Bus_depot), most of the relations learned so far are of the
basic type ‘IsA’ or ‘LooksSimilarTo’. Furthermore, in Boer et al. (2015b) knowledge
bases ConceptNet and Wikipedia, and an expert knowledge base are compared for
semantic matching in the context of multimedia event detection. Results show that
query expansion can improve performance in multimedia event detection, and that
the expert knowledge base is the most suitable for this purpose. When comparing
Wikipedia and ConceptNet, ConceptNet performs slightly better than Wikipedia in
this field. In their comparison, the authors only considered query expansion using
the ConceptNet ‘IsA’ relation.

5.2.3. S EMIOTICS IN CBIR
Although text analysis is its primary field of application, recently semiotics gained
the interest in the field of ICT. The application of semiotics in computer science is
best illustrated with the emergence of computational semiotics, where a clear starting point for its definition is the fact that signs and sign systems are central to computing: manipulation of symbols applies to everything that happens in computer science, from user interfaces to programming and conceptual modelling alike. In relation to CBIR, many studies, summarized by Enser et al. (2007), accept the existence of
‘semantic layers’ in images. Every layer provides for another abstraction and aggregation of the things that are being denoted. The referenced studies address these layers
as distinct realms, and act accordingly by constraining themselves to one layer. However, semioticians address these layers as a whole, and study it as a process to which
they refer as unlimited semiosis. We are inspired by that approach and therefore part
of our work considers unlimited semiosis as algorithmic foundation when addressing these layers. Application of semiotics in CBIR and especially about user query
interpretation is very limited, and the following two studies represent, to the best of
our knowledge, good examples of its main focus. Yoon (2006) has investigated the
association between denotative (literal, definitional) and connotative (societal, cultural) sense-making of image meta-data in support of image retrieval. This approach
is similar to ours in that it is based on semiotic structures to bridge the semantic gap.
Although the results are promising, it cannot be applied in our generic context due
to the domain-specific foundations that are implicit to connotations. Closely related
to it, Hartley (2004) studies how semiotics can account for image features that characterize an audio, visual or audio-visual object, in order to facilitate visual content
description or annotation. Their model integrates low-level image features such as
color and texture together with high-level denotative and connotative descriptions.
This approach differs with ours in that they do not make a distinction between the
two cascading parts of the semantic gap, but instead take an integrated approach.
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5.3. G ENERIC S EMANTIC R EASONING S YSTEM
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the semantic reasoning parts of the GOOSE system
in which green and blue parts represent the components that realize the semantic
reasoning, yellow parts represent the components dedicated to the image classification task and the white parts represent external components. The image classification task, which is elaborated in Bouma et al. (2015), captures the semantics of visual
data by translating the pixels from an image into a content description (which could
be a single term), referred to as annotated images.

Figure 5.1: System overview

The semantic reasoning starts with a user query in natural language. The query is
processed by four modules, while a fifth module takes care of initializing the system
and learning new concepts. In the first stage, the query is sent to the Lexical Analysis
module that parses it using the Stanford Parser (De Marneffe et al., 2006). The Stanford Parser returns a lexical graph, which is used as input to the Semantic Interpretation module. In this module, a set of rules is used to transform the lexical elements of
the Stanford meta-model into semantic elements of the intermediary ontology that
represents objects, attributes, actions, scenes and relations. The interpreted graph
is sent to the Semantic Analysis module that matches the graph nodes against the
available image concepts. If there is no exact match, the query is expanded using an
external knowledge base, i.e., ConceptNet, to find a close match. The interpretation
resulting from the Semantic Analysis is presented as a query graph to the user. The
query graph is also used as input for the Retrieval and Result module, which provides
the final result to the user. In the following subsections the complete process is de-
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scribed in detail using the sample query find a red bus below a brown animal. In this
particular query, its positional part, e.g., below, should be understood from the viewpoint of the user posing the query, i.e., the relative positions of the ‘red bus’ and the
‘brown animal’ as shown in the user’s screen.

5.3.1. S EMANTIC I NITIALIZATION
This module provides an initial semantic capability by populating the Semantic
Brain, which holds all image concepts that are known to the system. Image concepts
are represented as instances of the meta-model (discussed in section 5.3.3), and
refer to those things that the image classification task is capable of detecting. This
component also handles updates to the Semantic Brain following from new or
modified image classification capabilities and semantic concepts.
5.3.2. L EXICAL A NALYSIS
In the Lexical Analysis module, the user query is lexically analyzed using the Typed
Dependency parser (englishPCFG) of Stanford University (De Marneffe et al., 2006).
Before parsing the query, all tokens in the query are converted to lower case. In the
example of find a red bus below a brown animal, the resulting directed graph from
the Lexical Analysis is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Lexical Graph

5.3.3. S EMANTIC I NTERPRETATION
Since GOOSE is positioned as a generic platform, its semantics should not depend
on, or be optimized for, the specifics of one single domain of application. Instead, we
apply a generic ontological commitment by defining a semantic meta-model, shown
in Figure 5.3, which distinguishes objects that might
i bear attributes (a yellow car),
ii take part in actions (a moving car),
iii occur in a scene (outside), and
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iv have relations with other objects, in particular ontological relations (a vehicle
subsumes a car), spatial relations (an animal in front of a bus), and temporal relations (a bus halts after driving).

Figure 5.3: Semantic meta-model

In the Semantic Interpretation module, a set of rules is used to transform the elements from the lexical graph into objects, attributes, actions,scenes and relations, according to the semantic meta-model in Figure 5.3. These rules include the following
examples:
• Derive cardinality from a determiner (det in Figure 5.2), e.g., the in a noun in
the singular form indicates a cardinality of 1, while a/an indicates at least 1;
• Derive attributes from adjectival modifiers (amod in Figure 5.2), i.e., adjectival
phrases that modify the meaning of a noun;
• Derive actions from nominal subjects and direct objects (nsubj and dobj in Figure 5.2), i.e., the subject and object of a verb, respectively;
• Actions that represent the query command, such as find, is, show and have, are
replaced on top of the tree by the subject of the sentence.
The output of the Semantic Interpretation for the sample query find a red bus below
a brown animal is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Interpreted Graph

5.3.4. S EMANTIC A NALYSIS
The purpose of the Semantic Analysis is to align the elements from the interpreted
graph, which are the query concepts, with the image concepts that are available in
the Semantic Brain. For those objects, actions, scenes or attributes from the graph
that do not have a syntactical identical counterpart (‘exact match’) in the Semantic Brain, and hence cannot be recognized by the image classification component,
the query concepts are expanded into alternative concepts using an external generalpurpose knowledge base. We use the external knowledge base ConceptNet to find
these alternative concepts. The alternative concepts are dependent on the semiotic
structure that is used (further explained in the Experiment section). An example of
this method is shown in Figure 5.5. Unlimited semiosis expand to more abstract and
more specific concepts. Paradigms expand to disjoint concepts and syntagms expand to functionally related concepts. Our principle of genericity and loose coupling,
however, facilitates the use of other or even more knowledge bases without the need
to adapt the semantic analysis algorithms.

Figure 5.5: Example of Semantic Analysis
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5.3.5. R ETRIEVAL AND R ESULT
This module retrieves the images that, according to the classifiers, contain concepts
that carry an identical label as the query concepts (or alternative concepts). Furthermore, the cardinality, attribute and spatial relations should match with the query. If
the image contains too many instances, the image is still included. The spatial relations are determined by the edges of the bounding box. Because our bounding boxes
are not accurate, we use a relaxed version of the prepositions. The upper left edge of
the bounding box has the values [0,0]. In the preposition left of, the left edge of the
bounding box of the right object should be right of the left edge of the bounding box
of the left object, denoted as:
Left of: a.min.x <b.min.x
Right of: a.max.x >b.max.x
On top of: a.min.y <b.min.y
Below: a.max.y >b.max.y
And: a and b

5.4. E XPERIMENT
In order to answer our research question To what extent can semiotic structures
contribute to the semantic interpretation of user queries? we conducted an experiment. In this experiment we measure effectiveness and quality of different semiotic structures on the level of both semantic matching and image retrieval. The variable of the experiment is therefore represented by the differences in query expansion
strategy, their core being the semiotic structures. These semiotic structures include
unlimited semiosis (more abstract and more specific concepts), paradigms (disjoint
concepts, i.e. ‘man’ vs ‘woman’) and syntagms (functionally related concepts, such
as ‘car’ or ‘bike’ for the concept ‘driving’). The experiment context is defined by our
TOSO dataset and 100 manually defined queries. More information on the TOSO
dataset can be found in subsection 5.4.1. The type of queries can be found in subsection 5.4.2. The experiment variations and its baseline are explained in subsection 5.4.3. The design of the experiment if presented in subsection 5.4.4, and its evaluation is explained in subsection 5.4.5.

5.4.1. D ATASET
The TOSO dataset (Schutte et al., 2015b) consists of 145 images of toys and office supplies placed on a table top. In these images multiple objects can be present in several
orientations as well as objects of the same type with different colors. In Figure 5.6 a
sample of the dataset has been depicted. Examples of these objects are different types
of cars, a bus, an airplane, a boat, a bus stop, a traffic light, different types of traffic
signs, barbies with different colored dresses, different colored plants, a water bottle, a
screwdriver, a hamburger and a helmet. For this dataset 40 relevant object classifiers,
trained on table top images, are available as well as 11 attribute classifiers, which are
colors. The object classifiers are trained with a recurrent deep convolutional neural
network that uses a second stage classifier (Bouma et al., 2015). The colors are extracted using Van De Weijer et al. (2009).
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Figure 5.6: A sample of the TOSO dataset

5.4.2. Q UERIES
In this experiment, we created 100 queries. In the definition of the queries we used
our prior knowledge of the available classifiers by intentionally choosing interesting
expansions, for example their synonyms or hypernyms. This was done by searching
online thesauri, independently from our ConceptNet example. In this way, we created a set of queries that does not have direct matches to the available classifiers, but
for which the use of semiotic structures could be helpful. These queries are divided
into five equal groups based on their semiotic or semantic structure as follows:
1. Synonym: synonyms of our labels;
find the auto (classifier label: car);
2. Unlimited semiosis: hyponyms or hypernyms, i.e. parents or children of a
label or suspected part of relations;
find the Mercedes (classifier label: car)
find the animal (classifier label: giraffe)
find the leaf (classifier label: plant)
3. Paradigm: excluding brothers and sisters in the graph (man vs. woman),
restrictions to objects by color and/or spatial relations;
find the air vehicle (as opposed to land vehicle, e.g., car, bus, tram);
find the red sign on the right of the yellow car;
4. Syntagm: actions and properties related to our labels;
find the things landing (classifier label: airplane);
find the expensive things (classifier labels: airplane, car);
5. Other: words which have a less clear or vague relation with a classifier label:
find the flower pot (classifier label: plant)
find the traffic jam (classifier label: cars)
For each of the queries, we established a semantic ground truth as well as an
image ground truth. The semantic ground truth was established by manually annotating for each classifier label in our classifier set whether it is irrelevant (0) or relevant (1) to the query. In our annotation, a classifier is relevant if (i) a classifier label
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is syntactically similar to a concept in the query, or (ii) a classifier label represents a
synonym of a query concept. For the image ground truth we used the 145 test images from the TOSO dataset. An external annotator established the ground truth by
annotating, for each query and for each image, whether the image was irrelevant (0)
or relevant (1) to the query. Establishing relevancy was left to the annotator’s judgement. For both the semantic and image annotations, the instructions indicated that
all cases of doubt should be annotated as relevant (1).

5.4.3. E XPERIMENTAL VARIABLE
In the experiment, we compare the following query expansion methods:
1. SYNONYM (baseline)
2. UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
3. PARADIGM
4. SYNTAGM
5. ALL
In the first method, which represents our baseline, we use the basic expansion
over specific relations that are found in ConceptNet: Synonym and DefinedAs. In the
other methods we use the baseline relations as well as their specific semiotic relations. The translation between a certain semiotic relation and the ConceptNet relations is explained in our journal paper. In the second method (UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS), we use the following relations IsA, hasSubEvent, PartOf and HasA from ConceptNet. The ‘IsA’ and ‘PartOf’ relations are directed towards more abstract concepts,
whereas the ‘HasSubEvent’ and ‘HasA’ relations are directed towards the more specific concepts. In the third method (PARADIGM), we consider MemberOf and DerivedFrom as paradigmatic relations. In the fourth method (SYNTAGM), we use CapableOf, UsedFor, CreatedBy to reflect transitions from objects to actions; Causes to
reflect a transition from object to action; hasProperty from object to property. In the
fifth method (ALL) all possible relations from ConceptNet, excluding TranslationOf
and Antonym, are applied for query expansion.

5.4.4. E XPERIMENT DESIGN
The design of the experiment is based on the hypothesis that a query will be served
best by a query expansion strategy that shares its semiotic structures, e.g., the SYNTAGM expansion method will find most mappings for syntagm queries and perform
worse for other queries. Each expansion method from the previous section, 5.4.3,
will apply its one single expansion strategy over all query groups from section 5.4.2;
different methods will therefore perform differently, i.e., result in different mapping
counts. In order to test our hypothesis, we designed and ran two evaluation cases.
The first evaluation case addresses the part of the semantic gap that is about semantic
matching. This case shows the impact of using semiotic structures on the effectiveness and quality of the mapping from the query to the classifier labels. The second
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evaluation case addresses the part of the semantic gap that is about image retrieval.
This case shows the impact of semiotic structures on the effectiveness and quality of
a full general-purpose image search engine.

5.4.5. E VALUATION CRITERIA
In our evaluations we calculate the effectiveness and quality in terms of different
types of F-measure for each query from 5.4.2. The following provides more detail for
each evaluation case.
S EMANTIC M ATCHING
In order to show the result of the expansion method on the mapping from the query
to the classifier labels, we compare the result of each of the methods against the
ground truth. This result is a list of classifier labels that are found by searching ConceptNet using the relations that are characteristic for the subject expansion method.
In the evaluation we use two kind of metrics, corresponding to quality and effectiveness. The typical metric for quality is using precision, denoted P sg , which takes into
account the number of true positives, i.e, found and annotated as relevant labels, and
the total number of found labels, i.e., true positives and false positives, denoted as TP
and FP, respectively:
P sg =

n
T P sg
1 X
∗
n q=1 T P sg + F P sg

(5.1)

, where n denotes the total number of queries.
The typical metric for measuring effectiveness is recall, denoted R sg , which takes
into account the number of correctly found labels, i.e. true positives and the total
number of relevant labels, i.e., true positives and false negatives, the latter denoted
as FN:
R sg =

n
T P sg
1 X
∗
n q=1 T P sg + F N sg

(5.2)

, where n denotes the total number of queries.
Precision and recall are always an interplay, so we decided to not use precision
and recall separately, but combine them by means of applying the F-measure. Since
different applications can value the precision and recall of the semantic matching
differently, the Fβ-measure can be used to express that one should attach β times
as much value to the recall results of the semantic matching than to its precision results. By using the Fβ-measure as our primary means of evaluation, we can show the
impact of the experiment results on three classes of applications, i.e., high quality applications that value precision over recall, high effectiveness applications that value
recall over precision, and neutral applications that value precision equally important
as recall. The Fβ-measure is defined as:
F β = (1 + β2 ) ∗

P sg ∗ R sg
2
(β ∗ P sg ) + R sg

(5.3)
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For high quality applications, we put 10 times more emphasis on the precision
and choose to use β = 0. For neutral applications we use the basic F-measure, i.e., β
= 1 and for high effectiveness applications, we value recall 10 times more than precision and use β = 10 . Naturally, these choices for β are made in order to show relative
trends as opposed to an absolute judgement.
I MAGE R ETRIEVAL
The annotations are used in a similar way as on the level of the semantic matching.
Again, F-score with β = 0.1 is used for high quality applications, β = 1 for neutral
applications and β = 10 for high effectiveness applications.

5.5. R ESULTS
In this section, we show the results of our experiment. The sections have the same
structure as section 5.4.5, so the first section explains the results about the semantic
matching and the second section is about the results of the image retrieval. For each
of the evaluations, the assumption of normality was violated, as indicated by significant Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics. We present non-parametric Friedman-tests and
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Tests to compare the different methods.

5.5.1. S EMANTIC M ATCHING
H IGH P RECISION S YSTEM (β = 0.1)
Graph 5.7 shows the F-score for the high precision system for each of the methods
for each type of query group with the confidence interval of 95%. For two queries,
both in group 4, no relevant annotation was available, so in group 4 analysis is done
with 18 queries instead of 20 and in total 98 queries were analyzed.
A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference among the methods
(χ2 (4)=57.938, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test were used to follow up this finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported at a .01 level of
significance (.05/5 conditions). The results can be found in Figure 5.8.
The order of overall performance is thus SYNONYM + PARADIGM >SYNTAGM
>UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS >ALL, all significant differences. For group 1 no significant
differences between SYNONYM and the other methods are found. For group 2 significant differences between UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=-3.550,p<.001),
SYNTAGM (Z=-3.432,p=.001) and PARADIGM (Z=-3.651,p<.001) are found. For group
3 no significant differences between PARADIGM and the other methods are found.
For group 4 significant differences between SYNTAGM and SYNONYM (Z=-2.670,
p=.008) and PARADIGM (Z=-2.670,p=.008) are found. For group 5 significant differences between ALL and SYNONYM (Z=-3.053,p=.002), SYNTAGM (Z=-2.833,p=.005)
and PARADIGM (Z=-3.053,p=.002) are found.
N EUTRAL S YSTEM (β = 1)
Graph 5.9 shows the F-score for the neutral system for each of the methods for each
type of query group with the confidence interval of 95%.
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Figure 5.7: F-score Semantic Graph for High Quality

Figure 5.8: F-score All Semantic Graph Wilcoxon for High Quality

A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference among the methods (χ2 (4)=98.571, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test were used to follow up
this finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported at a
.01 level of significance (.05/5 conditions). The results can be found in Figure 5.10.
The order of overall performance is thus equal to the performance for the high quality system. The same significant differences are found for query group 1, 2 and 5.
For group 3 significant differences between PARADIGM and UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
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Figure 5.9: F-score Semantic Graph for Neutral

Figure 5.10: F-score All Semantic Graph Wilcoxon for Neutral

(Z=-2.805,p=.005) and ALL (Z=-3.237,p=.001) exist, as well as significant differences
between UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=-2.805,p=.005), PARADIGM (Z=2.805,p=.005) and SYNTAGM (Z=-2.926,p=.003). For group 4 an additional significant difference between SYNTAGM and UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS (Z=-2.603,p=.009) is
found.
H IGH E FFECTIVENESS S YSTEM (β = 10)
Graph 5.11 shows the F-score for the high effectiveness system for each of the methods for each type of query group with the confidence interval of 95%.
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Figure 5.11: F-score Semantic Graph for High Effectiveness

Figure 5.12: F-score All Semantic Graph Wilcoxon for High Effectiveness

A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference among the methods
(χ2 (4) =108.197, p< .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test were used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported at a .01 level
of significance (.05/5 conditions). The results can be found in Figure 5.12. The order
of overall performance is thus equal to the performance for both the high quality and
neutral system. The same significance values are found as for the neutral system,
except for the significant difference between PARADIGM and ALL in group 3. This
difference is no longer significant for the high effectiveness system.
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5.5.2. I MAGE R ETRIEVAL
H IGH P RECISION S YSTEM (β = 0.1)
Graph 5.13 shows the F-score for the high quality system for each of the methods
for each type of query group with the confidence interval of 95%. For 14 queries of
which one in group 1, three in group 4 and ten in group 5, no relevant annotation
was available. In total 86 queries are analyzed.

Figure 5.13: F-score Image Retrieval for High Quality

Figure 5.14: F-score All Image Retrieval Wilcoxon for High Quality
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A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference among the methods
(χ2 (4) =58.891, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test were used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported at a .01 level
of significance (.05/5 conditions). The results can be found in Figure 5.14. The order
of overall performance is thus SYNONYM + PARADIGM >SYNTAGM >UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS + ALL, all significant differences. For group 1 no significant differences
between SYNONYM and the other methods are found. For group 2 significant differences between UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=-3.294,p=.001), SYNTAGM
(Z=-2.982,p=.003) and PARADIGM (Z=-3.413,p=.001) are found. For group 3 significant differences between PARADIGM and UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS (Z=-2.701,p=.007)
exist, as well as significant differences between UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=-2.701,p=.007), PARADIGM (Z=-2.701,p=.007) and SYNTAGM (Z=-2.845,
p=.004). For group 4 no significant differences between SYNTAGM and the other
methods are found and for group 5 no significant differences were found.
N EUTRAL S YSTEM (β = 1)
Graph 5.15 shows the F-score for the neutral system for each of the methods for each
type of query group with the confidence interval of 95%.
A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference among the methods
(χ2 (4) =71.047, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test were used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported at a .01 level
of significance (.05/5 conditions). The results can be found in Table 5.16. The same
significant differences between conditions for all and the different query groups can
be found as for the high quality system.

Figure 5.15: F-score Image Retrieval for Neutral
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Figure 5.16: F-score All Image Retrieval Wilcoxon for Neutral

H IGH E FFECTIVENESS S YSTEM (β = 10)
Graph 5.17 shows the F-score for the high effectiveness system for each of the methods for each type of query group with the confidence interval of 95%.

Figure 5.17: F-score Image Retrieval for High Effectiveness

A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference among the methods
(χ2 (4) =67.386, p < .001). Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test were used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported at a .01 level
of significance (.05/5 conditions). The results can be found in Figure 5.18. The same
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Figure 5.18: F-score All Image Retrieval Wilcoxon for High Effectiveness

significant differences between conditions for all and the different query groups can
be found as for the high quality and neutral system, except that we have no longer
significant differences in group 3.

5.6. D ICUSSION
In the discussion we reflect on the experimental results regarding the use of semiotic
structure to close the semantic gap in CBIR applications, both its semantic matching
and its image retrieval parts. Additionally, we discuss the limitations of this research.

5.6.1. S EMANTIC MATCHING
Results on the semantic matching show that the use of the ALL method for query expansion, e.g., taking into account each and every type of relation that is available in
the knowledge base, gives best overall performance independent of the type of application you want to use, i.e., high quality, neutral or high effectiveness. This effect
is mainly rooted in the RelatedTo relation. This relation does not reflect any semiotic
structure and was hence excluded from the other methods, however does lead to alternative concepts that appear relevant to the original query concept. Examples of
such relations produce expansions such as ‘key fob’ to ‘key ring’ and ‘aircraft’ to ‘airplane’, which can fuel a debate whether their relation with the query concept would
not be better expressed as synonym. The method UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS gives the
second best overall performance for all types of applications, both significantly lower
than ALL and significantly higher than the other methods. As expected, this method
turns the external knowledge base into a directed graph that expresses levels of aggregation, and therefore finds more abstract or more specific concepts compared to
the baseline. The method SYNTAGMS has the third overall performance. This semiotic type is particularly good due to the fourth group of queries where a translation
to another syntagmatic type is due for success, i.e., from action to object or from attribute to object. PARADIGMS have equal performance, or even slightly worse, com-
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pared to BASELINE. Whereas our hypothesis was that it would only exclude irrelevant concepts, it also excluded some concepts that were annotated as relevant, such
as ‘soccer_ball’ for ‘ball’ and ‘motorbike’ for ‘motorcycle’. Whether these relations
should be excluded or included is based on the type of application that it is used
for. Alternatives that are found by this semiotic type, and that are causing a decrease
in performance, are all found as synonym as well. Hence, a strategy might be to include all relations that have the synonym relation independent of the presence of the
PARADIGMS.
A closer look at the results for the different query groups as introduced in
section 5.4.2 show the following. For the first query group (baseline) no significant
differences are found over the different expansion strategies. Surprisingly, no
SYNONYM relation between ‘key fob’and ‘keyring’, and between ‘aircraft’ and
‘airplane’ is available in ConceptNet. The first is present through a RelatedTo
relation and the second through an IsA relation. Furthermore, no ConceptNet entry
for ‘camping bus’ is present, so no expansions are found, dropping performance.
Performance for PARADIGMS is lowest, because expansions for ‘automobile’ and
‘beefburger’, which are both considered relevant according to our ground truth, are
paradigmatically excluded, dropping performance. SYNTAGMS is slightly lower
than SYNONYM, because of an, as irrelevantly annotated, relation between ‘shit’
and ‘cow’, which is a debatable choice. UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS finds a relation
between ‘football’ and ‘skateboard’, which slightly decreases performance. ALL has
found several good alternatives, but also irrelevant ones, which is nicely visible in
Figure 5.7 (relatively low F-score) and Figure 5.11 (relatively high F-score).
For the second query group (unlimited semiosis) the hypothesis was that UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS performs best. Significant differences between all other expansion
methods, except ALL, are found. As the different graphs show, UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS has a better quality (Figure 5.7), whereas ALL has a higher effectiveness ( Figure 5.9). The ALL method finds additional relevant concepts for ‘animal’ (‘cow’), ‘tool’
(‘screwdriver’) and ‘door’ (‘bus’), but irrelevant concepts for ‘vehicle’ (‘tag’) and ‘leaf’
(‘pig’). The other methods find very little concepts and, therefore, performance is low.
The third query group (paradigms) is a group that expresses restrictions, such as
spatial relation and color. No significant differences in performance are found for
high precision applications, but for neutral and high effectiveness applications performance of UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and ALL methods are significantly higher than
PARADIGMS. This is due to relevant expansions for ‘animal’, ‘flower’, ‘vehicle’, ‘hat’,
‘Mercedes’ and ‘Range Rover’. No results for ‘air vehicle’, ‘water vehicle’ and ‘land vehicle’ are found.
For the fourth query group (syntagms) the hypothesis was that the SYNTAGMS
method performs best. As with the second query group and the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method, we see a high-quality for the SYNTAGMS method, but a high recall for
the ALL method. The other methods have low performance, because they remain in
the same syntagmatic part of the graph, whereas this query group requires a transition to other syntagmatic alternatives. The main difference between SYNTAGMS and
ALL is rooted in ‘riding’, ‘stopping’ and ‘fast’ in favor of ALL and ‘landing’ in favor of
SYNTAGMS.
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Finally, the fifth query group (others) are queries that have a very loose relation
with the classifiers. Results show a significant difference between the ALL method
and the other methods, as expected, but not compared to the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
method. Many concepts in this group can only be found by ALL, but for ‘headgear’,
‘tomato’, ‘farm’ and ‘wool’ concepts are also found by the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
method.
In the context of this case of the experiment, we can conclude that the type of
query and the type of application prescribe the type of semiotic methods to consider.
For applications that value effectiveness, the ALL method will be a good choice. Contrarily, for applications that require high quality, the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method
would be a better choice, assuming that its queries do not require transitions between syntagmatic concepts (group 4), or are vaguely related to classifiers (group 5).
Another good option for high quality applications would be to combine the SYNTAGMS and UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS methods. Finally, although in theory the PARADIGMS method should improve results for high quality applications, results indicate
that it needs a more careful approach.

5.6.2. I MAGE RETRIEVAL
Results on the image retrieval case show the impact of the semiotic structures on
both parts of the semantic gap, and therefore the system as a whole. The general
trend is that performance for this case is lower than for the semantic matching case.
This originates from the fact that our classifiers do not perform very well. For instance, in query groups 4 (syntagms) and 5 (other) some expansion methods show no
performance at all, which implies that despite the presence of relevant ground truth
for them, none of the queries produce image results. The largest difference in overall performance between both cases is that the methods for UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
and ALL are no longer significantly different (Figures 5.13 - 5.17). This is an indication that by adding irrelevant concepts (by the ALL method) more irrelevant images
are produced, which might hurt more than adding less relevant concepts (by the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method) that produces less irrelevant images. This result even
holds for high effectiveness applications.
A closer look at the results for the different query groups as introduced in section 5.4.2 show the following. For the first group (Synonyms) not much difference is
found over the various methods. Only the ALL methods drops a little more than the
SYNTAGMS method, because the expansion by the ALL method from ‘motorbike’ to
concepts ‘horse’ and ‘helmet’ really hurts performance as both are not synonyms
while any image with either a horse, a helmet or a motorcycle will still be retrieved.
As indicated above, the performance of the image retrieval case is lower than the
semantic matching case. In this query group that is exemplified by the fact that although our classifiers for ‘boat’, ‘motorcycle’ and ‘turd’ are performing flawless, ‘car’,
‘bus’, ‘traffic light’ and ‘turnscrew’ perform less optimal (F0.1~80% ), whilst the classifiers for ‘airplane’, ‘helmet’ and ‘football’ can only be graded acceptable (F0.1~60%).
In the second query group (unlimited semiosis), the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
method performs best. Significant differences between all other expansion
methods, except ALL, are found. Differently from the results in the Semantic
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Matching, the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method is not better than ALL for high
quality applications.
Results from the third query group (paradigms) interestingly show that the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method is slightly, but not significantly, better than its counterpart ALL, even for high recall applications. This is, however, not only because of
irrelevant expansions by the ALL method. In this group many paradigmatic restrictions are specified by the queries, specifically about color, and colors cause a large
decrease in performance in image retrieval. For example, the ALL method produces
a semantic match between ‘silver’ and ‘gray’, indicating that gray cars are relevant.
Unfortunately, in the image retrieval part silver cars are not detected as silver, but
mainly as black. This is because many of the cars have black windows. Another example shows that green traffic lights are never detected, because the main color of
the traffic light is black, irrespective of the light that is lit. In fact, this represents a
typical example for unlimited semiosis where the semantic value of ‘green’ refers to
an abstraction level that is far above the specific level that is indicated by the minimal part of the object that actually represents the green lit light. After all, we are not
searching for a completely green traffic light. Besides the color classifiers, also other
classifiers perform suboptimal, which has a negative effect on the results: when a
classifier is not able to detect the relevant concept in a relevant image, no difference
between the methods can be registered.
Image retrieval results in the fourth group (syntagms) show similar results as in
the semantic matching case: a slightly higher quality for the SYNTAGMS method and
a higher effectiveness for the ALL method. These differences are, however, not significant any more. This is also the case for the fifth query group (others): no differences
compared to semantic graph results, while the results are not significant anymore.
Overall we can thus conclude that for high quality applications, the ALL method
potentially hurts performance. Already for neutral applications, the UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS method, or a combined application of the SYNTAGMS and UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS methods might be a better choice than the ALL method. Additionally, this
conclusion might prove stronger when taking into account the end user of the
system whom might judge the results from the ALL method far worse than the
results from the semiotic methods: in a retrieval system with many irrelevant
results, as with application of the ALL method, it would be hard to find the relevant
results amongst them, whilst the less, but more relevant results of the UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS method will be much easier to detect by the end user.

5.6.3. L IMITATIONS OF EXPERIMENT
One of the limitations of these experiments is that our dataset is really small. With
only 51 classifiers, the probability that any of the words in ConceptNet matches our
classifier labels is, therefore, much lower. One single true positive, then, has a major
impact on score whilst the many false positives that happen to have no match do not
add to the score balance. This might be the reason that the ALL method is performing
better than we expected. A second limitation is performance of the classifiers. As explained in previous subsection, our color classifiers as well as some object classifiers
are suboptimal. In order to profit from improvements in the semantic reasoning part
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of the system, good classifiers are needed. This argument also holds in reverse: on optimizing classifiers, overall little will be gained unless the improvements in this part
of the semantic gap is matched with an equal improvement in the semantic matching part of the semantic gap.
An algorithm performs only as good as the quality of the data it is provided with.
Especially when the focus is on generic semantic knowledge, a third limitation is the
knowledge base of choice. ConceptNet has a lot of different types of relations and,
therefore, connections between concepts exist that have different relations than
expected, i.e., impacting accuracy, or no relations are available at all where one
would expect their occurrence, impacting completeness. Although we experienced
major improvements of version 5.3 over 5.2, e.g., corrections from erroneous
relationships, several flaws in our experiment find their root in debatable concept
relations from ConceptNet, or absent concepts. Another lesson learned from
ConceptNet is the use of underscored words. Underscored words represent complex
concepts that are represented by composition of two or more words by applying
underscores, e.g., ‘woman_wardrobe’ or ‘red_traffic_light’. Humans easily recognize
their (syntagmatic) structure, but putting such understanding into (semiotic) rules
is another matter completely. We therefore decided to abandon their use altogether,
in order to stay away from potentially incorrect expansion results from factually
correct data such as CapableOf(camper, shoe_away_bear) and PartOf(dress,
woman_wardrobe).
Finally, we have designed the experiment to score against two ground truths, one
for the semantic matching and one for the image retrieval. They have the 100 queries
in common, and since we only have 20 queries for each query group (Section 5.4.2)
they also share their susceptibility to annotation-induced performance variations.
We acknowledge this weakness in our experiment, especially since each annotation
is performed by one individual each.

5.7. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In conclusion, applying semiotic relations in query expansion over an external, generic knowledge base, contributes to a higher quality semantic match between query
concepts and classifier labels, and also significantly improves image retrieval performance compared to a baseline with only synonym expansions. The type of query
and the type of application prescribe the type of semiotic methods that should be
considered for semantic matching. The indiscriminate use of all available relations
that are present in the external knowledge base potentially hurts performance of the
image retrieval part. The same approach for the semantic matching surprisingly outperformed the dedicated semiotic methods, although we have strong reasons to believe this effect is rooted in coincidental flaws in the knowledge base of choice. The
experiment results also confirmed that the semantic gap that is experienced within
CBIR consists of two cascading parts, and that little is gained overall when improvements address one part only. Finally, although multiple relations from the external
knowledge base have been mapped onto one single semiotic method that at best approximates the semantics of the underlying relations, it is above doubt that semiotic
coherence emerges in the otherwise non-semiotic semantic network that the exter-
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nal knowledge base represents. We have shown that this semiotic coherence can be
employed to improve the semantic capability of a software system.
In future research, it is advisable to explore the effectiveness of these semiotic
structures on other knowledge bases, containing either generic or domain-specific
knowledge, in order to further evaluate the true genericity of this semiotic approach.
Specifically related to ConceptNet it may be worthwhile to investigate appropriate
(semiotic) ways to handle complex concepts (underscored words) in order to disclose
their knowledge and improve query expansion.
Inclusion of more classifiers, including better color classifiers, and more classifier types, such as action classifiers and object relation classifiers, will improve the
significance of the outcome of the experiments as well as the applicability of the expansion methods. Furthermore, it would be interesting to conduct research into the
influence of other semiotic structures, such as the semiotic square about contradictions, expressing relations that are also available in external databases, e.g., negated
concepts and antonyms.
Additionally, it would be beneficial to measure image retrieval performance using
relevance feedback from an end user on the found classifier labels by ConceptNet.
For instance, our use of paradigms is completely unaware of the intentions of the end
user and therefore might wrongly exclude a specific set of paradigmatic concepts.
This can be easily corrected by adding context of use through relevance feedback.
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Edited from: Maaike de Boer, Klamer Schutte, Hao Zhang, Yi-Lie Lu, Chong-Wah
Ngo and Wessel Kraaij (2016) Blind Late Fusion in Multimedia Event Retrieval. In:
Int. J. on Multimedia Information Retrieval, volume 5, pp. 203-217.
This chapter relates to the research question RQ5 JRER. In this chapter, we move from
the query-to-concept mapping to multiple sources of information, and how to combine them. Often multimedia information retrieval systems not only rely on one source
of information. In chapter 3, we used concepts trained on different datasets, as well as
visual and motion information. These different types of information (visual and motion) are defined as a modality or data source. Previous research has shown that integration of different data sources can improve performance compared to only using one
source. The specific fusion method that improves performance mostly is dependent on
the assumptions about the data sources. We focus on blind late fusion, in which the
weights of the different modalities are not trained (blind) and classifier scores are used
instead of the features from the different modalities (late). In this chapter, we produce
datasets with different distributions and dependencies to explore the influence of these
on the performance of state of the art blind late fusion methods. We introduce several
new blind late fusion methods based on inversions and ratios of state of the art blind
fusion methods. Results show that five of the newly introduced blind late fusion methods have superior performance over the current state of the art methods in a case with
enough training examples. The elegance of our proposed methods, especially JRER, is
that it does not rely on a specific independence assumption as many fusion methods
do.
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6.1. I NTRODUCTION
The domain of content-based video information retrieval has gradually evolved in
the last twenty years, from a discipline mostly relying on textual and spoken information in news videos, towards a richer multimedia analysis leveraging video, audio
and text modalities. In 2011, the TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection (MED) task
(Over et al., 2015) defined a testbed for machine understanding of digital video, by
creating a challenge to detect high level or complex events, defined as “long-term
spatially and temporally dynamic object interactions" (Jiang et al., 2012). The videos
in this testbed are selected from the Heterogeneous Audio Visual Internet Corpus
(HAVIC) (Strassel et al., 2012), a heterogeneous set of internet videos with a large
variation of quality and duration. The MED task is part of the NIST TRECVID benchmark in which systems from over the world get evaluated on a yearly basis. Besides
the yearly evaluation, a test set and a train set consisting of ground truth information
for twenty events are available for research purposes.
This task is known to be extremely challenging because one of the key ideas is
that these events are too complex to be grasped by a single channel of sensory input, which is named a modality or data source, resulting in a challenge to fuse information from multiple (data) sources. In most work reported on the TRECVID MED
benchmark some type of fusion is used. As combining information from multiple
modalities, such as visual and audio, in an early fusion makes little sense, late fusion
is often the better choice. As only little training data is available in TRECVID MED
blind fusion is commonly used, in which the weights of the different modalities are
not trained. The fusion methods are, however, often empirically determined on the
test set for which annotations are available rather than theoretically grounded. This
often results in the choice that in this task the average fusion is the selected method
to fuse information from different modalities (Myers et al., 2014; Oh et al., 2014).
In this chapter, we take a step back and consider applicability of several blind late
fusion methods. Additionally, we introduce several novel methods based on the current methods by application of the inverse and their associated ratio. We focus on
the integration of two modalities: vision (v) and motion (m). We provide simulations
to give insight into which situations which methods work well. We consider 1) the
underlying distributions of the features (Gaussian or uniform) for both the positive
(relevant) and negative (irrelevant) examples and 2) the relation between the sources
(dependent or independent). The goal of the simulations is to predict which of the fusion methods works best in the TRECVID MED. The choices within the simulations
are, therefore, inspired by the TRECVID MED benchmark in which we have a case
with 100 positive training examples (100Ex) and a case with only 10 positive training
examples (10Ex). Furthermore, we use an non-linear SVM to train on the simulated
data and provide a confidence score similar to the SVM output scores used on the
TRECVID MED data. This non-linearity of the SVM is the reason to model the distributions in feature space and not in confidence score space. We evaluate performance using the Mean Average Precision (Over et al., 2015), which is a rank based
performance measure.
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The contributions of this chapter can be summarized by:
1. We provide both experimental results on an international benchmarked
dataset and simulated data that provide insights in which blind fusion
methods are good in which situations. To the best of our knowledge this has
not been done before with a ranked-based performance metric.
2. We introduce novel blind late fusion methods based on current state of the art
methods using the inverse and ratio of these methods and combining them.
3. We show that several of these introduced fusion methods outperform current
state of the art on the simulated data as well as on the TRECVID MED dataset.
4. We recommend to use the introduced fusion method JRER as a new state of the
art method in cases with sufficient training examples.
In the next section, we give a short overview of fusion methods in multimedia
analysis and multimedia event retrieval. Section 6.3 explains the state of the art fusion methods as well as the proposed fusion methods. Section 6.4 contains the experiments and results on both the simulated data as well as the TRECVID MED, for
both 100Ex and 10Ex. Section 6.5 consists of a short discussion and the final section
provides conclusions.

6.2. R ELATED W ORK
Atrey et al. (2010) give an overview of the multimodal fusion methods in multimedia
analysis. Firstly, a distinction between early fusion on feature level and late fusion
on decision level is made. The advantage of early fusion is that correlations between
multiple features can be used, but it can be hard to create a meaningful combined
feature vector. Lan et al. (2012) add that early fusion techniques suffer from the curse
of dimensionality and require much training data. According to Atrey et al. (2010),
the advantage of late fusion is that the most suitable method for a single modality
can be applied and it is more flexible and robust to features that have a negative
influence compared to early fusion. A disadvantage is that the correlation between
modalities cannot be fully exploited. These advantages with respect to the disadvantages inspired us to focus on late fusion methods in our research.
Besides the level of fusion, the method of fusion is also important. Two of
the methods explained in Atrey et al. (2010) are rule-based methods and
classification-based methods. Examples of rule-based methods are linear weighted
fusion and manually defined rules. In the linear weighted fusion some form of
normalization and weighting is used to combine different modalities. In general, the
rule-based methods are computationally inexpensive and easy to implement, but
the assignment of appropriate weights remains an issue. This method is often used
in late fusion. Oh et al. (2014) further split late fusion into a blind method with fixed
rules, such as geometric mean, a normalization method with assumptions on score
distributions and a learning method which needs training data to set an appropriate
weight. The difficulty of assigning appropriate weights made us focus on blind
methods with fixed rules for the integration of different information sources.
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According to Xu et al. (1992), three types of classifier outputs can be used in fusion: 1) abstract level: single class label; 2) rank level: ordered sequence of candidate
classes; 3) measurement level: candidate classes with confidence scores. According
to Tulyakov et al. (2008), voting techniques such as majority voting and borda count
are the methods most used for the abstract and rank level classifiers, whereas sum,
product and max-rules are the elementary combinations on measurement level.
In Multimedia Event Retrieval, several fusion methods have been explored.
Mc Donald et al. (2005) compared fusion techniques on measurement level and on
rank level. They show that fusion on measurement level achieves higher
performance compared to fusion on rank level, even though the Mean Average
Precision is a rank-based performance metric. Lan et al. (2012) propose a method
that uses both early and late fusion by combining single feature classifiers,
category-based classifiers and complete-feature set classifiers. Natarajan et al.
(2012) combine features with p-norm Multiple Kernel Learning as early fusion
method and use the double sigmoid function to normalize the scores. For late fusion
a combination of Bayesian models is used. Xiong et al. (2015) combine a spatial
detection map and a holistic deep representation using a deep neural network.
Wilkins et al. (2006) and Zheng et al. (2015) propose late fusion methods based on
score distributions. Similar to our experiments, Myers et al. (2014) compare the
following fusion methods on the TRECVID MED 2012 Test set: arithmetic mean,
geometric mean, mean average precision-weighted fusion, weighted mean root,
conditional mixture model, sparse mixture model, SVMlight, distance from
threshold and bin accuracy weighting. They use the visual, motion and speech
information in the fusion. They conclude that the simple fusion methods geometric
mean and arithmetic mean perform as well or even better than their complex fusion
methods. This conclusion is also drawn by Oh et al. (2014) with their Local Expert
Forest learning algorithm experimented on the TRECVID MED 2011 Test set.

6.3. B LIND L ATE F USION
In this section, we describe four state of the art late fusion methods and propose several novel methods as extensions on these state of the art methods. Each of these
methods has their strengths and weaknesses, of which we provide some insights. For
these insights, we focus on 1) the relation between the data points in the positive (relevant) examples (Pos) and the negative (irrelevant) examples (Neg), i.e. a Gaussian
(normal) distribution or an uniform distribution, and 2) the relation between the
data sources, which can be dependent or independent. As mentioned in the introduction, we focus on two sources, i.e. v for visual and m for motion. In the equations
of the different methods, we only use two sources because of readability reasons, but
all methods are trivially extendable to more than two sources. Each source produces
a score, which is a confidence score between zero and one resulting from an SVM.
Platt scaling is used to produce this score (Platt, 1999) and thus this score should
relate to a probability, as denoted in the following equation.
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S v =P
˜ (e|v)

(6.1)

, where given visual feature v, the probability score for an event e is denoted as S v .
Whereas all state of the art methods have a fused score between zero and one,
the novel extensions of these scores do not necessarily have a fused score between
zero and one. In case a value of zero or one causes an equation to have an undefined
answer, a value slightly higher than zero or slightly lower than one is used. Please
note that the underlying data (feature) distributions and number of training examples influence the confidence score of one source and the dependency of the sources
influences the similarity between the confidence scores of the sources.

6.3.1. STATE OF THE ART
First, the Joint Probabiliy (JP) is a theoretically found late fusion method and a good
method in video retrieval (Tamrakar et al., 2012; Oh et al., 2014) and related to Naive
Bayes classification (Lewis, 1998). Joint Probability (JP) is the square of the geometric
mean and thus provides the same ranking results. As described by Kraaij et al. (2002),
the joint probability JP can be derived from P (e|v, m) under the assumption that the
representations v and m are statistically independent and conditional independent
given the event e. We expect that JP is a proper late fusion method in case the positive
examples of the data sources are independent for each event. This has a consequence
that if either of the sources has a low score, we become less certain of the event being
true. This is also visible in the contour map in Figure 6.1. The lines, starting from the
origin, represent the scores in assending order and the lines are convex.
J P = S v × Sm

(6.2)

Figure 6.1: Contour Map for Joint Probability (JP)

Second, average fusion (Av), also called arithmetic mean, is known to be a strong
fusion method in multimedia retrieval (Myers et al., 2014; Oh et al., 2014; Kittler et
al., 1998). Theoretically the joint probability can be written as the sum by adding the
assumption that the posterior class probabilities do not deviate greatly from the prior
probability (Kittler et al., 1998). In practice this method is less sensitive to estimation
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errors (Kittler et al., 1998). We expect that Av outperforms JP with the independent
sources in case the classifiers produce more estimation errors. The contour map is
shown in Figure 6.2. The map shows similar straight lines, which are neither concave
nor convex.
S v + Sm
(6.3)
Av =
2

Figure 6.2: Contour Map for Average (Av)

Third, harmonic mean (H), is often used in information retrieval (Ravana et al.,
2009; Van Rijsbergen, 1979). It is known as a method robust to (positive) outliers.
This method should thus produce better results when the negative examples are producing high confidence scores, which would happen with a uniform distribution of
the negative examples that overlaps with the positive examples. The contour map is
shown in Figure 6.3. This map shows a similar map compared to JP, but with a more
vigorous decrease in fused value (towards the bottom left corner).
H=

Figure 6.3: Contour Map for Harmonic (H)

2
1
Sv

+ S1m

(6.4)
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Fourth, max fusion (Max) is one of the extreme cases in which we only rely on
the reliability of the high confidence scores. The contour map is shown in Figure 6.4.
This map shows different behavior compared to the other state of the art methods,
because the lines are not rounded off as in JP and H and the lines are concave.
(
S v , if S v > S m
M ax =
(6.5)
S m , otherwise

Figure 6.4: Contour Map for Max

6.3.2. I NVERSE
As extension to the state of the art methods we introduce the inverse, with a general
formula:
I ( f n(S v , S m )) = 1 − f n(1 − S v , 1 − S m )
(6.6)
In probability theory, this function is based on the assumption that a low confidence score indicates the probability that the event is not present, whereas the previous section was based on the assumption that a high confidence scores indicates
that the event is present. This implies that instead of relying on the values in the upper right part of the contour map, the inverse relies on the scores in the bottom left
part of the contour map.
An easy example of the inverse is the inverse of the max: Min. This method relies
on the reliability of the low confidence scores. The contour map, shown in Figure 6.5,
nicely shows that Min is indeed the inverse of Max.
(
S v , if S v < S m
Mi n =
(6.7)
S m , otherwise
Another interesting inverse is the inverse of the average, which is equal to itself.
This implies that we expect that Av is a proper late fusion method in case both positive and negative examples are independent.
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Figure 6.5: Contour Map for Min

The inverse of the joint probability, Inverse Joint Probability (IJP), equates to:
I J P = 1 − (1 − S v ) × (1 − S m )

(6.8)

Please note that IJP can also be written as combination of Av and JP ((S v + S m ) −
(S v ∗ S m )). Following our line of reasoning, we assume this method should be a good
method to use when the negative examples of the sources are independent. The contour map is shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Contour Map for Inverse Joint Probability (IJP)
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The inverse of the harmonic mean is equates to:
IH = 1−

2
1
1−S v

1
+ 1−S
m

(6.9)

Where the harmonic mean should produce good results in a uniform distribution of
negative examples, the inverse should produce good results in a uniform distribution
of the positive examples. This situation does not produce high performance, but this
method is included for completeness. The contour map is shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: Contour Map for Inverse Harmonic (IH)

6.3.3. R ATIO
We introduce the ratio as a combination of a method and its inverse with the general
formula:
f n(S v , S m )
( f n(S v , S m ))R =
(6.10)
1 − I ( f n(S v , S m ))
This ratio is inspired by the likelihood from probability theory. These methods are
based on the assumptions that both a high confidence score relates to a high probability that the event is present and a low confidence score relates to a low probability
that the event is not present. We do not use the ratio vice versa, because we expect
the SVM to comply to the former assumption about the higher confidence scores,
whereas we are less certain about the compliance to the second assumption.
The ratio of the joint probability, Joint Ratio (JR), can be written as:
JP
1− I JP
Sv
Sm
=
×
1 − S v 1 − Sm

JR =

(6.11)

This method is the ratio between the probability that the event is present and the
P (x,y)
probability that the event is not present, which writes to P (x,y) . This method is already introduced by Cremer et al. (2001) and is also known as the odds ratio (without
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Figure 6.8: Contour Map for Joint Ratio (JR)

the log) in the Binary Independency Model (Mladenić, 1998; Yu et al., 1976; Robertson et al., 1976). We expect this method to work well when the two sources are independent for the positive as well as the negative examples. The contour map of JR is
shown in Figure 6.8. The figure shows that for the low values JR tends to behave as JP,
for the middle values JR behaves as Av and for the very high values JR behaves as IJP.
The ratio of the harmonics, HR, is not expected to work well, because an uniform distribution of both positive and negative examples will result in random performance. The contour map of HR is shown in Figure 6.9 and shows the behavior of
H with the lower values and IH with the higher values. Comparable to JR, the middle
values tend towards Av.

HR =
=

H
1−IH
1
Sv
1
1−S v

=

1
1−S v
1
Sv

2
+ S1

m

2
+ 1−S1

(6.12)
m

1
+ 1−S
m

+ S1m

The ratio of the max and min can also be taken, resulting in the Extreme Ratio
(ER). This ratio might be more robust compared to the Max, because it also uses information from the other source. The contour map of ER is shown in Figure 6.10 and
as expected the behavior is most similar to Max for the lower values and most similar to Min for the higher values, but the edges of the contour do no longer have an
angle of 90°. Because this method is not based on the independence assumption, we
expect this method to work well for dependent sources.
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Figure 6.9: Contour Map for Harmonic Ratio (HR)

ER =

M ax(S m , S v )
1 − Mi n(S m , S v )

(6.13)

Figure 6.10: Contour Map for Extreme Ratio (ER)

6.3.4. C OMBINING R ATIOS
Finally, we introduce a combined ratio in which we aim at robust fusion by multiplying ratios. First, we combine JR and ER. In a combination of ratios, multiplication is
a natural choice, as adding or dividing ratios makes little sense. The contour map of
JRER is shown in two parts in Figure 6.11.
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J RE R = J R × E R

(6.14)

Figure 6.11: Contour Map for JRER

Although we expect HR to be not a very good method, it is interesting to see how
a combination of all ratios performs. The contour map of Full is shown in Figure 6.12.

F ul l = J R × E R × H R

Figure 6.12: Contour Maps for Full

(6.15)
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6.4. E XPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we use simulations and a real world multimedia event retrieval
dataset named TRECVID MED (Over et al., 2015) to find out in which fusion method
performs best under which circumstances. The parameters used in the simulations
are inspired by the TRECVID MED case, but with the simulations we are able to generalize the results from TRECVID MED to more than twenty events and to different type of distributions of the data. In both the simulations and the TRECVID MED
dataset, we use a case in which sufficient training examples are available to train classifiers (100Ex) and a case in which only few training examples are available (10Ex). In
TRECVID MED we have ground truth information for 20 events where in the simulations we repeat the experiments 1000 times. The Percentage Mean Average Precision
(%MAP) (Over et al., 2015), which considers ranking of positive examples, is used to
measure the overall performance as it is the standard metric used in TRECVID MED.
In addition, we added the amount of times in which the method was the best method
(#best) and the amount of times the method had at least 95% MAP compared to the
best performing method (good).

6.4.1. S IMULATIONS
In our simulations, we compare performance of the different fusion methods explained in Section 6.3. We use a Monte Carlo like method to produce data sets with
different distributions and dependencies. Different from Ma et al. (2013) and Terrades et al. (2009) we do not create the distributions and dependencies on the classifier output, but in the feature space. As indicated by Ma et al. (2013) “analysis on
dependencies between classifiers or/and features shows that statistics of classifier
scores cannot truly reflect the dependency characteristics in feature level". We simplify the problem by using features with only one dimension. A second dimension
with only zeros is added to the feature vector to properly train the SVM. The generation of the features for both sources is configured using a covariance matrix. This
covariance matrix is build from the formula:
¸
V ar (X )
C ov ar (X , Y )
= R(SS)R −1 =
C ov ar (Y , X )
V ar (Y )
¸ ·
¸
¸ ·
·
cos(α) si n(α)
cos(α) −si n(α)
a 0
·
·
−si n(α) cos(α)
0 b
si n(α) cos(α)
Σ=

·

(6.16)

, where R is the rotation matrix and S is the scaling matrix.
We use different configurations of the parameters α (degree of rotation), a (variance in source 1) and b (variance in source 2) to simulate the key factors for our fusion methods. For example no rotation, i.e. α is 0°or 90°can be seen as independent
variables, resulting in a formula
·
¸
a 0
Σ=
(6.17)
0 b
A rotation of 45°can be seen as dependent variables, resulting in a formula
Σ=

·
1
a +b
∗
a −b
2

a −b
a +b

¸
(6.18)
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To give more insight in the resulting values from these types of covariance matrices,
we added two figures to illustrate in Figure 6.13. Furthermore, we added an example
of uniform in Figure 6.14 to provide the full picture.

Figure 6.13: An Example of Independent Positives; µ = 0.8, a = 0.003 , b = 0.001, #datapoints = 1000

Figure 6.14: An Example of Uniform, #datapoints = 1000

Using these covariance matrices, we create positive examples with a mean of 0.8
and negative examples with a mean of 0.3. The variance of the positive examples is
randomly picked between 0.001 and 0.1 for a and b separately, whereas the negative
examples always have a bigger variance than the positive examples, resulting in a
variance between a and 0.1 for source 1 and between b and 0.1 for source 2. In case
we use a uniform distribution, we randomly pick a number between zero and one.
In the training phase, we generate 100 positive examples and 100 negative examples for each source in 100Ex, whereas we generate 10 positives and 10 negatives for
each source in the 10Ex case. In the testing phase, we generate 100 positive examples
and 900 negative examples for each source. This unbalance in positive and negative
examples resembles real world data in which few positive samples are present. In
training we use a balanced number of positive and negative examples, because this
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causes no problems with class weighting. We train an SVM with an RBF kernel on
each source and fuse the scores of the SVMs applied to the test data using the late
fusion methods. This process is repeated 1000 times to report statistically representative results.

6.4.2. H YPOTHESIS
Given these methods, we summarize our hypothesis in which cases which method
should perform best in Table 6.1 based on Section 6.3. For example JP is expected to
be the best method with positive examples and independent sources, meaning that
it will appear in the first row. Both Av and JR are expected to be good methods with
independent positive and negative examples and will overrule JP in the first column
of the first row. Having both a uniform foreground and background does not make
sense, as this would result in random performance. Min and Max are not present in
this table, as they only display the extreme cases which we do not expect to be the
best method with reasonable classifiers.
Table 6.1: Hypothesis best method to use when based on distribution of positive and negative examples
and dependency between sources

Factors

Positive
Gaussian Independent
(Pos Indep.)
Positive
Uniform
(Pos Unif.)
Positive
Gaussian Dependent
(Pos Dep.)

Negative
Negative
Negative
Gaussian Independent Uniform Gaussian Dependent
(Neg Indep.)
(Neg Unif.)
(Neg Dep.)
Av/JR
JP
JP

IJP

x

IH / Full

IJP

H

JRER

R ESULTS
The results of the experiments in terms of %MAP, best (the amount of times in which
the method was the best method) and good (the amount of times the method had at
least 95% MAP compared to the best performing method) are presented in Table 6.4
and 6.5 at the end of this chapter. The bold digit in a row indicates the highest value. A
summary of the results is displayed in Table 6.2. Please note that in these simulation
experiments we have shown quite extreme cases of dependency, independency and
uniform results by choosing an α of 0°and 45°, and a value between zero and one for
uniform. When different mean, variance and alpha values are chosen, the results of
the methods will become different in the sense that the results will converge towards
each other. Although these extreme cases might not be present in real world datasets,
the results show the extreme differences between the blind fusion methods.
The results in the overview show that our hypothesis is only partially confirmed.
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Table 6.2: Results best method to use when based on distribution of positive and negative examples and
dependency between sources

Factors

Positive
Gaussian Independent
(Pos Indep.)
Positive
Uniform
(Pos Unif.)
Positive
Gaussian Dependent
(Pos Dep.)

Negative
Negative
Negative
Gaussian Independent Uniform Gaussian Dependent
(Neg Indep.)
(Neg Unif.)
(Neg Dep.)
Av
Av
Av

IJP

x

JRER/Full

JRER

JRER

JRER

The results, however, show a nice consistence. When the positive examples are independent, the best method to use is Av, whereas if the positive examples are dependent the best method is JRER. One sidenote on the independent positive examples
is that in additional experiments we observed that with a lower variance JP tends to
win more often compared to Av, which is in line with our hypothesis.
Furthermore, looking into the results on the 100Ex, we observe that in all cases
it is beneficial to use fusion, no matter which method. In case of independent or dependent positive examples and uniform negatives or dependent negatives one single classifier (c1, c2) never outperforms any of the fusion methods, as indicated by
a ‘Best’ value of zero. With an independent relation between the positive examples
(Pos Indep.) Av is the best method. JP, ER and JRER also perform reasonably well in
these cases. In Pos Unif.- Neg Indep. IJP is the best method, as expected based on
our intuition. For Pos Unif. - Neg Dep. JRER and Full are the best methods, closely
followed by JR and Av. With the dependent positive examples (Pos Dep.), JRER is the
best method.
For the 10Ex simulations, the fusion methods are always better than the single
classifier in the independent and dependent positive situations, but not in the uniform positive case. In many of the cases the results of 10Ex are similar to 100Ex, but in
general Av performs slightly better with dependent positives compared to the 100Ex.

6.4.3. TRECVID MED
From the TRECVID MED benchmark (Over et al., 2015) we use the Train set with 100
examples in 100Ex and with 10 examples in 10Ex as positive examples and a Background set with 5000 videos as negative examples to train our SVMs on. We use the
MED14Test to test the performance of the fusion methods. The MED14Test contains
more than 27,000 videos and has ground truth information for twenty events. The
extraction of the visual and motion features is explained in the next subsections.
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V ISUAL
For the visual information, we represent each video by a bag of keyframes. These
keyframes are uniformly sampled as one frame per two seconds. For each of the
keyframes, we apply pre-trained neural networks to obtain concepts which we use
as our features. These neural networks are current state of the art in this domain
and often used in this task. Each of the networks is trained on different images and
specializes on different type of concepts. For example, one network is specialized in
scenes, whereas another is in type of sports and another in objects. In total, we use
information from six different neural networks. Table 6.3 gives an overview of the
datasets used to pre-train the visual features and the type of learning used. The value
behind the underscore indicates the number of concepts.
Table 6.3: Visual Features

Name

Structure

Dataset

FCVID_239
DCNN+SVM
Fudan-Columbia (Jiang et al., 2017)
SIN_346
DCNN
TRECVID SIN (Over et al., 2015)
Sport_487
3D-CNN (Tran et al., 2015) Sports-1M (Karpathy et al., 2014)
Places_205
DCNN
MIT Places (Zhou et al., 2014)
ImgNet_1000
DCNN
ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009)
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012)

In general, the DCNN (Deep Convolutional Neural Network) of Krizhevsky et al.
(2012) is used for classification. This neural network, also called Alexnet, won the
famous object recognition task named the ImageNet challenge in 2012. For the
concepts present in the Semantic Indexing Task (SIN_346), Scene concepts
(Places_205) and Research Events (RC_497) this network is fine-tuned. This means
that the weights in the neural network trained on ImageNet are adjusted to better
suit the concepts available in these datasets.
The RC_497 is a set of concepts selected from the MED’14 Research Collection
dataset (Strassel et al., 2012) for which at most 200 positive keyframes per concept are
manually annotated. This method is comparable to Natarajan et al. (2011) and Zhang
et al. (2015a). For the DCNN network-based methods, the feature vector on video
level is achieved by extracting the eighth (pre-final) layer of the network and average
pool the results over the keyframes. This is done separately for each network. For the
Fudan-Columbia dataset, we also use the DCNN network, but we extract the features
from the seventh layer. These features are used to train an SVM to learn the video
level responses on this dataset. This strategy is used, because in the paper published
with this dataset (Jiang et al., 2017) the training of the SVM had a better performance
compared to using the DCNN. The concepts from the final dataset are trained using
a 3D CNN network (Tran et al., 2015). This network has the additional dimension of
temporality and can, therefore, provide higher score on the Sports dataset.
The extracted visual features from each of the datasets are concatenated into one
feature vector and trained with a Chi-Square SVM. The trained classifier is used on
the test data to create a visual score per video S v . This score is typically a confidence
score in the range zero to one.
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M OTION
For the motion features, we use state of the art Improved Dense Trajectories following Wang et al. (2013). The difference between visual and motion features is that motion features track feature points in each frame through a video, whereas visual features are used to identify concepts in each keyframe separately. Improved Dense Trajectory (IDT ) uses histograms of oriented gradients (HOG), histograms of oriented
flow (HOF) and motion boundary histograms (MBH). The dimensionality of these
features are first reduced by using principle component analysis (PCA) and subsequently encoded using a Fisher vector with a pre-trained Gaussian Mixture Model
(k=256).
Classification is done using a linear SVM, resulting in a motion score per video
S m . Similar to the visual score, this score is typically a confidence score in the range
zero to one.
TRECVID MED C ORRELATION
Using the results from the simulations, we define a hypothesis about which blind
late fusion method is expected to perform best on the TRECVID MED events. We
use the ground truth data from the TRECVID MED to determine the dependency
between the sources. We do not use the feature scores here, because the features are
high dimensional and thus not easily visualizable. We use the Pearson correlation
coefficient to calculate this dependency using the values from the covariance matrix:
C oV ar (X , Y )
ρ X ,Y = p
p
V ar (X ) × V ar (Y )

(6.19)

A value of 0 means no linear relation between both sources, a value of 1 means a
positive relation and a value of -1 means a negative relation. The Pearson correlation
coefficients on the MEDTEST for 100Ex are on average 0.54 (mi n = 0.3; max = 0.79)
for the positive examples and 0.38 (mi n = 0.15; max = 0.62) for the negative examples. The mean classifier score is 0.69 for S v and 0.45 for S m . For 10Ex the ρ is on
average 0.54 (mi n = 0.21; max = 0.72) for the positive examples and 0.27 (mi n =
0.11; max = 0.91) for the negative examples. The mean classifier score is 0.32 for S v
and 0.13 for S m . The classifiers are in none of the events negatively correlated. According to the interpretation schema proposed by Mukaka (2012), the positive examples are regarded moderate positive correlated, whereas the negative examples are
low positive (0.3 to 0.5) or negligible (0.0 - 0.3) correlated. Based on these coefficients,
the positive examples seem dependent, whereas the negative examples are slightly
dependent. Our hypothesis is, based on previous simulation results, that JRER will
perform best.
Comparing the Pearson correlation coefficient from the TRECVID MED to the
simulations Pos Dep. - Neg Dep., the average coefficient in the simulations is slightly
lower (0.30), because negative correlations are included. A scatter plot of the positive examples in TRECVID MED 100Ex is shown in Figure 6.15. Despite the fact that
the simulated data (presented in Figure 6.13) and TRECVID data have different score
distributions for S v and S m , both bivariate score distributions exhibit a comparable level of dependence. We conjecture that the comparable dependence levels are a
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Figure 6.15: Scores for S v and S m for all positive examples of all 20 events in TRECVID MED 100Ex; ρ = 0.54

possible explanation why JRER performs best for both the simulated and MED fusion
experiments. Further research is necessary to validate this conjecture.
When we create a subspace of these simulations in which no negative correlations are present (by selecting cases with b < a) and the positives and negatives with
the same variance, ρ is on average 0.46 for the positives and 0.31 for the negatives in
the 100Ex and 0.47 for the positives and 0.35 for the negatives in the 10Ex. These values are comparable to the values in TRECVID MED. The results of these simulations
show the same trend compared to the results in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 in the row Pos Dep.
- Neg Dep., indicating good performance of JR, HR, JRER and Full.
R ESULTS
Table 6.6 and 6.7 show the Percentage Mean Average Precision for both visual (Vis)
and motion information (Mot) as well as the fusion methods between both sources
of information. Bold indicates the highest value in a row. The results on 100Ex show
that JRER has the highest performance. The newly introduced IJP, JR, HR, JRER and
Full all perform better than the current state of the art blind late fusion methods.
In 10Ex Av performs best, although JR, JRER and Full also have ‘good’ performance
often.

6.5. D ISCUSSION
The results in the previous section show that in 100Ex JRER is the best method, both
in the simulations and the TRECVID MED dataset. Although the differences in performance seem minor, JRER is slightly better compared to Av over 1000 runs in the
simulations. In a competitive task such as TRECVID MED this increase of 3% on the
twenty events can mean the difference in winning or placing second. We see no reason to not apply JRER in a blind late fusion setting with enough training examples
instead of Av in case the features are dependent. Not only JRER is a good method,
but all five newly introduced ratio methods perform better than Av in the 100Ex case.
The reason for the superior performance is that the ratio methods use the probability
that the event is present and the probability that the event is not present, whereas Av
only uses the probability that the event is present.
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In 10Ex the newly introduced methods also have ‘good’ performance, but Av is
slightly better. One of the reasons for the success of Av in 10Ex is probably the Platt
algorithm. This algorithm outputs the posterior probability, in which the prior is already included. As explained in Section 6.3, an additional assumption of Av is that the
posterior does not deviate greately from the prior. The Platt algorithm has included
this prior and, therefore, average is a good match. In the 100Ex the prior in the Platt
algorithm has not much influence, because enough training examples are available
to properly calibrate the confidence scores. Furthermore, the Platt algorithm produces lower confidence scores for the 10Ex and our proposed ratio methods flip behavior at 0.5. Our proposed ratio methods will, therefore, not differ from the method
that is dominant on the lower end of the contour map. To improve upon Av in the
10Ex case, one could place the flip point of the ratio lower than 0.5, or try to normalize the scores in a way that the average classification score for positive examples is
above 0.5.
Additionally, our simulations on the 10Ex might not fully explain the behavior in
the TRECVID MED, because the 10Ex is much harder in a multi-dimensional space
compared to the 1-dimensional simulation space.

6.6. C ONCLUSIONS
We conclude that in this chapter we showed in which situation based on the distribution and dependency of data sources which blind late fusion method is theoretically
and empirically the proper method to use. We not only used a simulation to produce different situations, but also provided results on an international benchmark to
ground that our simulation results can also be produced in real world datasets. Five
of the newly introduced blind late fusion methods showed superior performance
over the current state of the art methods in a case with enough training examples. Especially the method named JRER seems a good and robust blind late fusion method.

Pos Indep. %MAP
Neg Indep. Best
Good
Pos Indep. %MAP
Neg Unif. Best
Good
Pos Indep. %MAP
Neg Dep.
Best
Good
Pos Unif. %MAP
Neg Indep. Best
Good
Pos Unif. %MAP
Neg Dep.
Best
Good
Pos Dep. %MAP
Neg Indep. Best
Good
Pos Dep. %MAP
Neg Unif. Best
Good
Pos Dep. %MAP
Neg Dep.
Best
Good

62.10
10
57
60.90
0
9
60.98
0
8
25.65
23
45
24.37
10
23
60.07
0
24
60.55
0
4
61.14
0
12

c1

60.99
6
45
60.98
0
12
60.98
0
9
25.06
18
39
24.58
14
26
61.25
2
37
60.49
0
9
61.00
0
7

c2
86.23
85
952
84.67
138
946
85.21
150
953
33.56
11
527
32.86
29
613
84.31
123
836
83.52
98
867
83.81
118
866

JP
86.76
165
991
85.15
159
983
85.61
176
986
34.67
74
675
33.72
120
730
84.74
44
932
84.09
60
952
84.29
56
964

Av
85.48
10
867
83.91
7
860
84.49
5
884
32.54
15
395
31.96
23
437
83.59
72
727
82.76
71
727
83.08
61
766

H
68.47
2
63
65.18
2
38
64.88
0
26
31.37
40
216
28.88
140
226
67.84
0
23
66.14
0
11
66.37
1
23

Max
83.83
13
595
82.30
12
617
82.93
10
653
28.16
8
54
28.03
15
54
81.82
77
535
81.05
98
512
81.46
99
556

Min
82.04
2
566
79.69
15
464
79.84
15
417
35.44
220
803
33.74
162
635
81.70
10
586
80.72
2
587
80.93
5
556

IJP
72.79
0
92
69.70
6
69
69.41
5
53
34.63
232
578
32.31
93
385
72.76
1
49
71.25
2
37
71.47
0
54

IH

JR
85.89
167
871
83.93
146
852
84.36
166
846
35.01
39
716
33.74
51
696
85.35
205
937
84.41
186
934
84.59
168
928

Table 6.4: Performance of the Late Fusion methods for different simulated distributions on a 100Ex case

HR
83.96
131
743
81.79
99
700
82.14
104
675
34.98
30
710
33.47
44
577
84.25
163
844
83.11
171
804
83.35
164
813

ER
86.14
77
943
84.59
96
933
85.07
107
944
33.94
222
560
33.32
216
679
83.98
15
840
83.43
27
895
83.66
30
895

JRER
86.39
198
923
84.48
202
896
84.97
188
900
34.88
44
704
33.76
53
723
85.42
160
964
84.56
157
964
84.71
157
960

Full
85.89
134
874
83.94
118
855
84.36
74
847
35.00
24
720
33.76
30
708
85.34
128
942
84.42
128
938
84.60
141
929
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Pos Indep. %MAP
Neg Indep. Best
Good
Pos Indep. %MAP
Neg Unif. Best
Good
Pos Indep. %MAP
Neg Dep.
Best
Good
Pos Unif. %MAP
Neg Indep. Best
Good
Pos Unif. %MAP
Neg Dep.
Best
Good
Pos Dep. %MAP
Neg Indep. Best
Good
Pos Dep. %MAP
Neg Unif. Best
Good
Pos Dep. %MAP
Neg Dep.
Best
Good

59.20
90
145
56.89
58
63
56.45
65
75
12.30
455
614
11.83
418
574
57.40
66
95
57.38
62
78
57.41
52
61

c1

58.95
84
127
57.13
63
72
56.61
65
78
11.84
427
601
11.80
405
566
57.37
66
106
57.68
70
88
58.46
70
80

c2
78.20
94
822
76.84
132
833
75.52
111
795
10.86
2
84
10.79
3
93
76.89
106
806
76.24
103
820
76.10
104
826

JP
78.62
135
812
77.09
128
814
75.76
134
789
11.02
2
81
10.93
3
91
77.09
65
792
76.56
96
807
76.35
99
814

Av
77.56
98
800
76.27
105
806
74.98
89
781
10.72
10
74
10.68
17
92
76.34
144
764
75.67
136
790
75.55
144
785

H
65.49
0
104
61.47
3
63
61.12
7
79
11.92
58
329
11.62
85
348
62.78
0
64
62.47
0
68
62.77
1
41

Max
74.59
43
522
73.34
60
521
72.13
78
513
10.39
11
109
10.45
33
121
73.30
126
502
72.97
107
528
72.91
109
529

Min
76.29
14
515
73.65
16
423
72.71
14
439
11.25
6
83
11.12
3
87
74.51
14
464
74.25
8
453
74.07
8
471

IJP

Table 6.5: Performance of the Late Fusion methods for simulated distributions on a 10Ex case

IH
70.60
3
199
67.14
5
124
66.67
10
137
11.41
10
103
11.21
6
100
68.64
4
148
68.20
2
138
68.46
0
144

JR
78.28
81
739
76.21
60
680
75.04
62
688
11.10
3
84
11.01
2
86
76.82
70
705
76.46
84
716
76.22
100
728

HR
76.97
85
592
74.52
75
538
73.51
71
539
11.16
1
85
11.06
0
88
75.59
85
568
75.38
81
568
75.16
72
586

ER
78.19
111
822
76.81
146
826
75.50
154
787
10.91
13
84
10.83
18
95
76.63
85
796
76.13
101
823
75.94
98
821

78.31
45
746
76.27
51
695
75.10
52
695
11.09
2
85
11.01
1
88
76.85
61
715
76.50
69
726
76.25
58
741

JRER Full
78.59
117
773
76.71
98
755
75.47
88
739
11.05
0
81
10.98
6
88
77.08
108
761
76.69
81
773
76.42
85
776
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8.98
15.06
64.23
9.44
12.97
9.95
18.54
34.24
16.56
22.43
58.78
18.46
37.29
39.45
32.03
20.99
29.69
6.25
36.36
18.80

Mot
16.39
23.56
80.34
16.05
14.34
13.63
20.55
46.34
20.62
19.72
77.58
27.34
60.63
51.34
40.20
32.80
35.36
13.73
52.26
27.02

JP
16.33
24.58
87.53
16.27
13.22
14.06
21.05
46.17
21.67
19.49
78.17
28.65
60.24
52.07
42.10
33.53
36.26
13.99
53.76
26.65

Av
16.15
22.97
76.82
15.55
14.57
12.93
19.87
45.74
19.77
19.58
75.92
26.65
59.93
50.24
38.50
32.38
34.78
13.12
51.65
27.14

H
29.04
21.40
94.06
12.44
6.27
10.37
15.95
38.51
20.33
19.15
74.13
27.41
44.89
47.49
49.43
25.90
35.41
13.82
45.62
18.64

Max
16.22
20.99
75.06
14.54
13.84
12.48
19.54
45.29
19.15
19.76
74.97
24.21
57.95
46.78
36.26
27.06
35.06
12.86
50.38
25.37

Min
23.98
25.26
94.15
13.10
9.58
10.26
19.31
43.71
20.97
23.25
77.02
30.32
53.34
56.54
45.09
31.71
39.59
17.98
51.65
22.87

IJP
29.30
21.77
93.70
12.62
7.00
9.01
15.96
39.78
20.42
19.28
74.92
28.46
46.22
48.81
49.03
26.42
35.79
17.22
46.66
18.97

IH
23.72
28.91
90.36
13.85
12.48
11.02
16.30
44.95
21.17
23.24
80.69
29.93
59.04
55.21
43.44
33.49
41.30
17.10
53.17
27.18

JR
30.07
28.53
90.02
15.21
11.68
9.86
16.15
42.28
20.64
21.06
79.70
27.90
56.22
52.52
46.05
31.09
39.21
17.25
50.65
24.86

HR
16.58
23.34
87.52
16.31
11.71
13.92
20.74
45.82
21.82
19.29
77.79
27.77
59.43
48.53
40.94
30.44
37.10
13.78
53.07
26.21

ER
22.57
29.21
90.44
13.36
12.32
11.33
16.35
46.22
21.11
22.28
80.39
29.64
59.95
54.94
42.91
33.23
41.54
17.33
53.06
29.32

JRER
23.78
28.90
90.31
13.72
12.46
11.02
16.34
44.82
21.20
23.21
80.73
29.86
59.00
54.92
43.58
33.56
41.50
17.12
53.10
27.07

Full

31.06 25.53 34.49 35.29 33.71 32.51 32.39 35.48 33.07 36.33 35.55 34.61 36.37 36.31
3
0
2
4
1
0
0
4
0
1
0
1
3
1
2
1
9
9
6
2
3
9
2
13
5
7
13
12

36.43
16.25
93.13
10.06
2.19
6.82
12.65
40.25
20.65
18.07
70.50
23.39
45.35
47.61
49.91
21.12
30.13
18.27
44.54
13.94

BikeTrick
CleanAppl
DogShow
GiveDir
MarriageProp
RenovHome
RockClimb
TownHallMeet
WinRace
MetalCrafts
Beekeeping
WeddingShower
VehicleRepair
FixMusInstr
HorseRidComp
FellingTree
ParkVehicle
PlayFetch
Tailgate
TuneMusInstr

MAP
Best
Good

Vis

Event

Table 6.6: %MAP integrating visual and motion features in MED14Test 100Ex
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MAP
Best
Good

Mot

5.15
1.20
36.84
3.10
0.54
4.35
20.01
8.01
14.73
12.66
37.27
5.45
9.14
3.54
28.57
15.44
20.89
1.47
12.86
3.41

JP
12.49
3.68
65.93
8.32
0.74
8.42
21.48
19.44
22.43
16.77
56.21
13.89
44.47
20.91
40.30
17.57
31.29
2.41
35.23
22.20

Av
13.74
3.91
71.45
8.06
0.50
6.64
25.19
24.33
23.85
16.94
55.67
15.06
46.41
24.04
42.87
16.18
29.77
2.13
38.34
19.78

H
10.96
3.38
61.08
8.52
0.88
8.87
20.98
14.76
21.20
16.41
55.68
13.53
40.58
16.88
36.20
16.79
31.80
2.47
29.05
23.67

Max
18.73
7.02
69.09
5.00
0.42
4.49
19.48
23.70
24.14
7.94
50.98
13.48
43.62
20.69
39.19
14.89
16.73
2.05
35.13
11.47

Min
10.13
3.03
60.75
8.60
1.17
8.20
20.77
12.38
19.24
16.24
55.90
12.33
38.77
12.27
33.93
15.76
31.19
2.30
30.25
23.40

IJP
20.86
7.13
72.33
6.48
0.49
4.97
20.91
23.93
23.59
11.89
53.55
14.45
45.65
20.68
39.55
14.86
17.61
2.11
37.38
12.90

IH
15.74
7.12
71.64
5.85
0.48
4.87
20.36
23.93
21.37
8.30
51.73
13.92
44.48
20.25
39.09
15.35
17.32
2.10
36.61
12.53

JR
17.42
7.31
77.68
7.35
0.71
5.92
20.22
23.37
22.27
11.84
55.76
16.16
45.10
18.79
37.10
17.95
22.90
2.25
42.73
17.80

HR
16.90
7.40
77.77
7.49
0.75
5.90
18.99
22.43
21.34
11.47
54.70
15.73
43.65
17.34
35.74
17.27
23.74
2.14
40.02
17.50

ER
13.73
3.81
70.36
7.51
0.43
6.19
22.90
23.76
23.82
16.83
54.75
12.92
45.20
24.39
43.82
16.00
29.35
2.07
36.78
19.11

JRER
17.63
4.32
76.94
7.19
0.64
5.85
21.47
23.14
23.15
11.99
55.54
16.27
45.46
19.68
37.85
17.61
22.46
2.28
42.68
19.38

Full
17.47
7.31
77.68
7.31
0.69
5.87
20.18
23.57
22.32
11.82
55.66
16.18
45.38
18.91
37.02
18.02
22.93
2.27
42.00
17.63

21.67 12.23 23.21 24.24 21.68 21.41 20.83 22.57 21.65 23.53 22.91 23.69 23.57 23.51
1
0
1
4
4
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
6
0
6
7
7
2
6
6
3
8
5
6
8
8

Vis

20.58
7.44
71.66
5.71
0.40
4.00
13.76
23.97
19.38
8.45
51.85
15.33
45.93
29.23
39.57
9.46
15.52
2.10
36.07
13.02

Event

BikeTrick
CleanAppl
DogShow
GiveDir
MarriageProp
RenovHome
RockClimb
TownHallMeet
WinRace
MetalCraft
Beekeeping
WeddingShower
VehicleRepair
FixMusInstr
HorseRidComp
FellingTree
ParkVehicle
PlayFetch
Tailgate
TuneMusInstr

Table 6.7: %MAP integrating visual and motion features in MED14Test 10Ex
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7
C OUNTING IN V ISUAL Q UESTION
A NSWERING
Edited from: Maaike de Boer, Steven Reitsma and Klamer Schutte (2016) Counting
in Visual Question Answering. In: Proc. of Dutch Belgian Information Retrieval Conference, 2016.
* Experiments have been conducted by Steven Reitsma under supervision of the first
author
Previous chapters on query-to-concept mapping have focused on an explicit mapping
and a linear weighted sum of the concepts. This chapter explores the possibilities of
an implicit mapping and techniques beyond the linear weighted sum. We use the Visual Question Answering task in which a good answer should be formulated based on
a query and an image. This task is, thus, not a retrieval task, such as the TRECVID
MED task or the TOSO dataset, but an image understanding task. In this chapter, we
explore RQ6 VQA. This chapter is only a first exploration of the research question and
it is meant as a broadening of the scope that was created by our assumptions. We focus on questions that require counting of objects in the image. We build upon the well
performing DPPnet method by training concept detectors. These detectors are used in
addition to the visual features. Additionally, we use a postprocessing technique to output the right type of answer to each type of question. Both the concept detectors and
the postprocessing slightly improve performance and are usable on current state of the
art methods in the field of image understanding.
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7.1. I NTRODUCTION
One of the most common forms of visual question answering is one where a system
answers natural language questions posed by human users about images (Wu et al.,
2017). In practice this could take recent developments, such as Google Now, Siri and
Cortana, a step further by not only being able to answer questions on general topics
that are searchable on the web, but also on the local user context using e.g. a smartphone camera. This could be especially useful for visually impaired users, who can
take a picture using their smartphone and ask their device questions about the local
scene, such as where is an empty seat in this train? or is there a pedestrian crossing
here?.
The VisualQA task (Antol et al., 2015) aims to enable research in visual question
answering and is set up by VirginiaTech and Microsoft Research after the release of
the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MSCOCO) dataset (Lin et al., 2014). The
MSCOCO dataset consists of more than 250,000 images. In the VisualQA task three
questions for each image are posed together with 10 human answers to each question. The types of answers can be categorized into three major categories: closed (yes
/ no), numerical answers and categorical answers.
In this chapter, we focus on questions with numerical answers. Current well performing methods such as DPPnet (Noh et al., 2016) achieve low performance on this
type of question compared to the questions with closed and categorical answers. We
propose to count the number of object instances using concept detectors with object segmentations. In addition, we introduce a postprocessing method to enforce
providing an answer that is in the right category.
Results show that the use of concept detectors improves performance.
Post-processing slightly improves performance further.

7.2. R ELATED W ORK
According to Wu et al. (2017), visual question answering solutions can be put into
four categories: joint embedding, attention, compositional and knowledge bases. We
focus on the first and biggest category. Approaches in this category use deep learning networks for both the image and the question and combine these in a classifier
such as another neural network to predict the most probable answer. This is used
as the baseline for the VisualQA task (Antol et al., 2015) and in the DPPnet system
(Noh et al., 2016). DPPnet uses the state of the art VGGnet network (Simonyan et al.,
2014), trained on the ImageNet images in the ILSVC-2012 dataset (Deng et al., 2009)
to understand the image. This pre-trained model is finetuned using the MSCOCO
dataset (Lin et al., 2014) in order to create a network tailored to the VisualQA task. Instead of the 1000 concepts from the final layer, the 4096 features in the pre-final layer
are used. To create an embedding for the question, a recurrent neural network with
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) is used. The question model is pre-initialized using the
skip-thought vector model (Kiros et al., 2015) which is trained on the BookCorpus
dataset (Zhu et al., 2015), containing 74 million sentences. To generate an answer
DPPnet uses a dynamic parameter layer to combine the image and question features.
The image features are used as input for this layer and the weights are determined by
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the question features using a hashing function (Chen et al., 2015). Recently, the Multimodal Compact Bilinear Pooling (MCB) (Fukui et al., 2016) further improved performance. This model combines the joint embedding with attention. The winning
submissions in the VisualQA challenge, linked to the VisualQA task1 , combine joint
embedding with an attention model to focus on a specific part of the image.

7.3. M ETHOD
In our method, we build upon DPPnet (Noh et al., 2016). We use concept detector activations in addition to the other features as input for the dynamic parameter layer. To
train the concept detectors we use masked images of the ground truth annotations of
the MSCOCO dataset. The concept detectors can be applied on either the full image,
where the non-softmaxed activations are used as features, or they are used on the object proposals and the activations are summed. Additionally, we add postprocessing
repair to enforce the correct answer type.

7.3.1. C ONCEPT D ETECTION
We train concept detectors using the ground truth annotation of the MSCOCO
dataset (Lin et al., 2014) for each of the 80 classes. These 80 classes are tailored to the
test set, whereas the 1000 ImageNet concepts are not and thus we expect better
performance for these classes. We use a pre-trained GoogLeNet model (Szegedy
et al., 2015) based on the Inception architecture. GoogLeNet was chosen for its high
accuracy and the fact that it uses 12 times fewer parameters and thus fewer VRAM
than the next-best ImageNet submission. From the ground truth annotations we
use a masked version of each separate segmentation with a black background. This
masked segmentation is fed through the convolutional neural network to obtain its
features, similarly to the normal process for the unmasked images. A fixed number
of segmentations is chosen (25 in our experiments) and if an image has fewer
segmentations, the concatenated feature vector is zero-padded.
The network is trained on the segmentations using gradient descent with Nesterov momentum (Sutskever et al., 2013) for 25 epochs. For the first 10 epochs, the
weights of the convolutional layers are locked to prevent the noisy gradients from the
randomly initialized fully-connected layers from changing the pre-trained weights
too much. Cross-entropy loss is used and Top 1 accuracy is used for validation. The
segmentation masks are stretched to use the entire 224×224 image space (aspect ratio is retained), which improves validation accuracy from 57% to 87%. This removes
scale variance and reduces overfitting. Furthermore, segmentations that have a surface smaller than 500 pixels are removed from training as they provide no meaningful information. The biases in the first convolutional layer are set to 0 to ensure the
black background causes no activations. Finally, since the class balance is skewed
—the most prevalent class occurs 185,316 times, while the rarest class occurs only
135 times —the amount of data per epoch is limited to 5000 per class. Note that if
a class has more than 5000 samples, each epoch different data is shown to the network. Effectively, this means samples in underrepresented classes will be shown to
1 http://visualqa.org/challenge.html
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the network more than samples in large classes.
These concept detectors can be used on either the full image or the object proposals within the image. Using the full image, we expect a deterioration of the activation with fewer objects (i.e. less pixels firing on the object) for which the network can
map activations to number of objects. When we use object proposals, we expect that
the activation will be high for objects that are in that proposal and summing over the
proposals will resemble actual counting.
The object proposals can be obtained in several ways. First, ground truth segmentations as present in the MSCOCO dataset could be used. These segmentations
are, however, not available in many datasets, so automatic object proposals can be
obtained using Edgebox (Zitnick et al., 2014) or Deepbox (Kuo et al., 2015) (with nonmaximum supression), which are state of the art segmentation methods. Edgebox
generates bounding box object proposals, which makes it especially suited for objects that are rectangular. Often, the Edgebox strategy generates hundreds of object
candidates. The algorithm scores and sorts these according to the number of contours that are wholly contained within the image. Deepbox (Kuo et al., 2015) uses a
different scoring metric: it trains a convolutional neural network that re-ranks the
proposals from Edgebox. Using Deepbox, the same recall is achieved with four times
fewer proposals.

7.3.2. P OSTPROCESSING REPAIR
For some questions, such as how many... questions, we know that the answer should
be numerical. Often, the network will predict other answers as well, such as the string
equivalents of the numeric digits, e.g. one instead of 1. For questions that start with
are there..., does this..., and so on, we expect as an answer yes, no or a word that exists
in the question. For example, the question does this image contain a cat? always has
to be answered by either yes or no, while the question is there a cat or a dog in this
image? should be answered with either cat, dog, yes or no. Using a simple rule-based
program, questions that start with how many always get the numerical answer that
generates the highest softmax response in the network and the questions that have a
closed answer are processed as explained above.

7.4. R ESULTS
Table 7.1: Evaluation of segmentation methods on val2014

Method
DPPnet (downsized)
Ground truth annotations
Ground truth annotations (regression)
Edgebox
Deepbox

All Yes/No Number Other
51.94
52.29
52.23
52.08
52.16

78.34
78.34
78.40
78.34
78.34

33.66
36.46
34.84
34.97
35.36

36.77
36.77
37.01
36.77
36.77
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(a) How many giraffes are in (b) How many sheep are in (c) How many players can
this picture?
this picture?
you see?
DPPnet: 2
DPPnet: 1
DPPnet: 2
Ground truth annotations: Ground truth annotations: Ground truth annotations:
4
3
3
Edgeboxes: 2
Edgeboxes: 2
Edgeboxes: 3
Deepboxes: 3
Deepboxes: 2
Deepboxes: 3
Figure 7.1: Comparison of segmentation methods
Overlays are the ground truth proposals (in different colors).

In our experiments, we first investigate the optimal performance gain using segmentations. We use the validation set to test the ground truth annotations (which
are not available in the test set), the Deepbox and Edgebox methods. These methods
do not yet use the concept detectors, but have as input a vector of 25 × 4096 + 4096,
which resembles the output of the pre-final layer of the VGGnet on each of the 25
object proposals and the full image. Furthermore, we test a classification and regression approach. Classification is similar to DPPnet, using a softmax over all answers
present in the training set and for regression we have one output node outputting a
number. Because the use of finetuning and the large dynamic parameter layer requires at least 12GB of VRAM (i.e. a GTX Titan X or Tesla M40), we remove the finetuning and the large dynamic parameter layer to make the network fit into 6GB of
VRAM, enabling its use on less hardware. In the downsized network, the hash size is
decreased from 40000 to 10240 and the number of linear units in the dense part of
the network is decreased from 2000 to 1024. Afterwards, we use the finetuned and the
full network on our best run to make a submission in the VisualQA challenge. The
results of these experiments are shown in Table 7.1. These results show that object
proposals can increase performance by 3%. Classification works slightly better than
regression in the overall and numerical categories. The ground truth annotations obviously achieve the highest performance, but the bounding boxes by Deepbox gain
2% performance and are slightly better than those produced by the Edgebox system.
To gain some insight, we show a few images with the answers to a numerical question for the different methods in Figure 7.1. In 7.1(a) and 7.1(b), we see that automatic
segmentation techniques such as Edgeboxes and Deepboxes have trouble segmenting the objects, while in 7.1(c) this seems to be no problem. This makes sense when
realizing that Edgeboxes and Deepboxes create rectangular object proposals, which
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Table 7.2: Results on test-dev2015

Method
LSTM Question + Image (baseline from Antol et al. (Antol et al., 2015))
DPPnet (finetuned, no downsizing from Noh et al. (Noh et al., 2016))
DPPnet (downsized)
Concept detectors on Deepbox segm. (downsized)
Concept detectors on full image (downsized)
Concept detectors on full image (downsized, +pp repair)
Concept detectors on full image (finetuned, no downsizing, +pp repair)

All Yes/No Number Other
53.74
57.22
56.11
56.13
56.34
56.45
58.01

78.94
80.71
79.88
79.99
79.99
80.03
80.89

35.24
37.24
36.81
36.87
37.31
37.46
38.03

36.42
41.69
40.18
40.16
40.45
40.66
42.44

(a) How many apples are in (b) How many giraffes can (c) How many giraffes are
the picture?
you see?
there?
DPPnet: 3
DPPnet: 2
DPPnet: 2
Concept detectors: 8
Concept detectors: 4
Concept detectors: 4
Ground truth: 11
Ground truth: 4
Ground truth: 3
Figure 7.2: Ground truth annotations and questions for some images in the MSCOCO dataset

suits 7.1(c) very well, but 7.1(a) and 7.1(b) less so.
Based on these results, we continue with the classification method and Deepbox,
because the ground truth annotations are not available in the test set. We now use
the concept detector activation sum over all 25 object proposals and concatenate
this vector to the 4096 vector of the original pre-final layer. In the full image runs, the
concept detector activations over the whole image are concatenated with the 4096
vector. Results are shown in Table 7.2. Interestingly, using the full image is better
than using the object proposals. As indicated before the deterioration of the concept
detectors scores might be more useful for the network compared to the top 25 rectangular object proposals. The postprocessing repair slightly improves performance.
In Figure 7.2 we can see some example questions and images with the answers given
by the regular DPPnet and the DPPnet with concept detector information. In 7.2(a),
the bias of DPPnet towards more often occuring answers can be seen. Using concept detectors, the answer is closer to the truth, but still not correct. In 7.2(b) and
7.2(c), we view the disadvantage of building a scale invariant system. The concept
detector activations for both images are almost equal, caused by the larger objects
in 7.2(c) compared to 7.2(b). In the context of the VQA challenge, using our method
scores 5th place out of 30 on numerical answers, tested on the test-standard dataset
split. Although the difference in performance caused by the concept detectors seems
small, it is a real improvement due to the volume of the dataset.
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7.5. C ONCLUSIONS
Using concept detectors to count in a visual question answering task improves performance with respect to only using the regular image features. The postprocessing
further improves performance. Object proposals intuitively should increase performance, but with current state of the art methods, performance on the full image is
higher. The top performing methods, such as Multimodal Compact Bilinear Pooling
(MCB) (Fukui et al., 2016), could use the described concept detectors and postprocessing to potentially improve their system.

8
C ONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have explored ways to improve semantic query-to-concept mapping to achieve a visual search capability for ad-hoc queries. We have evaluated different existing techniques for query expansion from the text retrieval domain, such
as knowledge bases and word2vec, improved upon them, investigated how we can
incorporate users in the process, which strategies are appropriate for which type of
queries and how we can combine different sources of information together. In the
following sections, we reflect on all research questions, moving from the specific research questions to the main research question. We continue with the limitations of
the studies conducted in this thesis. In the final section, we move towards the impact
of this thesis on the work of the analyst and visual search capabilities in general.

8.1. K NOWLEDGE B ASES (RQ1 K NOWLEDGE B ASES )
RQ1 KnowledgeBases: How can we incorporate knowledge bases in query-to-concept
mapping and which of the current knowledge bases is most applicable for this purpose? (Chapter 2)
Knowledge bases can be incorporated in query-to-concept mapping in several
ways. In chapter 2, we explored the incorporation of the general knowledge bases
ConceptNet and Wikipedia. For ConceptNet, we explored the graphical structure and
used the weights of the edges between the concepts to determine the relevance of a
concept for a certain query. For Wikipedia, we used the information on the Wikipedia
page that was strongly related to the query to find relevant concepts. Based on the experiments in chapter 2, we see a slightly better effectiveness for the mapping based
on ConceptNet. Both knowledge bases suffer from the fact that they are not complete
and, thus, do not cover all aspects of the event. The solution to the insufficient coverage problem is an expert knowledge base. In a closed domain, all knowledge can
be modelled in a way that the knowledge base is complete. The downside of these
models is that they take a significant amount of time to create and maintain. In our
experiments, the expert knowledge base did not necessarily outperform the general
131
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knowledge bases. Another option to deal with the insufficient coverage problem is to
fuse the results from the knowledge bases. In chapter 2, we show that a late fusion
improves Mean Average Precision performance by 13.9%. For the purpose of searching an event, ConceptNet seems the most applicable single knowledge base, but we
are also aware of the recently published EventNet (Ye et al., 2015), which we did not
incorporate in our research. A combination of multiple knowledge bases seems the
key to significantly improve query-to-concept mapping by increasing the coverage
of event facets.

8.2. S EMANTIC E MBEDDINGS (RQ2 WORD 2 VEC )
RQ2 word2vec: How can we use semantic word embedding in query-to-concept mapping, and how does the mapping depend on the concepts in the Concept Bank? (Chapter 3)
In chapter 3, we explained that semantic word embedding methods, such as
word2vec, are game changers in text retrieval. A common way of using word2vec in
a mapping is to find the related k items with the smallest semantic distance to the
query. Our incremental w2v (i-w2v) method, introduced in chapter 3, builds a
mapped set of concepts in a way that the (cosine) similarity of this set of concepts is
close to the original query. Only concepts that increase the similarity to the query
are added to the set of concepts. This incremental method is more robust to query
drift, because concepts pointing in the same direction in vector space are not added
if they do not increase the similarity to the query vector. Our method improves
visual search effectiveness in terms of 12% MAP (based on the full vocabulary)
compared to the state of the art word2vec method (Mikolov et al., 2013).
The most effective query-to-concept mapping in terms of MAP highly depends
on the concepts in the Concept Bank. In chapter 3, we show that high-level concepts
are important for the retrieval of high-level events. Low-level concepts, however, are
also necessary, because if none of the high-level concepts is semantically close to the
event, a combination of low-level concepts might provide a sufficiently good match.
Obviously, in a closed or semi-closed domain, we should aim to create a vocabulary
that contains all possible relevant concepts. This makes selecting the relevant concept(s) an easy task by direct matching, synonym searching and getting the closest
match in case of typos in the query. Mapping techniques based on knowledge bases
or semantic embeddings will not find different concepts and provide the same performance, as indicated in chapter 2 and 3. Many domains are, however, not closed. It
is unknown what queries a user will ask and what the system should be able to handle, i.e. our open world assumption. In that case, we need a vocabulary that is as rich
as possible and a good query-to-concept mapping technique, such as i-w2v.
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8.3. F EEDBACK I NTERPRETATION (RQ3 ARF)
RQ3 ARF: How can we involve the user to optimize semantic mapping and retrieval
performance for a visual search capability? (Chapter 4)
Previous methods have focused on automatically mapping the query to a set of
concepts. The results in chapter 2 and 3 show that a manual selection of the concepts improves visual search effectiveness compared to an automatic mapping. A
manual mapping, however, involves expert knowledge on all concepts in the Concept Bank. Other methods to involve the user in the mapping and retrieval process is
through user feedback. In chapter 4, we explore whether feedback on concept level
or on video result list level can improve visual search effectiveness. We propose a
novel algorithm on video level and compare performance to state of the art methods
from both levels. Our method on video level did not create a novel classifier based
on the relevant and non-relevant videos as many state of the art methods do, but it
uses the binary feedback on individual videos in the result list to change the weights
of the selected concepts. This method achieves better performance, both objective
and subjective, and is more robust compared to training a new classifier based on
the relevance feedback.
Both the manual mapping method and the relevance feedback on video level
method can be applied in specific application domains. Whereas in the general
search engine case, users will not be eager to learn all (relevant) concepts in the
Concept Bank, users in for example the security domain might be able to learn all
concepts and achieve performance that is comparable to the manual mapping
method. By comparing results from experiments with the manual mapping method
and experiments in chapter 4 on the relevance feedback method using ARF, the
latter yields a significantly better retrieval effectiveness on the 32 events from the
TRECVID MED task. We can, thus, conclude that an automatic query-to-concept
mapping with user feedback on video level is a good way to involve the user in the
event retrieval task.

8.4. S EMANTIC S TRUCTURES (RQ4 S EMIOTICS )
RQ4 Semiotics: To what extent can semantic structures increase understanding of the
query? (Chapter 5)
A user can provide queries to the system. Some queries might be about high-level
events, such as in the TRECVID MED case. Other queries might contain objects, attributes and actions, such as Look out for a person with a red jacket, grey pants and
black backpack. Instead of placing the whole query into a semantic embedding, a
syntactic analysis can guide us in determining the nouns, verbs and adjectives. If no
direct match is available for these words, a guided automatic query expansion using
knowledge bases should increase precision of the mapping. In chapter 5, we explore
whether certain types of semantic structures improve semantic mapping on certain
type of queries. These queries have no direct match on at least one of the words and
the goal is to find the concept related to that word. This relation is inspired by a semantic structure, such as a synonym (car is vehicle), unlimited semiosis (Mercedes is
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car), paradigm (man is NOT woman) and syntagm (landing thing is airplane). The
results show that the semantic structures related to that type of query improve performance in terms of F-score compared to only using synonyms. We, however, also
show that using all types of semantic structures can often provide as good an understanding, in terms of mapping quality, as only using the specific semantic structure (i.e. synonym). This is a risk, because ‘wrong’ concepts can also be matched,
but results show that in our dataset this does not hurt retrieval performance. In the
TRECVID MED task, we have already shown that the same is true (Chapter 3). Using word embeddings with many, unknown relations (i-w2v) provides better retrieval
performance compared to the knowledge bases. The specific semantic relations are,
thus, not essential in providing a sufficient query-to-concept mapping. Because our
Concept Bank is limited, a vaguely related concept might provide a better retrieval
compared to having no concepts in the mapping or a mapping in which only part of
the query is covered. On the other hand, in a system in which precision or quality has
high value (for example the monitoring case), specific semantic relations should be
considered.
Semantic structures can, thus, increase understanding of the query in terms of
effectiveness on query-to-concept mapping, but this mapping does not necessarily
translate into a better visual search effectiveness. Based on the results in chapter 2
and 5, visual search effectiveness is higher in case all semantic structures are used
compared to only using the appropriate structure.

8.5. F USION (RQ5 JRER)
RQ5 JRER: Can we design a more effective score fusion method that is motivated by
explicit assumptions about the distribution of classifier output values and the dependency between input sources? (Chapter 6)
In chapter 6, we use simulations and the international benchmark TRECVID
MED to get some insights into why certain methods, such as average fusion, work
better compared to other methods. We propose several novel methods based on the
inverse (probability that something is not true) and the ratio (probability that
something is true divided by the probability that something is not true) of state of
the art methods and show that these novel methods improve performance in cases
with sufficient training examples. The elegance of our proposed methods, especially
JRER, is that it does not rely on a specific independence assumption as many fusion
methods do.

8.6. V ISUAL Q UESTION A NSWERING (RQ6 VQA)
RQ6 VQA: What are the possibilities of implicit query-to-concept mapping in terms of
visual search effectiveness? (Chapter 7)
In chapter 7, we explore the possibilities of implicit query-to-concept mapping
using the Visual Question Answering task. We adopt the state of the art deep learning architecture named DPPnet (Noh et al., 2016) in order to handle concept detec-
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tors. We show that implicit query-to-concept mapping is possible and it achieves a
decent performance in question and image understanding through answering questions about images. Although performance is decent, a downside of the implicit mapping is that it is harder to get insight in why the system provided wrong answers.
This research question is, however, not completely explored. Novel directions
such as Bayesian deep learning (Wang et al., 2016a), attention models (Kim et al.,
2016; Lu et al., 2016a), and adversial deep learning methods (GANs) (Chen et al.,
2016), could provide both higher performance and some insight in the mapping.

8.7. S EMANTIC Q UERY- TO -C ONCEPT M APPING (M AIN R E SEARCH Q UESTION )
Main Research Question: How can we improve visual search effectiveness by semantic
query-to-concept mapping?
Based on the methods explored in this thesis, we can improve visual search effectiveness by using a combination of i) query-to-concept mapping based on semantic
word embeddings (+12%), ii) exploiting user feedback (+26%) and iii) fusion of different modalities (data sources) (+17%). The results in chapter 2 and 3 show that an
automatic mapping can be achieved through knowledge bases or a semantic embedding. Our proposed incremental word2vec (i-w2v) method improves effectiveness
by 12% in terms of MAP compared to the state of the art word2vec method and the
knowledge based techniques (Table 3.4). This improvement is, however, dependent
on the availability of the concepts in the Concept Bank: without concepts related to
or occurring in the event, we cannot detect the event. An additional improvement
can be achieved by incorporating the user in the process. Our proposed Adaptive
Relevance Feedback (ARF) method, proposed in chapter 4, improves the query-toconcept mapping and visual search effectiveness by 26% MAP compared to no feedback and 20% MAP compared to state of the art (Table 4.1). Our method changes the
weights of the relevant concepts instead of training a novel model based on the annotations, and is, thus, more robust to few (positive) annotations. Additionally, we
show in chapter 6 that average fusion of different sources is robust with just a few
training examples (Table 6.5 and 6.7), whereas our JRER fusion method is effective
with dependent sources with sufficient training examples to create a good model for
the data source (Table 6.4 and 6.6).

8.8. L IMITATIONS
Although the results in this thesis look promising, the experiments conducted in this
thesis have some limitations. One of the major limitations is the use of the different datasets. First, the TRECVID MED dataset. Although this dataset contains events
and videos that best match our requirements, it only contains up to forty events.
Although we do not expect the conclusions of the experiments to be different for different queries, a small dataset does not provide enough data to properly conduct statistical analysis on to further strengthen our conclusions nor to estimate and exploit
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the event level statistics. Second, the TOSO dataset. This dataset contains a sufficient
number of queries (100), but has a smaller Concept Bank (51 concepts). The probability that we find a matching concept in the Concept Bank for any of the relations is
low. One true positive has a major impact on both precision and recall, where many
false positives that have no concept in the Concept Bank have no impact on the performance. This could have influenced the result that using all semantic structures is
better than using specific semantic structures.
A second limitation is our working hypothesis to linearly combine the concepts.
We have noticed that the weights for the concepts are highly influencing the performance. Because we did not have sufficient training examples of events, we had
little tuning possibilities on the setting of the weights for the different methods, such
as the knowledge bases or i-w2v. Because none of the methods is tuned, we do not
expect that the conclusions about the order of the performance of the methods are
different, but a higher performance might be possible for the methods.
A third limitation is within our proposed incremental word2vec model. We used
a model that is trained on the textual information on GoogleNews. This implies that
the contextual textual information is modelled, which might be different from the
contextual visual information, i.e. some words might occur in the same kind of texts,
but not in the same kind of images. As an alternative to our experiments on the
word2vec embedding based on text only, recent semantic embeddings that use both
words and videos, such as VideoStory (Habibian et al., 2014b) and Word2VisualVec
(Dong et al., 2016), can potentially improve performance.
A fourth limitation is related to our proposed ARF method. ARF is dependent on
the initially chosen set of concepts. If one of the relevant concepts has a bad detector,
the user feedback will potentially decrease the weight and, thus, the importance of
the concept. This decrease in weight could result in a query drift towards the relevant
concepts that might only cover few facets of the query. Because feedback on video
level does not provide insight in whether the concept detector is not performing well,
or the concept is not relevant, it is not easy to determine whether this query drift is
wanted or not.
A final limitation is related to our fusion methods. In the experiments conducted,
we assume that both data sources are equally important, and the fusion is blind. A
direction for future work is that JRER could be optimized using a weighted fusion
based on the performance of the different sources. Distribution-based or rank-based
methods could be explored.

8.9. P OTENTIAL I MPACT AND F UTURE W ORK
In this thesis, we improve the visual search effectiveness by semantic query-to- concept mapping. But how does this change the world, and how will it be used in the
future? Although the goal of this thesis is not to transfer the knowledge obtained in
this thesis to the security domain, we will sketch the potential impact it might have
to application domains in which professionals (such as analysts or operators) use a
visual search system. Additionally, we look into the possibilities within general visual
search engines, such as YouTube.
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Our research has potential impact for the visual search capability in our application domain. Analysts do not have to memorize all available concepts and can use
natural language queries to retrieve relevant videos. Based on this thesis queries on
a higher level, such as events, and specific queries can, in theory, be interpreted in
a good manner. Because our methods are transparent, the analyst can interact with
the system both on concept level and video level. We expect that analysts are more
willing to provide feedback, because this feedback will be valuable in the future. Additionally, our feedback interpretation, query interpretation and fusion methods are
scalable towards the increasing number of videos and concepts.
Although the potential impact of this thesis in our application domain is high,
the modus operandi of analysts will probably not directly change because of the potential impact. In the near future, we expect that a search capability is possible. With
current advances in deep learning, we expect that the (near real-time) indexing of the
increasing number of video streams will be possible. With the advances in indexing
and the results of this thesis, we can provide a visual search system that can be used
as a baseline. Analysts, however, need systems with a high search effectiveness. This
high effectiveness can only be achieved in cases in which the relevant concepts are
available. Our methods can improve performance, but we are highly dependent on
the availability and reliability of the pre-trained concepts. Although deep learning is
a highly evolving field, good datasets for specific application domains such as security are still sparse. An option could be to use a set of pre-trained concepts and apply
incremental learning mechanisms to train new concepts when needed. An example
of such a situations would be in a situation in which no (near-)direct match is available. In this case, the system can provide the analyst a choice to either select a less
related concept or train a novel concept detector.
A first step for future work is to collaborate with the analysts to optimally match
their needs. We have to verify whether our assumptions hold in their use cases,
whether they indeed have many ad-hoc queries, and how they would like to work
with this search capability. This first step should be done by connecting all
components and build a good user interface as a prototype. A general user interface
as those used in general search engines might not be the best way for an analyst to
do their job. With a proper user interface, prototype and in domain dataset, we
could measure the performance within the application domain. A first direction for
improving performance is the feedback interpretation component, for example by
making ARF more robust to wrongly selected concept detectors by identifying
whether the concept is not relevant or the detector is not performing well. Another
direction is to work on ambiguity. In this thesis, we have not explicitly experimented
with ambiguous queries or concepts, but it is important to be able to deal with
ambiguity. A third direction is the phrasing of the query. We have now assumed that
analysts would like to enter a natural language query, but we have both
experimented with full queries and ‘keywords’ (events). Another option could be
structured queries with logical combinations, such as AND and ORs between words,
but also temporal relations such as BEFORE or spatial relations such as IN. A fourth
direction is the scoring and ranking, particularly the alternatives to a linear
weighted sum and a blind fusion of data sources, such as non-linear combinations
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and weighted fusion. A fifth direction is in the indexing part. We have not fully
exploited the spatial and temporal information in the videos, the training and
combination of subevents, or the transfer from the concept detectors trained in
another domain into our event retrieval domain. As a final direction the implicit
mapping could be further explored, for example through generative models (Chen
et al., 2016) or multi-task learned models, such as in the recent multi-task deep
reinforcement learning architecture of Google (Oh et al., 2017).
With these directions of research, it is still not clear whether the performance
will be good enough for analysts to work with the system. Although we have increased performance significantly from below 10% MAP up to 20%, we cannot predict whether these previously mentioned directions will reach the desired level of
performance that is probably up to 90%. We might have to reach to other innovative,
and not yet explored directions. These directions will probably not include a set of
concepts (such as with deep learning), or even concepts in general.
Our work can also be applied outside a specific application domain. We foresee
that future visual search capabilities for general purpose will rely on deep learning
techniques. General purpose visual search engines, such as YouTube, have a massive
amount of data, which can be used as training data. Currently, the majority of the
general visual search engines do not offer content-based search, but we expect this
type of search in the future. Our exploration on the Visual QA challenge in chapter 7
shows the possibilities for a closed loop system using deep learning and that field is
still evolving rapidly. Because the general purpose systems value high performance
over transparency, deep learning is likely to be used in this field. We cannot predict
whether these systems will use pre-trained concepts, or use one big neural network.
On the one hand, many of the current closed loop systems do not need explicit concepts. On the other hand, the field of explainable AI is growing, in which the concepts
might have a role in explaining what is happening. But even if our query-to-concept
mapping (i-w2v) has no use in the closed loop systems, we do foresee a role for our
ARF and JRER method. First, our ARF method might be applicable as relevance feedback module for the deep learning model, for example to update weights in one of
the layers. Second, a weighted version of the JRER method can be used as a method
to combine outputs of several deep learning models. The JRER method is even applicable in other sciences that have multiple data sources. The methods proposed in
this thesis are, thus, broadly usable.
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G LOSSARY
Blind Late Fusion Integrating information from data sources after classification
without using pre-trained weights
Cardinality Number of elements
Classifier Function that uses characteristics of the data to identify which class the
data belongs to
Concept Abstract idea representing the characteristics it represents, often the
textual label of the concept detector
Concept Detector Classifier that can detect a certain concept
Concept Detector score Score representing the estimation of the probability that a
certain concept is present in an image, keyframe or video
ConceptBank A set of concepts and their detectors, related to vocabulary
Concept Selection A process in which a specific set of concepts are selected from
the ConceptBank
Convolutional Neural Network Type of (feedforward) neural network often used in
image classification, based on convoluting part of the image. This is one of the
architectures used in deep learning
Data Source A source that collects (raw) data that has not been processed into
valuable information, related to modality
Deep Learning A branch in machine learning that uses deep networks to model
data
Descriptor Feature vector describing an image
Determiner A word that is often used before a noun to provide context about the
noun, such as ‘the’ or ‘a’
Event (High-level) Long-term spatially and temporally dynamic object interactions
that happen under certain scene settings (Jiang et al., 2012)
Feature A distinctive characteristic, such as color or edge
Frame Digital image that is sent to display image rendering devices
Keyframe A single image in a sequence of images / frames that represents an
important point in the sequence. This is related to the compression of the raw video
Knowledge Base Organized repository for information
Object Label Symbolic name for the objects in the image
Ontology Explicit specification of the conceptualization of a domain, involving for
example objects, properties and their relations
Max Pooling Aggregation strategy that summarizes the response across a set of
responses by taking the maximum (spatially or temporally)
Mean Average Precision Evaluation metric that takes a ranked list of outputs and
calculates performance based on the rank of the positive instances in the list
Modality The channel by which signs are transmitted, related to data source.
Example modalities are speech, vision and motion
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Paradigm A group of words that concern substitution and signification of
functional contrasts
Query Representation of information need
Query Expansion Process of reformulating a query to improve retrieval, often by
adding (weighted) query terms
Relevance Feedback Feedback on a certain result of a system
(lexical) Semantics Meaning of the words
Semantic Gap (video retrieval) The gap between the abstraction level of the pixels
in a video and the semantic interpretation of the pixels (Smeulders et al., 2000)
Semantic Matching Identification of semantically related information
Semiotics Study of sign processes and meaning communication
Shot Series of frames
Skip-gram Model Model that uses contexts to predict a window of context words
based on the current word
Synonym A word that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another word
Syntagm A group of words that concern substitution and signification of positional
contrasts
System Query Representation of an information need interpretable by systems
TRECVID MED Multimedia Event Detection task within the TRECVID benchmark
User Query Representation of an information need of a user
User Feedback Relevance feedback provided by a user
Vocabulary A set of known words, related to ConceptBank
Vocabulary Mismatch Phenomenon that two people or systems name the same
concept differently
Word2Vec Group of models that produce word embeddings
Word Embedding Vector representations of words, exploiting word distributions of
the context of a word
Zero Shot TRECVID MED Task performed without having received training
examples of that task
10Ex TRECVID MED Task with 10 training examples
100Ex TRECVID MED Task with 100 training examples

S UMMARY
In the modern world, networked sensor technology makes it possible to capture the
world around us in real-time. In the security domain cameras are an important
source of information. Cameras in public places, bodycams, drones and recordings
with smart phones are used for real time monitoring of the environment to prevent
crime (monitoring case); and/or for investigation and retrieval of crimes, for
example in evidence forensics (forensic case). In both cases it is required to quickly
obtain the right information, without having to manually search through the data.
Currently, many algorithms are available to index a video with some pre-trained
concepts, such as people, objects and actions. These algorithms require a
representative and large enough set of examples (training data) to recognize the
concept. This training data is, however, not always present.
In this thesis, we aim to assist an analyst in their work on video stream data by
providing a search capability that handles ad-hoc textual queries, i.e. queries that
include concepts or events that are not pre-trained. We use the security domain as
inspiration for our work, but the analyst can be working in any application domain
that uses video stream data, or even indexed data. Additionally, we do only consider
the technical aspects of the search capability and not the legal, ethical or privacy
issues related to video stream data. We focus on the retrieval of high-level events,
such as birthday parties. We assume that these events can be composed of smaller
pre-trained concepts, such as a group of people, a cake and decorations and relations between those concepts, to capture the essence of that unseen event (decompositionality assumption). Additionally, we hold the open world assumption, which
means that the system does not have complete world knowledge. Although current
state of the art systems are able to detect an increasingly large number of concepts,
this number still falls far behind the near infinite number of possible (textual) queries
that a system needs to be able to handle.
In our aim to assist the analyst, we focus on the improvement of the visual search
effectiveness (e.g. performance) by a semantic query-to-concept mapping: the mapping from the user query to the set of pre-trained concepts. We use the TRECVID
Multimedia Event Detection benchmark, as it contains high-level events inspired
by the security domain. In this thesis, we show that the main improvements can be
achieved by using a combination of i) query-to-concept mapping based on semantic word embeddings (+12%), ii) exploiting user feedback (+26%) and iii) fusion of
different modalities (data sources) (+17%).
First, we propose an incremental word2vec (i-w2v) method, which uses word2vec
trained on GoogleNews items as a semantic embedding model and incrementally
adds concepts to the set of selected concepts for a query in order to deal with query
drift. This method improves performance in terms of MAP compared to the state of
the art word2vec method and knowledge based techniques. In combination with a
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state of the art video event retrieval pipeline, we achieve top performance on the
TRECVID MED benchmark regarding the zero-example task (MED14Test results).
This improvement is, however, dependent on the availability of the concepts in the
Concept Bank: without concepts related to or occurring in the event, we cannot detect the event. We, thus, need a properly composed Concept Bank to properly index
videos.
Second, we propose an Adaptive Relevance Feedback interpretation method named ARF that not only achieves high retrieval performance, but is also theoretically
founded through the Rocchio algorithm from the text retrieval field. This algorithm is
adjusted to the event retrieval domain in a way that the weights for the concepts are
changed based on the positive and negative annotations on videos. The ARF method
has higher visual search effectiveness compared to k-NN based methods on video
level annotations and methods based on concept level annotations.
Third, we propose blind late fusion methods that are based on state of the art
methods, such as average fusion or fusion based on probabilities. Especially the combination of a Joint Ratio (ratio of probabilities) and Extreme Ratio (ratio of minimum
and maximum) method (JRER) achieves high performance in cases with reliable detectors, i.e. enough training examples. This method is not only applicable to the video
retrieval field, but also in sensor fusion in general.
Although future work can be done in the direction of implicit query-to-concept
mapping through deep learning methods, smartly combining the concepts and
the usage of spatial and temporal information, we have shown that our
proposed methods can improve the visual search effectiveness by a semantic
query-to-concept mapping which brings us a step closer to a search capability that
handles ad-hoc textual queries for analysts.

S AMENVATTING
We krijgen steeds meer toegang tot informatie door de opkomst van nieuwe sensoren. Zo kunnen we onze kamertemperatuur op afstand instellen, onze fysieke activiteiten real time volgen met de Fitbit App en onze omgeving filmen met een camera,
go pro, bodycam, drone of mobiele telefoon. In deze thesis richten we ons op de
sensoren die video of beeldmateriaal produceren. Net als bij andere sensoren, is er
steeds meer materiaal aanwezig. Voor een persoonlijke collectie is het waarschijnlijk
nog mogelijk om handmatig de data te doorzoeken en in mapjes te stoppen, maar
voor het beeldmateriaal dat binnenkomt bij beveiligingsbedrijven of de politie is dit
niet meer haalbaar. Naast de camera’s in publieke gebieden, zoals in winkelcentra
en op straat, krijgen beveiligers mogelijk ook nog beelden van drones, body cams
gedragen door de politie of mobiele opnames via burgers. Deze beelden kunnen gebruikt worden om een bepaald gebied te monitoren of als forensisch bewijs in een
rechtszaak. In beide gevallen is het gewenst om zo snel mogelijk de juiste informatie
te verkrijgen, zonder handmatig door alle beelden heen te moeten. Op dit moment
zijn er al een aantal methoden om bepaalde verdachte gebeurtenissen, zoals zakkenrollen, het stelen van een voertuig of het opgraven van een verdacht voorwerp, te
herkennen. Het ontwikkelen van detectiemethoden voor gebeurtenissen die volgens
een vast patroon verlopen is haalbaar als er voldoende trainingsmateriaal is. Het is
moeilijk om een set detectoren voor alle mogelijke complexe gebeurtenissen te maken. We voorzien dat er een zoekmogelijkheid nodig is om dit soort gebeurtenissen
ook snel terug te kunnen vinden. We gebruiken het veiligheidsdomein als inspiratie
voor dit onderzoek, maar we zullen alleen ingaan op de technische aspecten van een
zoekmogelijkheid voor gebeurtenissen, en niet de juridische, ethische of privacy aspecten. De zoekmogelijkheid is ook niet alleen voor beveiligers relevant, maar voor
allerlei soorten analisten die een dergelijke zoekmogelijkheid kunnen gebruiken in
hun werk. Om zo’n zoekmogelijkheid te bewerkstelligen gebruiken we inspiratie uit
het vakgebied genaamd (Multimedia) Information Retrieval, waaronder de huidige
zoekmachines zoals Google en YouTube vallen. Deze zoekmachines ‘indexeren’ documenten en beelden met bepaalde woorden (concepten) om zo snel via die woorden
resultaten te kunnen produceren. De uitdaging met beeldmateriaal is dat de concepten niet altijd juist herkend worden (bijvoorbeeld door een lage beeldkwaliteit), én
dat er veel minder concepten zijn dan woorden in de taal.
In deze thesis onderzoeken we hoe we een gebruikersvraag beter kunnen omzetten naar een set van concepten die herkend kunnen worden. Daarbij maken we
voornamelijk gebruik van gebruikersvragen die te maken hebben met gebeurtenissen. De gebeurtenissen, die afkomstig zijn van een internationale dataset genaamd
TRECVID MED, zijn over het algemeen niet een concept zelf, maar kunnen in theorie wel beschreven worden als een combinatie van concepten. We zijn begonnen met
het vergelijken van methoden die gebruikmaken van kennisbronnen, zoals Wikipe159
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dia. Per kennisbron hebben we een methode voorgesteld, gebaseerd op de literatuur,
om een set van concepten te selecteren. Zo gebruiken we TFIDF voor Wikipedia en
de sterkte van de link tussen de woorden in de kennisgraaf voor ConceptNet. Uit het
onderzoek bleek dat de kennisbronnen niet volledig zijn op het gebied van gebeurtenissen, en een combinatie van de resultaten het beste resultaat oplevert.
Naast het gebruik van verschillende kennisbronnen hebben we gekeken naar een
ander type methode om automatisch een set van concepten te vinden. Dit is een
recent geïntroduceerde methode genaamd word2vec, die gebruik maakt van (in dit
geval) alle artikelen in GoogleNews om een semantische ruimte te creëren. In deze
ruimte hebben de woorden die in dezelfde context gebruikt worden een kleine afstand. Het voordeel van de word2vec ruimte is dat je sommetjes kunt doen met taal,
zoals ‘koning – man + vrouw = koningin’. Een standaard manier om een set van concepten te vinden is om de afstand tussen de gebruikersvraag en elk van de concepten
uit te rekenen en een top x aantal concepten te kiezen als de set van concepten. In
deze thesis hebben we een methode ontwikkeld om, met behulp van de semantische ruimte waarin je sommetjes kunt doen, de set van concepten te vinden die het
dichtstbij de gebruikersvraag ligt. We laten zien dat deze methode beter werkt dan de
kennisbronnen of het handmatig selecteren van de set van concepten (+12%). Daarbij benadrukken we wel dat het belangrijk is om een zo goed mogelijke lijst van concepten te hebben om uit te kiezen (vocabulary / Concept Bank). Een voorbeeld is dat
als je geen vuur kunt herkennen, het lastig is om de gebeurtenis ‘het blussen van een
vuurtje’ te herkennen. Voor het herkennen van gebeurtenissen heb je niet alleen objecten, scenes (low-level concepts) en (inter)acties nodig (mid-level concepts), maar
ook gebeurtenissen zelf of ingewikkeldere acties (high-level concepts). Een combinatie van de concepten ‘paard’ en ‘rijden’ geeft namelijk mogelijk niet hetzelfde resultaat als ‘paardrijden’.
Naast automatische methoden om een set van concepten te vinden, kan een gebruiker ook helpen om een beter resultaat te krijgen. We vergelijken methoden waarbij de gebruiker de initiële set van concepten moet aanpassen en methoden waarbij
de gebruiker feedback moet geven of een video wel of niet relevant is. In het aanpassen van de concepten vergelijken we algoritmen die de gewichten met een bepaalde
waarde aanpast (re-weighting), de locatie van de gebruikersvraag in de semantische
ruimte aanpast (Query Point Modification) en de locatie van de concepten in de semantische ruimte aanpast (Detector Space). In de feedback op de video’s stellen we
een nieuwe methode voor, genaamd Adaptive Relevance Feedback, die de gewichten
van de concepten aanpast volgens het bekende Rocchio algoritme dat gebruikmaakt
van de scores van de concepten op de positief en negatief geannoteerde video’s. Die
methode werkt beter dan de gebruikelijke ‘k-nearest neighbor’ methode die kijkt
naar de afstand tussen huidige video en de dichtstbijzijnde positieve en negatieve video om de uiteindelijke relevantie van een video te bepalen. Uit het onderzoek blijkt
dat de gebruikersinformatie de prestatie van het systeem altijd verbetert. Onze ARF
methode verbetert het systeem meer dan de methoden die de concepten aanpassen
of de k-NN methode, waarbij de verbetering 26% is ten opzichte van geen feedback
en 20% ten opzichte van de andere methoden.
Met deze grote verbeteringen zullen analisten al beter gebeurtenissen kunnen te-
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rugvinden dan voor het werk van deze thesis. Maar mogelijk zoeken gebruikers niet
alleen naar grote gebeurtenissen, maar ook naar bijvoorbeeld een specifieke persoon
met een bepaalde kleur jas of een ander signalement. Het kan zijn dat bepaalde type
concepten bij gebeurtenissen geen invloed hebben op de prestatie, maar wel invloed
hebben bij het zoeken naar een specifiek signalement, zoals dat je bij het zoeken
naar een vrouw het concept ‘man’ niet acceptabel vindt. In de word2vec methode
representeert de afstand tussen woorden ‘een’ relatie, maar het is niet expliciet welke
relatie. In dit onderzoek willen we weten of dit schadelijk kan zijn voor de prestatie
van het zoeksysteem als er niet gezocht wordt naar gebeurtenissen. In dit gedeelte
van het onderzoek gebruiken we een gecreëerde dataset die bestaat uit speelgoed en
kantoorartikelen. We gebruiken de kennisbron ConceptNet om bepaalde semantische structuren te representeren en onderzoeken of bepaalde type gebruikersvragen
alleen bepaalde semantische structuren zouden moeten toestaan. Uit het onderzoek
blijkt dat de set van concepten wel beter is als een bepaald type semantische structuur gebruikt wordt, maar voor het vinden van de juiste plaatjes dit niet altijd het
geval is. Hierdoor kunnen we concluderen dat het beter is om alle mogelijke relaties
te gebruiken, zoals die aanwezig zijn in de word2vec semantische ruimte.
Een laatste methode die de prestatie zou kunnen verbeteren is fusie. In veel vakgebieden blijkt dat het combineren van verschillende methoden de prestatie kan verbeteren. In deze thesis stellen wij een aantal relatief simpele fusiemethoden voor die
onderlegd zijn vanuit de bestaande fusiemethoden die op beslisniveau werken (late)
en geen trainingsvoorbeelden hebben om gewichten toe te kennen (blind), zoals het
gemiddelde en product. In simulaties en experimenten met de TRECVID MED dataset laten we zien dat deze fusiemethoden tot wel 17% prestatieverbetering (MAP)
kunnen opleveren.
In het laatste hoofdstuk kijken we naar andere methoden dan een expliciete set
van concepten om een gebruikersvraag te beantwoorden. We gebruiken een
bestaande methode die met neurale netwerken een vraag en plaatje kan analyseren
en een antwoord kan genereren. Daaraan voegen we een objectdetectiemethode
toe, evenals een postprocessing methode die ervoor zorgt dat je het juiste type
antwoord op een vraag geeft, zoals een cijfer op een numerieke vraag (‘hoeveel’).
Een belangrijke vraag is nu natuurlijk in hoeverre deze nieuwe inzichten gebruikt
zullen worden in de toekomst. Het succes van de toepassing van de nieuwe word2vec
methode en de fusie methode is afhankelijk van veel factoren. Ten eerste behandelt
deze thesis maar een klein deel van de zoekmogelijkheid die nodig is voor een analist. Zo moet er niet alleen een goede lijst van getrainde concepten zijn om mee te
kunnen matchen, maar de gegevens moeten ook goed en veilig opgeslagen worden,
een gebruikersinterface moet uitnodigen ermee te werken en, misschien wel het belangrijkste, de modus operandi van de analist zal moeten veranderen. Maar zelfs als
analisten niet bereid zijn deze inzichten mee te nemen, zijn ze ook bruikbaar buiten
dat domein. Ook al maakt deep learning nu zijn opkomst in multimedia retrieval,
het gebruik van transparante methoden (Explainable AI) is nu ook een punt van focus voor de grote bedrijven in zoeksystemen, of zelfs binnen TNO. Daarnaast is de
fusiemethode, eventueel uitgebreid met een wegingsfunctie voor de verschillende
databronnen, zeker waardevol in veel domeinen.
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